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Abstract

Multi-core platforms can deliver substantial computational power together with minimum

costs, compact size, weight, and power usage. However, multi-core architectures are shak-

ing the very foundation of modern real-time systems, i.e. deriving the Worst-Case Ex-

ecution Time (WCET) of the tasks. Modern embedded systems such as those deployed

in the automotive and avionic fields face two difficult-to-resolve conflicting requirements

due to the interference problem on the shared hardware components amongst cores: de-

livering high average-case performance and providing tight WCET. This challenge exists

in different shared hardware resources including on-chip shared cache, hardware prefetch-

ers, buses, and memory controller. The problem is mainly because various cores in the

system interfere with each other while competing to access the aforementioned hardware

components. While dedicated real-time controllers provide timing guarantees, they do so

at the cost of significantly degrading system performance. This dissertation overcomes this

trade-off by introducing Duetto, a general hardware resource management paradigm that

pairs a real-time arbiter with a high-performance arbiter and a latency estimator module.

Based on the observation that the resource is rarely overloaded, Duetto executes the high-

performance arbiter most of the time, switching to the real-time arbiter only in the rare

cases when the latency estimator deems that timing guarantees risk being violated. In this

thesis, the Duetto paradigm is realized for different shared hardware resources. In the first

part, I demonstrate Duetto on the case study of a multi-bank on-chip memory and discuss

the foundation of the methodology. The methodology is concerned about designing the

real-time arbiter in such a way that it is compatible with Duetto, deriving latency analy-

sis, and designing the latency estimator module. In the second part, this thesis addresses

the trade-off between maintaining cache coherence in multi-core real-time systems and im-

proving average-case performance by proposing a novel coherency arbiter infrastructure

and employing it in the context of Duetto. This is achieved by precisely engineering the

multi-core hardware architecture and its underlying interconnect infrastructure such that

data sharing is feasible for real-time systems in a manner amenable for timing analysis.

The proposed solution provides near-to Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) performance

and does not impose any coherency protocol modifications. The third part of this disser-

tation proposes DuoMC by applying Duetto to off-chip Memory Controller (MC) which is

crucial since Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) main memory is one of the most

complex shared resources in multi-core architectures and it is one of the critical bottlenecks

both from latency as well as performance perspectives. As part of the MC evaluation, we

release MCsim, an open-source, cycle-accurate simulator for memory controllers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Real-time embedded systems, in different areas such as robotics, automotive, avionics,

medical devices, and industrial environments [72] are increasingly deployed to provide

timing guarantees. In such context, the correctness of the system is both a function of value

as well as the time at which the results are produced [70]. Hence, timing constraints such as

deadline should be provided for a real-time task in order to detect unacceptable results or

maintain the Quality of Service (QoS). Timing analysis helps us to measure the WCET of

the task. This is critical for real-time systems as it can be used in schedulability analysis

to guarantee that tasks satisfy their timing constraints. To estimate the WCET, static

or measurement-based analysis can be used [113]. The criticality of adhering to these

timing constraints is determined based on the type of application. Hard Real-Time (HRT)

applications such as Fly-by-Wire (FBW) in aircraft must satisfy the deadline, as the failure

to satisfy timing constraints can result in severe consequences.

In the last two decades, there has been a constant augmentation in the popularity

of embedded multi-core platforms due to real-time embedded applications claiming more

processing power. This signifies a shaking point in the analysis and implementation of

real-time systems. Multi-core platforms present benefits in terms of system cost and per-

formance. However, such platforms introduce new challenges regarding accessing shared

resources when multiple cores demand them simultaneously and create interference. This

interference is a hurdle for real-time systems since the behavior of one core affects the

temporal operation of other cores, which complicates the timing analysis of the system

1



and makes it difficult to precisely derive the WCET of tasks. For instance, in [110], it was

demonstrated that for the non-blocking cache structure used in modern multi-core systems,

letting unlimited requests to enter the Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHR) of the cache

leads to contention in MSHR. The result is blocking further accesses in the system and,

hence, the WCET of the task could increase up to 27×. Experiments in [89] show that

memory interference can contribute up to 300% to the WCET of a task, and memory bus

interference can solely increase the WCET up to 44% [87]. In [39], it was demonstrated that

the load/store on Last-Level Cache (LLC) could trigger coherency messages and increase

the latency of such requests significantly or even make them unbounded.

Because of the existing shared resources in the multi-core platforms, there has been

a large body of research efforts in the community investigating how to perform WCET

estimation in such systems [112, 12, 58, 119, 83, 88, 19, 82, 9]. Normally, to tackle

this problem, previous works [24, 34, 45] are proposing to estimate the WCET by di-

viding the execution time of the task into what the task does on the Processing El-

ements (PEs) (computation) plus the access latency of the shared resources such as,

shared bus, memory controller, etc. Therefore, to determine the WCET of the task,

it is crucial to bound the Worst-Case Latency (WCL) of requests accessing a shared

resource. Obviously, tighter WCL for the resource accesses results in lower WCET of

tasks. For the concern of this dissertation, the task analysis and evaluation of the request

numbers can be done through either static program analysis or measurement-based ap-

proaches. A significant amount of interest exists in analyzing the WCL bound of resource

accesses [33, 22, 32, 24, 42, 112, 39, 77, 56, 118, 37, 45, 84, 116].

Existing COTS arbiters managing access to these resources are designed with several

complex optimizations aiming to achieve high average performance such as out-of-order

execution, complex cache architectures, or branch prediction mechanisms. Unfortunately,

these optimizations result in extremely high latency spikes in the WCL of accesses. This is

because these COTS optimizations typically induce pathological scenarios that lead to ex-

tremely high latency in the worst case [121, 44], and thus, must be disabled to provide tight

latency bounds. To address this challenge, several recent proposals introduced solutions re-

designing these arbiters [18, 40, 46, 58, 83, 119] and controllers [1, 22, 23, 33, 74, 96, 84, 94]

to honor predictability by design. In contrast to COTS arbiters, the goal of the real-time

arbiter proposals is to provide strict timing bounds for WCL incurred when accessing

the shared resource by disabling most of the aforementioned performance optimizations.

However, predictably managing these resources to bound the resulting interference upon

accessing them is not an easy task. In general, real-time arbiters expose bad average

2



performance yet with tight latency bounds while COTS-based arbiters provide improved

performance with large WCL spikes.

In summary, there exists a complex trade-off between the average-case performance and

providing predictability for the shared resources in multicore platforms. Our key research

question is: can we engineer a system that provides predictability while having minimal

impact on average-case performance? To address this problem, this dissertation proposes a

general reference model together with an informal methodology that enables the designers

to address the predictability-performance trade-off in the multi-core platforms which I

elaborate on in Section 1.2. Broadly, I aim to adhere to the generic platform in terms

of average-case performance while also maintaining timing constraints by proposing using

two arbiters for the same shared resource and switching between them based on the status

and load of the system. It is important to point out that we are addressing this problem by

proposing the reference model through architectural simulations and leaving the problem

of having a full hardware implementation to future work.

1.2 Methodology

We introduce Duetto reference model in which we define two modes of execution: real-time

mode and high-performance mode. In real-time mode, Duetto tries to optimize WCL of

accesses by employing an arbiter that provides a tight bound for each request. In contrast,

in high-performance mode, the execution model attempts to maximize the average-case

performance and resource utilization of the system by using conventional architectural

techniques that increase the overall performance of the system. Preferably, I propose

a dual-mode arbitration model where most of the time, while the system is not at risk

to violate timing constraints, the Duetto employs a mode optimized for the average-case

performance.

More in detail, Duetto assigns WCL bounds to the requests, if the system is at risk to

miss these WCL bounds in high-performance mode, the system switches to real-time mode

to guarantee meeting these bounds. As mentioned before, the WCET of each task depends

on the WCL of its resource accesses. We assume that there is a deadline associated with

each request. The request deadline represents the maximum time that can elapse between a

request arriving at the arbiter, and being serviced. If a requestor sends multiple requests, a

deadline counter starts when the latest request arrives at the head of the transaction queue.

This assumption is crucial, since otherwise, we may include queuing delay from the requests
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Figure 1.1: Simplex state space.

made by the same requestor. The deadline is configurable and we assume that the system

designer first determines a request deadline for each particular request. Such an assignment

should be performed based on the type of application (critical or non-critical tasks), and

characteristics of the processing element (latency or bandwidth-bound). These deadlines

might remain fixed or might be varied at run-time either on a partition or on a task basis

by re-configuring the hardware. For instance, the designer might decide to perform a

schedulability analysis on a core that runs a real-time task and based on the computation

time and the number of requests in the task determines the maximum deadline value so the

system remains schedulable. Note that, the approach that we consider in Duetto reference

model to bound the WCET of the task is a request-driven approach. In details, the WCET

of task is obtained by summing its execution time with the cumulative processing latency

of memory requests. If the task performs at most M memory requests and its slack (how

much its execution can be increased while still meeting timing constraints based on task-

level schedulability analysis) is S, we can set the per-request deadline to S/M. The same

idea has been presented in previous related work [40, 42].

Duetto has been inspired by other work in the area of safety for real-time systems, in

particular, the simplex reference architecture [20] for control systems. The simplex architec-

ture defines a methodology that allows the coexistence of an unverified, high-performance

controller with a lower-performance but trusted safe controller. The simplex incorporates

a checker component that monitors the stability of the system and switches the control

output between the two controllers. Under normal operation, the system is far from the

instability region, and it uses the output of the high-performance controller. However,
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if the checker component determines that an incorrect control command might cause the

system to reach an unstable state at the next control step, it switches to the safe con-

troller, which is guaranteed to maintain the system in the stable region. Once the system

is again guaranteed to remain stable at the next step no matter the actuation command,

the checker component switches back to the high-performance controller.

As Figure 1.1 shows, simplex defines three zones of operation for the system, and at

any point in time, it can fall into one of these zones. The unsafe zone denotes when

there is a possibility in which a wrong decision at the next step leads to violating the safety

requirements. Likewise, with the right choice, it remains in an unsafe zone, or it can return

to the safe zone. Note that the unsafe zone does not mean that the safety requirement is

not met; instead, it simply means that there is a risk of going to an unstable zone. An

unstable zone signifies that there is no guarantee for satisfying the safety requirement. The

safe zone denotes the region in which regardless of any control action (whether switch or

not), the system remains in the current zone or it moves to the unsafe zone as shown in

Figure 1.1. It is important to note that while the system is running in the safe zone, there

is no chance for the system to fall into an unstable zone. In the safe zone, we attempt to

leverage high-performance mode since we will not become unstable in the next step. The

real-time mode will be used in the unsafe zone since it can guarantee that there is no way

the system goes to an unstable zone with any possible control action. Note that being in

either the safe zone or unsafe zone means that the system still runs in stable conditions.

The important challenge here is that the semantics of Duetto and simplex are not

equivalent. In detail, simplex is performed at the software level and it is capable of making

the decision by looking at the system output/states on a large time scale. However, in

Duetto, the instability of the system is defined based on a latency analysis. In other

words, the state of the system will be unstable if it is not possible to guarantee its request

deadline. Since the state in Duetto is too large, instead of defining safe/unsafe regions

offline, Duetto has to operate on-line by applying the latency analysis to determine if the

system goes to an unstable state. On top of that, the goal of Duetto is to control the

output of high-speed hardware arbiters at the granularity of a clock cycle, requiring a high

level of parallelism in the execution model that cannot be easily supported in the Simplex

logic framework since the states in Duetto cannot be stored offline. Hence, the important

challenge remains on how Duetto should operate at every clock cycle to guarantee that the

latency of each request is not greater than the request deadlines. Most of the complexities

that I will discuss in the coming chapters of this thesis are focused on keeping track of the

resource’s state and implementing the estimation such a way that it is fast enough and can
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be properly parallelized in hardware.

Since different shared hardware resources in a multicore system have their own specific

constraints, the framework will have to be applied in different manners. In this thesis, I

show that the proposed reference model could be successfully adopted on variety of shared

resources, including shared buses (Chapter 3), on-chip memory (LLC) (Chapter 4), and

off-chip memory (DRAM) (Chapter 5).

1.3 Structure of Thesis

Chapter 2 provides background on arbitration in multi-core platforms, main memory struc-

ture, and hardware cache coherence mechanisms. In addition, this chapter presents an

overview of previous works related to each shared resource covered in the thesis. Chap-

ters 3, 4, 5 are the main research contributions of this thesis. Chapter 3 introduces a novel

hardware resource management paradigm called Duetto reference model. Based on the

observation that the resource is rarely overloaded, Duetto executes the high-performance

arbiter most of the time, switching to the real-time arbiter only in the rare cases when

the latency estimator deems that timing guarantees risk being violated. In Chapter 3,

I demonstrate Duetto on the case study of a simplified multi-bank memory. Chapter 4

proposes an arbiter for the shared memory in multi-core platforms aiming at providing

predictable, coherent shared cache hierarchy solution, yet with a negligible performance,

degradation compared to COTS solutions. Finally, Chapter 5 applies the Duetto reference

model to one of the most complex shared resources, which is the main memory controller.

On top of that, in Chapter 5, I introduce an off-chip memory device simulator, MCsim,

an extensible and cycle-accurate MC simulator. Designed as an integrable environment,

MCsim is able to run as a trace-based simulator as well as provide an interface to connect

with external CPU and memory device simulators. I conclude this thesis in Chapter 6

that discusses future works based on the research contributions performed in the thesis

and their limitations.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter presents the essential background required to continue with the other chapters

of the thesis. In Section 2.1, we introduce the common arbitration schemes deployed in

real-time systems and the related work. Next in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, we cover the

required background on the hardware coherency in shared caches along with the predictable

coherency approaches. Finally, in Section 2.4, we study the organization of the memory

controller as a shared resource among master entities, and for this reason, we provide the

required background for DRAM main memory systems. In Section 2.5, we delve into the

real-time memory controller design and discuss the most recent related work.

2.1 Background: Arbitration in Real-Time Systems

A contemporary multi-processor System-on-Chip (SoC) consists of a large number of com-

ponents including streaming hardware accelerators and processors with caches that run

several applications. As a result, shared resources, such as main memory and interconnect

are introduced to reduce the cost. However, sharing the resources imposes interference

among applications and makes it difficult to achieve satisfaction of the real-time require-

ments. Every shared resource can be used by any requestor in the system. Example of

requestors includes CPUs and Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine. Arbiters are em-

ployed to decide which of the requestor should have the access (grant) to the resource at

any point in time.

There has been a considerable number of arbitration mechanisms proposed by real-time
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research groups for shared resources. Traditional arbitration schemes such as Round-Robin

(RR), fixed priority, and a hybrid of them are still used popularly. We review commonly

used arbitration policies in traditional real-time systems to investigate their properties and

performance. Particularly, we discuss fixed priority arbitration, simple First-Come-First-

Serve (FCFS), RR arbitration including bare RR, Prioritized RR (PRR) [83], Weighted RR

(WRR) [54], Harmonic RR (HRR) [119], and Harmonic Weighted RR (HWRR) [40] in

addition to TDM-based arbiters [95, 28].

Fixed priority arbitration policy cannot provide a fair arbitration among the requestors

since particular requestors are always prioritized over other masters. FCFS arbiters give

the grants to the requestor that made a request earlier in time [122]. In other words, FCFS

does not provide a fair arbitration among the requestors. First-Ready First-Come-First-

Serve (FR-FCFS) is another conventional scheme that arbitrates between the entities who

are ready and also at the same time arrived before every other requestor.

There have been several research efforts that investigate the criticality-aware arbitration

on single-core platforms and multi-core platforms [42, 44]. Criticality is a designation of

the level of assurance against failure needed for a system component. A mixed-criticality

system has two or more distinct levels such as safety-critical, mission-critical, and low-

critical [13]. There exist two approaches for incorporating the criticality in a system. [13]

proposed comprehensive review on the mixed-criticality, which is mostly concerned about

Vestal model [7]. The Vestal model assumes that there exist tasks or partitions with

different criticality levels that are mapped to the same requestor and then tries to pro-

pose scheduling for them. On the other hand, the authors of [42] assigned the criticality

requirements to the requestors instead of tasks.

Authors in [40] proposed a mixed critical platform for accessing the shared memory bus

where they do not suspend low critical tasks when running in high mode. A software-based

throttling is another scheme proposed in [86] to manage accesses to the shared main mem-

ory by assigning a budget to each core. Once the budget is exceeded for the non-critical

cores, it throttles it to the guaranteed requirements of critical cores The technique in [111]

arbitrates amongst memory requests from all tasks using conventional RR and FCFS poli-

cies.

Bare RR is dynamic and straightforward to implement. In addition, it is efficient and

shares the resources equally among the requestors no matter what are their characteristics.

The WCL of a request from any task can be bounded by the number of requestors in the

system. However, in mixed critical systems where there are tasks with different criticality

levels, RR cannot differentiate among the tasks. Researchers in [83] tried to cope with the
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deficiencies of RR by proposing prioritized RR. In such arbiter, RR is employed only for

the critical tasks, and non-critical tasks can obtain access in slack slots. Slack slots are

defined as the time that there is no request from the critical tasks in the system. The

target of their solution is systems with the dual-criticality operation. Since they share

these slots with non-critical tasks, there is no timing guarantee for non-critical tasks. [119]

also proposed HRR to mitigate this problem by considering different slots to different tasks

which maximize the system utilization.

Another research line concentrates on different arbitration policies for shared resources

in order to eliminate interference. One example of this kind of arbitration policy is Time

Division Multiplex (TDM), where the shared resource is assigned to a task or processing

element for a predetermined time slot. In other words, it partitions access to the resource

over time, and only a single requestor can acquire it at a time. When using TDM, the

behavior of the requestors is entirely independent of the function of other requestors in the

system.

WRR is able to allocate different amounts of service to processing elements based

on their requirements [54]. Similar characteristics exist for TDM. The key difference

between TDM and WRR is that TDM arbiters are non-work conserving. An assigned slot

to a task will remain idle if there are no ready requests from this particular task even if

there are ready requests from other tasks. Instead, WRR is work-conserving meaning that

it assigns idle slots to the first task with a ready request.

Notice that the discussion in this section reviewed the arbitration mechanisms for a

single resource such as a shared bus. However, in practice, there are sub-systems such as

split-transaction bus or DRAM (covered in Chapters 4 and 5) which incorporate multi-

ple parallel resources whose operation is interrelated. For such systems, a more complex

arbitration scheme is required.

2.2 Background: Hardware Cache Coherence

Enabling data sharing is imperative in modern embedded systems. In these systems,

massive amounts of data have to be collected (sensor fusion, cameras, etc), communicated

through interconnect(s), and processed by various processing elements. As a result, recent

efforts have been proposed to shift away from the independent task model, where tasks do

not share data to a more-practical model that embraces data sharing and enables inter-core

communication [17, 8, 63, 39, 105, 100, 101, 56].
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Shared memory multi-core systems present a global address space in which processing

cores can trade information and synchronize. When shared variables are cached in various

caches concurrently, a memory store operation conducted by one processor can make data

copies of the same variable in other caches invalid. The fundamental objective of a cache

coherence protocol is to provide a coherent memory representation for the system so that

each processor can observe the semantic impact of memory access operations performed by

other processors in time. Various approaches can be employed in shared memory system

implementation. Common hardware implementations extend traditional caching methods

and use custom communication interfaces and specific hardware support.

2.2.1 Cache Controllers

Coherency in the system is maintained through coherence controllers, implemented as fi-

nite state machines placed inside each storage hierarchy, including private caches and LLC.

Coherence amongst private caches is maintained through a cache controller. The cache

controller is informed by any action from the core in the form of loads and stores and

maintains the coherency by issuing coherence messages through the interconnection net-

work. The receiving controller then performs corresponding coherence state transitions and

issues a response back to the sender through the interconnection network. The types of

requests and responses, as well as the state transitions, are dependent on the implementa-

tion specifics of each coherence protocol. Similarly, the LLC is also co-located with a state

machine to implement coherence. The LLC controller typically does not issue coherence

requests; instead, it receives and forwards requests or issues coherence responses through

the interconnect.

Even though loads and stores instructions from the cores can read and write to specific

bytes of data, the controllers operate in cache block granularity, meaning that coherency is

maintained on a cache block instead of each byte. Hence, it is impossible to write to a cache

block while another core processes a read/write request simultaneously. Therefore, updates

to the values in a cache block must be propagated to all other cores in the system to preserve

coherence. Efforts have been proposed for finer-grained hardware coherence [78, 99] or

coarser-grained hardware coherence [14, 15].
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Figure 2.1: State transition diagram of a VI protocol.

2.2.2 Coherence Protocols

Coherence protocols determine the interactions between cache controllers and maintain all

cache blocks up to date at any given time. A basic Valid-Invalid (VI) cache coherence

protocol is shown in Figure 2.1. The VI protocol consists of two primary (stable) states,

Valid (V), Invalid (I), and a transient state IV D. Transient states are essential intermediate

states between stable states to stall for either data or transaction acknowledgments to be

received before entering the next stable state; however, they are not explicitly stated when

describing a coherence protocol and for simplicity, we do not show the transient states in

the figures. We assume the interconnect is a shared bus such that all coherence controllers

broadcast (snoop) coherence requests.

At the beginning of execution, all cache blocks are in I state for all private controllers.

Loads and stores from the core to the blocks in I state will cause the controller to issue a

Get coherence request on the interconnect and transition to the transient state IV D to stall

for a response with data. Then, the shared memory controller observes the Get message

and responds with data on the shared bus. Afterward, the requestor snooping on the bus

copies the block to its own private cache and completes the load/store instruction. If other

cores broadcast Get requests to the interconnect, the cache controller that has the block in

V state will respond with its up-to-date data and invalidate itself transitioning back to I

assuming that core-to-core transfer is possible; otherwise, any request should be directed to

the shared memory. In VI protocol, only a single core is able to maintain the block in the V

state at any given time. Any other loads/stores from other cores must first get the block in

V state (up-to-date data) before they can perform their own requests. Despite VI protocol

simplicity, the valid state only allows a single core to maintain a cache block with read

permission at any point in time. This is true even if the block is unmodified by the core.
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Figure 2.2: State transition diagram of an MSI protocol.

If multiple cores request to load one after another, each core sends Get requests on the

interconnect and invalidate each other’s cache blocks which incur unnecessary coherence

transactions. In order to avoid this issue, numerous optimizations have been proposed.

One example is dividing the V state into two distinctive states which are Modified (M)

state and Shared (S) state to make MSI protocol. State M corresponds to blocks that

have been modified (dirty) by a write request and state S corresponds to the blocks that

are unmodified (clean) and is maintained by one or more cores. Figure 2.2 presents these

states and the transitions amongst them which are implemented by the cache controller.

Reading a cache line A requires the core to issue GetS(A) message on the interconnect and

writing to A requires GetM(A). Upon replacement due to eviction or write-back to shared

memory, a core needs to issue a PutM(A) message. If the core has cache line A in S state

and tries to modify it, it issues an Upg(A) message. Every message on the bus will be

observed by all cores’ private caches as well as a shared cache controller. A core observing

its own message is referred as Own, and any message initiated by other cores is referred

to as Other. In Figure 2.2 a core that has a cache line in M state and observes other cores

asking for the same line by OtherGetS message will move to S state since the cache line

will be up to date in more than one cache controller. In spite of its simplicity, MSI is the
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foundation of most coherence protocols deployed in most existing COTS systems such as

the MESIF protocol employed in Intel’s i7 and the MOESI protocol employed in AMD’s

Opteron [48]. However, we detailed MSI coherence protocol in this section since MSI is

covered in Chapter 4 and is used by related work on predictable coherence in real-time

systems [49, 39],

2.2.3 Snoopy Protocols and Directory-based Protocols

There are two varieties of cache coherence protocols: snoopy protocols for bus-based sys-

tems and directory-based protocols for Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems. In

bus-based multiprocessor systems, since all the processors can observe an ongoing bus

transaction, appropriate coherence actions can be taken when an operation endangering

coherence is detected. Protocols that fall into this category are called snoopy protocols

since each cache snoops bus transactions to watch memory transactions of the other pro-

cessors. Unlike snoopy protocols, directory-based protocols do not rely on the broadcast

mechanism to invalidate/update stale copies. Instead, they maintain a directory entry

for each memory block to register the cache sites in which the memory block is currently

cached. The directory entry is usually maintained at the site in which the corresponding

physical memory resides. Since the locations of shared copies are known, the protocol

engine at each site can maintain coherence by operating point-to-point protocol messages.

Thus, the removal of broadcast defeats a significant limitation on scaling cache coherent

mechanisms to large-scale multiprocessor systems but incurs larger latency. For this rea-

son, it makes little sense to employ a directory-based protocol for a small multicore. In this

thesis, we focus on snooping bus cache coherence as it is commonly deployed in multi-core

real-time systems with a small number of cores such as ARM chips [3].

2.3 Related Work: Predictable Cache Coherence

In general, predictability on the shared hardware resources in multicore real-time systems

can be achieved by two approaches: 1) employing predictable bus arbitration (discussed

in Section 2.1); 2) employing predictable cache coherence. The second category of works

mainly focuses on enabling the predictable sharing of data among real-time core through

hardware cache coherence [39, 30, 105, 57, 100, 56, 118, 6, 8, 37]. We find these approaches

to be promising due to their performance benefits as well as transparency to the software
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stack. In addition, cache coherence is already the standard de facto in COTS multi-core

platforms. These types of works normally require detailed formal modeling along with

verification in order to verify their predictability. Moreover, these approaches are not ex-

tensible to other high-performance bus architectures such as those deployed in the COTS

platforms including split-transaction interconnects. Using a split-transaction architecture

allows the system to issue the requests (through coherence messages) and responses (i.e.

data transfers) through different buses and manage them using different arbitration mech-

anisms.

Various approaches have been explored for shared cache to improve the predictability

of the system such as preventing cores to access the data of the other cores in the system

through isolation and partitioning [112], locking schemes [108], cache coloring [29, 31] or

even splitting the data cache [98]. Notice that assuming private memory bank per core

is not an optimized approach [39] as it suffers from multiple drawbacks: 1) They prevent

sharing of data between tasks; hence, disabling any communication across applications or

threads of parallel tasks running on various cores; 2) It might result in poor memory/cache

utilization. For instance, it could increase the number of cache line eviction due to the

partition space reaching its maximum capacity while other partitions might be underuti-

lized; 3) It does not scale with increasing number of cores. While these approaches simplify

the latency analysis of the task; they do not propose a solution to the problem of data

correctness resulting from sharing memory space.

To exemplify, PMSI [39] was the first effort that introduced a set of novel transient

coherency states to alleviate the unpredictable behavior of the conventional coherence pro-

tocol. However, it was achieved by significantly increasing the WCL bound of the requests.

Recently, [56] proposed PMSI* and PMESI* which present a systematic approach towards

designing predictable cache coherence mechanisms that achieve similar WCL bound com-

pared to bypassing the shared cache and provide tighter WCL bound compared to orig-

inal PMSI. They do so by capturing the key reasons behind the high WCL in existing

predictable cache coherence and then apply micro-architectural extensions and protocol

modifications in order to achieve tight WCL and high performance.

By decoupling the request and response bus and employing a split-transaction bus, [49]

was able to achieve significantly tighter worst-case request latency bounds compared to

PMSI [39]. PISCOT uses a predictable arbitration policy (TDM) on the request bus while

employing conventional FCFS arbitration on the response bus. This caused PISCOT to

exhibit a linear WCL similar to cache bypassing while improving average-case performance.

Notice that our proposed approach in Chapter 4 (similar to PISCOT) does not require any
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Figure 2.3: Internal organization of a DRAM module.

change or modifications on the underlying coherence protocol employed in the system since

the predictability is achieved through re-designing the arbiter along with split-transaction

interconnect.

2.4 Background: Main Memory

In this section, we describe the higher level of the DRAM design in terms of the hierarchy

and modules, which leads to data transfers from/to the memory subsystem. These transfers

impose latency on the PEs. To better understand the origin of memory latency, we first

provide the fundamental background on DRAM organization and operations.

2.4.1 DRAM Organization

Figure 2.3 shows the internal organization of an off-chip DRAM. A DRAM device con-

sists of one or more ranks, which share the address and data bus. Each rank contains

multiple DRAM chips that share command signals among each other. DRAM chips are
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comprised of banks. A DRAM bank is a two-dimensional array of DRAM cells consisting

of rows and columns. In addition, each bank contains sense amplifiers, which also work as

a small cache, holding the most recently accessed row in that bank and are usually referred

to as row buffer. Accesses to the off-chip DRAM are managed through an on-chip memory

controller. A Double Data Rate (DDR) memory device is following a naming convention

including generation, data rate, version. One example can be found in DDR3-2133L where

three stands for the generation, 2133 accounts for data rate, and ”L” represents the version

of the device. The data rate is interpreted as mega-transfers per second. There are three

basic DRAM commands. 1) Activation (ACT ): upon accessing or receiving a request

to a row that is not currently in the row buffer, the memory controller issues an ACT

command to fetch the requested row from DRAM cells into the row buffer. 2) Read-

/Write (RD/WR): once the requested row exists in the row buffer, the memory controller

issues a RD/WR to conduct the read/write operation on the requested column(s) from

the row buffer. This is usually referred to as a CAS command. 3) Precharge (PRE ): If

another row than the requested one resides in the row buffer, it has to be written back

to the DRAM cells before activating the requested row. This operation is referred to as

precharging and is conducted using a PRE command. In addition to these three opera-

tions, the memory controller has to periodically refresh DRAM cells to avoid data leakage

using a REF command.

2.4.2 Memory Controller Operations

Accesses to the off-chip DRAM are managed through an on-chip memory controller. The

MC buffers incoming requests from various processing elements in the system as well as

other requestors such as DMA into the queues. Those queues are usually either per-

requestor or per-bank. Note that a requestor can be any master entity in the system,

including a CPU core, DMA engine, GPU, etc. The MC performs three main operations

as follows:

1. Address Mapping: The MC translates the request address into DRAM physical

address (e.g., which bank, row, and column to access). Memory controllers might

allow for both assigning certain bank(s) to be private to a certain requestor as well

as declaring certain banks to be shared among all requestors. This can be done

either by the mapping function itself in the controller through configurable registers

or through the virtual memory support in the OS [29, 31, 120].
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2. Access Scheduling: Once requests arrive at the controller, they are queued in

a request queue, which might depend on the issuing requestor in addition to the

target address. For instance, many memory controllers assume per-bank request

queues [33, 22]. Memory controllers deploy arbitration both at the request level

(using a request scheduler) and the command level (using a command scheduler).

The request scheduler arbitrates among requests from different processing elements

(requestors) to pick a request and translate it to its corresponding commands (com-

mand generation) and send it to the corresponding command queue. Finally, the

command scheduler arbitrates among ready commands to elect a command to issue

to the DRAM.

3. Command Generation: Command generator generates the command sequence for

each request and places the generated commands in the corresponding command

queue. The generated commands depend on the deployed policy by the controller

to manage the row-buffer, which is known as row-buffer policy or page policy. Two

common page policies are open-page and close-page. Under the open-page policy, the

memory controller leaves the data in the row buffer available for future accesses that

might hit in the row buffer and hence encounter a lower access latency. On the other

hand, the close-page policy writes back the data in the row buffer to the DRAM cells

immediately after each access. Since consecutive memory accesses usually exhibit

locality, the open-page policy generally improves average-case performance over close-

page policy. However, if a request’s row is different from the row in the row buffer,

a bank conflict occurs and this request has to wait first for the PRE operation.

Therefore, aside from the idle bank case (where the row buffer does not have any

data), a request under the open-page policy has two scenarios. 1) A close request,

whose row is different from the one in the row buffer; thus, the command generator

has to generate three commands for this request: PRE, ACT, and RD/WR. 2) An

open request, which hits in the row buffer, and thus, consists only of a RD (or WR)

command.

2.4.3 DRAM Timings

All these commands (PRE, ACT , RD, and WR) have associated timing constraints that

are mandated by the DRAM JEDEC standard [106] to ensure correct operation. Table 2.1

lists the constraints most related to this work along with their description (note that all

times in this chapter are measured as multiples of the MC clock period, whose frequency is
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Table 2.1: JEDEC DDR3/DDR4 timing constraints.

Constraints 1066E 1333G 1600H 1600K 1866K 2133L 2400U

Inter-bank Constraints (Cycle)

tRRD: Row to row activation delay 4 4 5 5 5 5 l=6,s=4

tFAW : Activation window 20 20 24 24 26 27 26

tRTW : Read to write switching time 6 7 7 7 8 8 12

tWTR: Write data to read time 4 5 6 6 7 8 3

tWtoR: Write to read switching time 14 16 17 17 20 22 19

tCCD: Column to column time 4 4 4 4 4 4 l=6,s=4

tBus: Bus transfer 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Intra-bank Constraints (cycle)

tRL: RD latency 6 8 9 9 11 12 18

tWL: WR Latency 6 7 8 8 9 10 12

tWR: WR data to PRE 8 10 12 12 14 16 12

tRCD: Row to column delay 6 8 9 9 11 12 18

tRP : Row precharge time 6 8 9 9 11 12 18

tRTP : Column to precharge time 4 5 6 6 7 8 9

tRC : Activation to activation 26 32 37 37 43 48 57

tRAS: Row access strobe 20 24 28 28 32 36 39

half the data rate of the device, i.e., for a 2400 device, the MC runs at 1.2GHz). As the table

shows, some of these constraints apply to commands to the same bank (intra-bank), while

others dictate the timings among commands to different banks (inter-bank). We say that

a command becomes intra-ready (inter-ready) when it satisfies its intra-bank (inter-bank)

constraints; a command is ready if it is both inter- and intra-ready. Figure 2.4 depicts a

simplified DRAM state diagram that shows the relationship and timing constraints between

device states and commands. DRAM cells should be refreshed periodically to prevent data

leakage by issuing refresh (REF) commands. The effect of refresh delays is usually not

accounted for at the request-level analysis since it can be added as an additional delay

term to the execution time of a task using existing methods [10, 117].

2.5 Related Work: Predictable Memory Controllers

Most COTS platforms deploy memory controllers with multiple architecture optimizations

as an effort to overcome the effects of the interference on performance. These optimiza-
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Figure 2.4: DRAM operation state machine diagram.

tions include exploiting locality through caching the most recently accessed DRAM page

(known as open-page policy), reordering to prioritize requests to these cached pages (known

as FR-FCFS scheduling), and read/write prioritization through write batching [121]. In

particular, FR-FCFS arbitrates based on readiness and age of the requests. In FR-FCFS

policy, assuming that there is no limitation on how many requests are re-ordered in the

buffer, there can not be a bound on WCL of a request. FR-FCFS prioritizes memory re-

quests that hit in the row-buffers of DRAM banks over other requests, including older ones.

Row-buffer holds the most recently accessed row in that bank. If there is no request in

the row buffer, then FR-FCFS prioritizes older requests similar to FCFS approach. This

arbitration mechanism does not differentiate among requestors. Despite being beneficial

for average performance, such optimizations were found to hurt analyzability and increase

the WCL of DRAMs [44].

To overcome this challenge, real-time system researchers proposed to entirely redesign

the memory controller to provide tight WCLs. Towards doing so, they disabled most afore-

mentioned architectural optimizations. For instance, they prohibited the caching of DRAM

pages by deploying a close-page policy, they replaced FR-FCFS with predictable schedul-
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ing such as RR or TDM, and they disabled write batching by equally scheduling reads

and writes [2, 95, 22, 23, 24, 27, 59, 43]. As anticipated, these solutions successfully led to

achieving better predictability for DRAMs; nonetheless, at the expense of significantly de-

grading average-case performance. This is ill-suited for modern embedded systems hosting

mixed-criticality tasks with both latency-sensitive (critical) tasks and bandwidth-oriented

(non-critical) tasks.

Accordingly, recent solutions targeted those mixed-criticality systems and offered com-

promise designs between the two extremes by adopting some of the architectural features

existing in COTS platforms to enhance average-case performance, while deploying novel

policies to still provide WCL bounds. We believe that this is a promising direction towards

building high-performance yet predictable off-chip memory systems for mixed-criticality

systems. Nonetheless, we believe the existing state-of-the-art works are still falling short

to achieve this target. This is because when studying such works, we find them to suf-

fer from one or more of the following drawbacks. 1) Some controllers favor performance

at the expense of larger WCLs. For instance, controllers that deploy open-page policy

(e.g. [116, 22, 23]) have different WCL scenarios based on the request type (whether page

hit or miss, read or write), where a page miss suffers a significantly larger WCL (as large as

the double based on our analysis). Although we believe the open-page policy is crucial for

performance, such huge variability in the WCL based on the access behavior of the applica-

tion hinders predictability; 2) On the other hand, other controllers aim at providing tighter

bounds but suffer a substantial performance degradation [33, 84]. To exemplify, some so-

lutions disable page caching by deploying close-page policy [33, 84], use static scheduling,

or disable write batching, which results in large overhead delays of bus turnaround time

upon switching the DRAM data bus direction between reads and writes [44]; 3) We find

most of the existing proposals require drastic changes to the currently available COTS

designs, which limits their applicability for the emerging markets of embedded systems

such as automotive and avionics.

We can categorize the DRAM memory controller designs proposed in recent years

into two categories; high-performance controllers and real-time controllers. Most high-

performance controllers employ FR-FCFS arbitration to maximize bus utilization. In such

controllers, the goal is to prioritize the row hit requests to increase the memory through-

put. Although these approaches are in favor of the average-case performance, they lead

to unfairness across different applications. For example, applications with a high hit ratio

will be prioritized over other applications and impose considerable delay or even lead to

starvation. There is much work explored to solve the problem mentioned above by mod-
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ifying the memory controller architecture. Examples include [64, 79, 65, 107]. The key

point in all of these works is to introduce application-aware scheduling. Controllers which

employ FR-FCFS tend to re-order the requests. This behavior leads to unbounded latency,

and the only possible approach to prevent it is limiting the number of re-ordering [62, 121]

amongst requests. However, the WCL of such controllers can be very high or even un-

bounded, hence leading to poor predictability in the system. In terms of the average

performance, generally, two reasons increase the WCL of a request when running alone.

First, the delay from opening and closing rows, and second, switching the data bus direc-

tion. Data bus is bi-directional and requires a certain number of clock cycles to change

the direction of CAS commands. Therefore, they reduce the bandwidth of the system. In

a multi-core platform in which cores are sharing the banks, accessing different rows in the

same bank reduces locality and this can happen frequently, thus, it increases the memory

access latency and reduces the total bandwidth of the system. Note that periodic refreshes

also take a significant amount of time, which leads to higher WCET [93, 21, 16].

There is a large body of research that focuses on real-time predictable memory con-

trollers [84, 69, 42, 53, 59, 109, 116, 66, 22, 23, 24, 33, 85]. AMC [85, 84] employs static

command scheduling with close-page policy to take benefits from constructing off-line com-

mand bundles for read/write requests. It also supports bank parallelism by interleaving

operations of the same request over multiple banks. The command scheduler of AMC

arbitrates between pending commands in FCFS manner. At the request scheduling level,

AMC employs RR to provide fair arbitration among critical requestors and a lower pri-

ority assigned to non-critical requestors. PMC [43] employs a static command scheduling

approach and introduces four static command bundles depending on the minimum request

size in the system. Therefore, the page policy can be changed depending on the request

size. The authors also proposed an optimization framework to generate an optimal work-

conserving TDM schedule that supports mixed-criticality systems with different criticality

requirements. Such requirements can be determined by maximum latency or minimum

bandwidth for individual requestors.

RTMem [69] proposes a dynamic command scheduling with interleaved-banking and a

hybrid page policy (which can be open or close). Dynamic command scheduling is used

to improve average-case performance and allow for greater bank parallelism. Since RT-

Mem is a back-end architecture, it can leverage any front-end request scheduler. RTMem

considers variable request size by decoding each size into interleaved banks, and a number

of read/write operations per bank. These parameters are selected offline to minimize the

request latency. Similar to PMC, at run-time, RTMem issues open-row READ/WRITE
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commands until it reaches the last burst count, where auto PRE commands are issued to

close the open rows. ORP [116] is the first approach in real-time memory controller litera-

ture that used open-page policy with dynamic command scheduling. In order to minimize

the interference amongst the banks, private banking was used to avoid row interference.

The memory controller uses RR arbitration for critical requests to provide the guarantee

and also a complex FCFS arbitration among commands to take the benefit from the bank

parallelism. ROC [66] improves over ORP by extending the DRAM module to multi-rank

devices and mitigating the tWtoR and tRTW timing constraints since they do not apply

between ranks. Hence, ROC provides two-level arbitration; the first level performs a RR

among ranks, and the second level performs a RR among requestors assigned to banks in

the same rank.

DCmc [53] also uses a dynamic command scheduler with an open-page policy and pro-

vides support for mixed-criticality and bank sharing among requestors. Critical requestors

are scheduled based on RR in the same bank, while non-critical requestors are rescheduled

according to FR-FCFS in the Soft Real-Time (SRT) banks to provide improved average-

case performance. It also supports private banks per requestor and interleaved over shared

banks. However, private banks are in favor of HRT tasks since they provide lower request

latency bound. A more flexible bank assignment was proposed by MAG [114]. It assumes

that SRT requestor can share the same bank with the HRT requestor but has lower prior-

ity during command scheduling and allows the preemption between SRT and HRT tasks.

Since the write accesses are not on the critical execution path, MEDUSA [109] considers

read access has higher priority than the write access. It assumes a write buffer with a fixed

size and write accesses are only served if there is no read request or the write buffer reaches

high watermark.

Mixed Critical Memory Controller (MCMC) [24] uses a similar rank-switching mecha-

nism as in ROC but applies it to a simpler static command scheduling with a close-page

policy. MCMC allows a predetermined number of critical and non-critical applications to

coexist, while mitigation the memory interference for the critical applications. TDM arbi-

tration is used to divide the timeline into a sequence of slots alternating between ranks.

Each slot is assigned to a virtual device, and the HRT memory request has priority over

the SRT requests. SRT requestors share the virtual device using round-robin arbitration.

The SRT requestors receive non-predictable memory bandwidth since the slot can always

be utilized by HRTs. As with TDM arbitration, the main drawback of this approach is

that bandwidth will be wasted at run-time if no requestor is ready during a slot.

ReOrder [22] is also an open-page memory controller which improves over ORP by
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employing CAS reordering techniques and bundling read/write requests to reduce the

access type switching delay. It uses a dynamic command scheduler among the three DRAM

commands: RR for ACT and PRE commands, and read/write command reorder for the

CAS command. Commands are issued in rounds where in each round only one turnaround

in direction (read/write) is permitted. This eliminates repetitive CAS switching timing for

read and write commands since as shown in [22], the switching delay between the different

direction of CAS commands is the major timing constraint in the request latency. If a

multi-rank module is in use, the controller schedules the same type of CAS in one rank,

and then switches to another in order to minimize the rank switching as proposed in [23].

[33] proposed a new DRAM controller design named REQBundle that bundles memory

requests of HRT applications in consecutive rounds according to their direction. This

bundling based on the direction reduces the number of read-to-write and write-to-read

switching delay. Open-page is applied for SRT requestors to increase bandwidth by allowing

open requests to be serviced from row buffer and a close-page scheme is applied for HRT

requestors to uphold predictability. In order to avoid process SRT and HRT applications

at the same time, the controller works on the idea of a snapshot. When the snapshot is

taken, the controller scans through the HRT bank command queues and accepts requests

that are intra-ready. Any request that becomes intra-ready after this time will not be

serviced in the current round. The request scheduler executes different arbitration policies

for SRT and HRT banks. Employing request bundling with pipelining can improve the

tightness of WCL because of increasing the number of commands that can be issued in a

certain amount of time.

As it is clear in all the previous predictable memory controllers, there is a trade-off

between average-case performance and predictable worst-case bounds, as techniques tar-

geted at improving the former can harm the latter and vice-versa. We find that taking

advantage of pipelining between different commands can improve both, but incorporating

pipelining effects in worst-case analysis is challenging. To achieve this goal, we introduced

a novel DRAM controller called DRAMbulism that successfully balances performance and

predictability by employing a dynamic pipelining scheme [74]. In particular, our work show

that the schedule of DRAM commands is akin to a two-stage two-mode pipeline. There-

fore, we proposed an easily-implementable admission rule that allows the system to dy-

namically add requests to the pipeline without hurting worst-case bounds. Our evaluation

shows that DRAMbulism provides comparable bounds to the most predictable real-time

controller which is REQBundle [33] while delivering average performance similar to the

highest-performance real-time controller that is ReOrder [22].
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Another direction investigates the replacement of the commodity DDR DRAMs that

have inherent big latency variations with different emerging memory types that are more

predictable, such as the reduced latency DRAM (RLDRAM) [36]. Although such direction

is achieving promising results, FCFS DRAMs are still the de facto standard for main

memory, and hence, achieving predictability in systems adopting them remains an urgent

challenge.
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Chapter 3

Duetto Reference Model

In this chapter, we address the fundamental trade-off between average performance and

predictability by introducing the Duetto reference model. Specifically, we focus on intro-

ducing Duetto general model on a simplified shared resource to exemplify how the approach

works. In detail, we make the following contributions in this chapter.

1. We provide a conceptual description and formalization of the Duetto reference model

in Section 3.2.

2. We exemplify the usage of Duetto to design a controller architecture in Section 3.3

for the case study of a system where cores share an interconnect to a shared multi-

bank memory. The interconnect deploys a separate read and write bus connecting all

cores to all memory banks and memory bus, which resembles the commodity buses

existing in modern Systems-on-Chip (such as the ARM’s AXI [4]).

3. Section 3.4 provides a detailed evaluation of the architecture in the case study by

implementing the aforementioned resource and controller architecture in MacSim [60],

a multi-core full-system, cycle-accurate simulator. Our results show that the derived

architecture can achieve very close performance to a conventional high-performance

arbiter while providing tight latency guarantees.
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3.1 Case Study

We begin by describing the multi-bank memory used in our case study, so that we can use

it as a running example throughout the chapter. We selected such resource since it allows

us to highlight the key steps in the proposed design methodology, especially concerning

parallelism in the hardware; at the same time, its behavior is not so complex as to prevent

us from fully detailing the latency analysis in the available space. However, we have also

validated the reference model on more complex memory models (specifically, DRAM in

Chapter 5 and LLC in Chapter 4).

We consider a memory comprising N independent banks b1, ..., bN . All banks share

one Read Bus (RB) and one Write Bus (WB). Each bank can only process either one

read operation or one write operation at a time. A read operation requires tr clock cycles

to access the data in the bank, followed by tbus cycles to transfer the data on the read

bus. A write operation requires tbus cycles on the write bus, followed by tw clock cycles

to store the data in the bank. A memory controller receives memory requests from cores,

arbitrates among such requests, and sends read/write commands to the banks to trigger

memory operations. The controller cannot issue a command to a bank bj if the bank is busy

processing a previous operation, or if doing so would create a bus conflict with the operation

of a different bank. This implies that the controller can send at most one read and one write

command to two different banks at the same time. Sending such commands takes one clock

cycle. Note that split read/write buses are common in modern SoCs [103, 25, 102, 123] to

reduce contention for access to memories and high-speed I/O; an example is the ARM AXI

interconnect [4]. Compared to AXI, our model is slightly simplified, particularly in that we

do not consider the time required for the cores to issue requests to the controller; however,

this could be included by modeling the request bus and its associated arbiter as another

resource, and then summing the two latencies over the request bus and the memory/data

bus.

An example schedule is shown in Figure 3.1. We assume that the system is initially

idle, then the following requests arrive at the controller: two read requests for bank b1;

one write request for b2; and one read request for b3. At time 0, the controller can send

both a read command to b1 and a write command to b2. The controller must then wait

until t = 4 to send the read command to b3, since sending it earlier would cause a read bus

conflict. Finally, to issue the second read command to b1, the controller must wait until

the latest of two events: the bank to become idle and for the absence of read bus conflict,

which means the command is issued at t = 8.
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Figure 3.1: An example schedule for 4 requests accessing different banks with tbus = 4 and

tr = tw = 3.

3.2 Reference Model

We introduce the Duetto reference model. Concretely, we first decompose the system into

a set of communicating conceptual components as shown in Figure 5.1. Then, we detail

the execution model and discuss the provided latency guarantees.

3.2.1 Requestors and Requests

We assume that the system comprises M distinct requestors : P1, ..., PM , which issue re-

quests for service to a shared resource. Depending on the resource, requestors could be

cores, bus masters/DMA devices, or in general, any active hardware component. We as-

sume that the requestors can have multiple outstanding requests. Upon being issued, a

request is first stored in a request buffer ; we call this the arrival time of the request. An

arbiter then mediates access to the resource based on the stored requests. Finally, a re-

quest is removed from the request buffer once it completes service at the resource; we call

this the finish time of the request. We assume that the requests of each requestor Pi can

be totally ordered based on their arrival time, so that we can index them as ri,1, ..., ri,j, ....

Each request has a type; function T (ri,j) returns the type of ri,j. We use R to denote the

set of outstanding requests (requests that arrived and have not yet finished) at any one

point in time; conceptually, this represents the state of the buffer. We do not impose any

specific implementation of the buffer, albeit typically some form of hardware queue(s) is
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Figure 3.2: Duetto reference model.

employed. However, we assume that it is possible to construct a total order of the requests

issued by each requestor based on the time at which they are issued.

Example: in our case study, requestors are Out-of-Order (OoO) cores. The type of a

request is either read or write. Each core can issue multiple concurrent requests to any

subset of banks. The considered arbiter resembles those in COTS by increasing parallelism

through allowing to service requests OoO [97, 62]. For simplicity, we assume that a request

finishes after the arbiter sends its read/write command.

3.2.2 Request Latency and DTracker

In real-time systems, timing guarantees depend on the WCET of tasks (schedulable en-

tities). Following related work [34, 40], the WCET of a task running on core Pi can be

represented as: ei = ci + Di, where ci is the WCET of the task in isolation, i.e., with no

interference from other tasks, while Di is the bound on the total cumulative worst-case
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delay suffered by the task’s requests to the shared resource under interference. Di is cal-

culated as the bound on the worst-case number of requests multiplied by the worst-case

processing latency of each request [45]. In a multitasking system, the same approach can

be applied [45, 62]: real-time scheduling theory can be used to determine the set of tasks

that execute in a given busy interval (a scheduling window); ei and Di are then taken as

the cumulative WCET in isolation and worst-case resource delay over all tasks in the win-

dow. For example, response time analysis can be used to determine which tasks execute

in a given busy interval, what is their pure computation time and how many requests they

generate per-core [45, 62]. The length of the busy interval is then obtained by summing

the computation time of the tasks plus the overall request delay.

The goal of Duetto is to provide worst-case guarantees on the latency of each request.

Since a requestor might have multiple outstanding requests (for instance OoO cores, su-

perscalar, GPU, etc.), requests might not be serviced in order. Therefore, it is necessary to

precisely define the concept of latency. Following related work [62, 71], we use the following

definition:

Definition 1 (Queuing and Processing Latency). Let tai,j be the arrival time of request

ri,j, let tfi,j be its finish time, and let precj be the index of the request ri,precj of Pi with

latest finish time among those that arrived before ri,j (i.e., such that precj < j). Then

the queuing latency of ri,j is max
(
0,min(tfi,j, t

f
i,precj

) − tai,j
)
, while the processing latency

is max
(
0, tfi,j −max(tfi,precj , t

a
i,j)

)
.

Figure 3.3 shows an example with three requests. In this figure, since tfi,precj < tai,j, the

queuing latency of ri,j is zero meaning that while ri,j is being serviced, there is no other
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request processing in the resource. As in all related work, our reference model bounds

the processing latency only. The key reason is that whenever a requestor issues multiple

requests and stalls until they complete, the stall time is upper bounded by the sum of the

processing delay of the requests. In particular, as discussed in [115], this means that the

delay suffered by a real-time task executed on a core accessing a shared resource can be

bounded by the sum of the processing delay of the requests issued by the task. For this

reason in Figure 3.3, the processing latency of ri,j+1, which is covered by the processing

time of ri,j, is set to zero. Furthermore, the processing time of ri,j+2 only starts when the

processing of previous request to the resource is completed (ri,j) and while ri,j+2 is waiting

to start the processing, it is suffering a queuing delay as shown in the figure.

Based on the above discussion, latency requirements in our reference model are ex-

pressed by associating each requestor Pi and each type of request with a relative deadline

Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
, which represents the maximum allowable processing latency for each request

of that requestor and type. Consequently, the finishing time of every request ri,j must be no

later than its absolute deadline di,j = max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j)+Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
. The Deadline Tracker

(DTracker in Figure 3.2) component is responsible for maintaining such information using

a slack counter, which counts the number of clock cycles until the absolute deadline (i.e.,

at clock cycle t, the value of the slack counter is max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j) +Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
− t). Note

that it suffices to maintain a single absolute deadline for each requestor Pi, associated with

its oldest outstanding request ri,j: this is because subsequent requests of Pi cannot have

an absolute deadline earlier than the finish time of ri,j. To simplify exposition, in the rest

of the chapter we will thus use the term “oldest request” to denote any request that is the

oldest for its requestor (rather than the oldest among all requestors).

Definition 2 (Oldest Request). At any time t, the oldest request of a requestor (if any) is

the earliest arrived request of that requestor that is still outstanding at t.

3.2.3 Commands and Resource Interface

An arbiter controls the resource to service requests by issuing one command every clock

cycle. Such commands alter the internal state s of the resource. We use S to denote the

set of all possible resource states. Like requests, every command is characterized by a type.

A “no-operation” NOP command is used whenever the resource is idle.

Example: based on the discussion in Section 3.1, the resource accepts four types of com-

mands: NOP , RD, WR, and RD/WR. Note that while in this case a request is serviced
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by a single command, depending on the resource, additional commands might be required.

For example, a DRAM request might require a PRE, ACT , and CAS commands [106].

We assume that the command semantic is defined by an automata, which we call the

resource interface. Essentially, the interface defines the “contract” between the resource

and the arbiter; in this sense, it does not need to model the low-level internal state of the

resource, but rather only those details that are relevant in terms of the behavior of the

commands. For many resource types, the interface is defined by a standard, e.g. JEDEC

for DRAM [106]. Let S to denote the current state of the resource interface; we say that

a command is valid in S if the resource can accept that command. We further say that a

command is legal if it is valid and satisfies an outstanding request in R, and use L(S,R) to

denote the set of legal commands. Note that a command might be valid but not legal: for

example, a requestor might issue a read request to a memory resource, and an erroneous

arbiter might then generate a valid but incorrect write command for that request.

The number of command types (other than NOP ), as well as the number of commands

that must be issued to satisfy a given request, depend on the resource. For example, in the

case of a simple bus, the only operational command might be grant(i, t), granting access

to the bus to Pi for t clock cycles. For a read request in data cache resulting in a miss,

operations might include reading the tag memory, sending a fetch request to main memory,

evicting a cache line, and more if coherency is supported.

Example: the behavior of the resource interface can be defined using N +2 timers: cr, cw

for the read and write bus, and cbj for each bank bj. c
r (cw) is set to tbus every time a RD

(WR) command or RD/WR command is issued. Whenever a command is sent to bank

bj, c
b
j is set to either tr + tbus (for a read operation) or tbus + tw (for a write). A command

is valid only if all relevant bank and bus timers are zero. We say that a request is ready if

it can be serviced by issuing a legal command in the current clock cycle.

3.2.4 High-Performance and Real-Time Arbiter

The reference model comprises two arbiters: a HPA, which we assume to be optimized for

maximum average performance, and a RTA, optimized for tight latency bounds. Since this

chapter focuses on timing requirements, and not functional verification, for simplicity, we

will assume that the HPA is correct, in the sense that it always issues legal commands. If

the correctness of the HPA cannot be verified, the methodology can be extended with an

additional checker module that checks the legality of the commands based on the states
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Figure 3.4: Unbounded latency. A read request to b1 is never ready, since the read bus is

occupied whenever b1 becomes idle.

S,R of the resource interface and request buffer. We do not make any further assumptions

on the way that requests and their corresponding commands are scheduled by the HPA. In

other words, we do not need to analyze the behavior of the HPA, and its behavior can be

modified without impacting real-time guarantees. This ensures that the latency guarantees

provided by our methodology are completely independent of the HPA. On the other hand,

the behavior and internal state of the RTA, which we denote as A, must be explicitly

modeled.

Example: for our evaluation in Section 3.4, we employ a FR-FCFS arbiter as the HPA. At

each clock cycle, this arbiter selects among ready requests, and gives priority to requests

based on their arrival time. We choose this arbiter because, as shown in literature [97],

it tends to maximize performance in terms of the overall Instructions Per Cycle (IPC)

of the system by favoring applications with high IPC that can issue multiple concurrent

memory requests. However, note that this arbiter does not provide any latency guarantee.

In particular, as shown in Figure 3.4, we can construct a pattern of memory accesses where

a read request to bank b1 can be stalled for any amount of time by a sequence of write

requests to b1 and read requests to other banks. We discuss the design of the RTA in

Section 3.3.

3.2.5 Execution Model and Latency Guarantees

Finally, we discuss the execution model and how latency requirements are guaranteed

by the Worst-Case Latency Estimator (WCLator) component, which is the core of our
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reference model. As Figure 3.2 illustrates, the two arbiters operate independently and in

parallel. Every clock cycle, each arbiter selects one command (possibly NOP ) based on

its internal state, as well as the states S,R of the resource interface and request buffer. In

parallel, the COTS selects between the two arbiters; the command of the selected arbiter

is then issued to the resource through the multiplexer in the figure. Since the command

issued in a clock cycle might be different from the one selected by an arbiter, we require

that each arbiter updates its internal state based on the actual issued command, rather

than the one it selects. It is essential to note that because we are targeting high-speed

hardware implementation, we assume that the WCLator must make its decision

without knowing which commands are selected by the two arbiters: otherwise,

the WCLator logic would have to be placed in series with the arbiters, which could greatly

slow down the clock speed.

To decide between the arbiters, at each clock cycle and for each requestor Pi with one

or more outstanding requests, the WCLator computes an upper bound to the finish time

tfi,j of its oldest request ri,j, under the assumption that any legal command can be sent

in the current cycle, while the RTA is selected in all future cycles. If for each

such requestor, the computed finish time is less than or equal to the deadline di,j, then

the WCLator selects the HPA. Otherwise, it selects the RTA. The intuition for this decision

is that if the computed finish time is no larger than the deadline, then it is safe to continue

with the (legal) command that is selected by the HPA given that the WCLator can switch

to the RTA from the following cycle. Note that the WCLator’s estimation can be based on

the current states S,R and A of the resource interface, request buffer and RTA. We next

formally prove that the system meets all deadlines, as long as the latency requirements are

not set to a smaller value than the latency guarantees provided by the RTA.

Definition 3 (Static Worst-Case Latency (WCL) Bound). For every requestor Pi and

request type, let ∆i

(
T (ri,j)

)
to be an upper bound to the processing latency of ri,j assum-

ing any possible state of the resource interface S, request buffer R and RTA A at time

max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j), and that the WCLator always selects the RTA from max(tfi,precj , t

a
i,j) on-

ward.

Theorem 4. No request misses its deadline if for all requestors and request types it holds:

Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
≥ ∆i

(
T (ri,j)

)
.

Proof. By contradiction, assume there exists a request ri,j that misses its deadline at di,j.

Since di,j = max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j)+Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
and no older request of Pi can finish after tfi,precj ,
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it follows that ri,j is the oldest request of Pi in the interval [max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j), di,j). We con-

sider two cases: (1) the WCLator always sends commands of RTA in [max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j), di,j);

(2) or the WCLator sends at least one command of HPA during such interval; in which

case let t be the latest time at which an HPA command is sent.

Case (1): by Definition 3 and since the RTA is always selected, ri,j must finish by

max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j) + ∆i

(
T (ri,j)

)
≤ max(tfi,precj , t

a
i,j) +Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
= di,j; a contradiction.

Case (2): since the WCLator selects the HPA at time t, while the RTA is selected for

all following cycles until di,j, and because by assumption the HPA is correct, it follows that

tfi,j ≤ di,j, again a contradiction.

The key intuition behind Duetto is that using run-time information on the state of

the system typically allows the WCLator estimation to be much tighter than any possible

static WCL bound. Hence, unless the system becomes fully loaded, the WCLator can keep

selecting the HPA and avoid loss of average performance. It is important to point out that

S consists of any possible states and not just the states that are reachable by the RTA. In

detail, at any point in time, the HPA can be selected and potentially bring the system to

different states than the one that is reachable by RTA. For this reason, the analysis cannot

be done assuming that the RTA always running from the beginning of the execution. This

might be slightly pessimistic compared to assuming that RTA runs forever. However, in

terms of deriving the analysis bound, the operation of HPA does not matter since the

bound is computed assuming that the RTA always runs.

3.3 Architecture Design

We next show how to employ the reference model to design a concrete architecture. We

consider a use-case where the resource, HPA and request buffer have already been de-

signed/implemented, and the designer wishes to add support for latency requirements

using Duetto. The detailed DTracker design depends on the request buffer, but we ar-

gue that it is generally straightforward 1. Therefore, we focus on the design of the RTA

and WCLator. We do not claim that an automated process is possible; however, we be-

lieve that the design can proceed through a sequence of four conceptual steps, which we

illustrate based on our case study.

1To simplify implementation, it is preferable to store the number of cycles remaining until the absolute

deadline, rather than the absolute deadline itself.
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Table 3.1: Symbols used in latency analysis.

Symbols Description

Pi Core i

bk Bank k

hpi Set of higher priority requestors than Pi

tbus Clock cycles to transfer the data on read/write bus

tr Clock cycles to access the data in the bank

tw Clock cycles to store the data in the bank

cr Counter for read bus

cw Counter for write bus

cbj Counter for bank j

kbank,r Number of read oldest requests of requestors in hpi that target bk
kbank,w Number of write oldest requests of requestors in hpi that target bk
kbus,r Number of oldest read requests of requestors in hpi that target another bank

kbus,w Number of oldest write requests of requestors in hpi that target another bank

3.3.1 Step A: RTA Design

We design a dynamic RR arbiter, which provides the same latency guarantees to every

requestor without unduly limiting bank parallelism. A requestor is removed from the RR

queue when its oldest request finishes, and enqueued at the back of the RR queue if it

has any outstanding request. For a requestor Pi, we use hpi to denote the set of higher

priority requestors, i.e. the requestors that are ahead of Pi in the RR queue. We say that

a request of Pi to bank bk is blocked if there is a non-ready oldest request of a requestor

in hpi that also targets bk. The RTA arbitrates between non-blocked ready requests based

on a two-level arbitration scheme:

1. In the first level, it gives priority to oldest requests over non-oldest requests.

2. In the second level, it uses the RR order of requestors.

This means that if, for example, the oldest request of the highest priority requestor is

non-ready because its bank is busy, the controller can still service a lower priority request

to another bank. However, if the highest priority request is non-ready because its data bus

is busy, the controller cannot service a lower priority request of the opposite type (read to

write or vice-versa) to the same bank, since this could result in the pattern in Figure 3.4.
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3.3.2 Step B: Dynamic RTA Latency Analysis

We compute an upper bound to the remaining latency (i.e., the time to finish) of the oldest

request ri,j of Pi assuming that the RTA is always selected. We encode the states S,R and

A into a small set of analysis parameters used to derive latency equations. In this chapter,

we only consider the case of a read request, but the write case is similar. Let bk be the

bank targeted by ri,j. We use kbank,r, kbank,w to denote the number of read/write oldest

requests of requestors in hpi that target bk, and kbus,r, kbus,w to denote the number of oldest

requests of requestors in hpi that target another bank; note that such parameters can be

easily derived at run-time based on the state of the request buffer R and RR queue in the

RTA (A). Table 3.1 summarizes the symbols used in the latency analysis.

Theorem 5. If the oldest request of Pi at time t is read request ri,j targeting bk, and the

RTA is always selected from t onward, its remaining latency tfi,j − t is bounded by:

if kbank,w = 0 : cinit,r + kbank,r · (tr + 2 · tbus − 1) + kbus,r · tbus + 1, (3.1)

if kbank,w > 0 : cinit,rw + kbank,r · (tr + 2 · tbus − 1) +

kbank,w · (tw + 2 · tbus − 1) +

(kbus,r + kbus,w) · tbus + 1, (3.2)

where:

if cr ≥ cbk : cinit,r = cr, (3.3)

if cr < cbk : cinit,r = cbk + tbus − 1, (3.4)

if cr ≥ cbk ∧ cw ≥ cbk : cinit,rw = max(cr, cw), (3.5)

if cr < cbk ∨ cw < cbk : cinit,rw = cbk + tbus − 1. (3.6)

Proof. Since oldest ready requests are arbitrated in RR order, and requests to bk are

blocked if there is a higher priority non-ready request, it follows that the RTA will service

a sequence of exactly kbank,r+kbank,w requests to bk followed by ri,j itself. Furthermore, after
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a request in the sequence becomes ready and non-blocked, it can still be delayed by higher

priority requests targeting the same bus but a different bank; if kbank,w > 0, then conflicts

can happen over both the read and write bus; hence we consider kbus,r + kbus,w conflicting

requests, otherwise (kbank,w = 0), we only consider the kbus,r read requests. Then, the

remaining latency of ri,j can be obtained by summing: (1) the time until the first request

in the sequence to bk first becomes ready; we call this either cinit,r (if kbank,w = 0) or cinit,rw

(if kbank,w > 0). (2) The latency between issuing the command for one request in the

sequence, and the time the next request in the sequence becomes ready. Each request in

the sequence occupies bk for either tr + tbus (read) or tbus + tw (write) cycles; furthermore,

a lower priority request could be serviced the cycle before the bank becomes idle, adding

an extra tbus − 1 cycles of delay. Hence, the overall latency over the sequence is equal to:

kbank,r · (tr + 2 · tbus − 1) + kbank,w · (tw + 2 · tbus − 1). (3) The delay of higher priority

requests targeting a different bank; as argued, this is (kbus,r + kbus,w) · tbus if kbank,w > 0,

and kbus,r · tbus otherwise. (4) One clock cycle to issue a RD or RD/WR command to

service ri,j. Summing the four terms yields Equations 3.1, 3.2.

Finally, we consider cinit,r, cinit,rw. As shown in Equations 3.3-3.6, the two cases differ

only in which bus timers we need to consider, based on the type of requests in the sequence

to bk. If at time t, the relevant bus timer(s) is larger or equal than the bank timer cbk, then

the first request in the sequence will become ready when the bus timer(s) expire. Otherwise,

it is again possible for a lower priority request to be serviced one cycle before bk becomes

idle, resulting in an initial delay of cbk + tbus − 1. This concludes the proof.

3.3.3 Step C: Static WCL Bound

The static WCL bound ∆i

(
T (ri,j)

)
is obtained by maximizing the remaining latency in

Equations 3.1-3.6 over all possible values of the parameters. Specifically, we set cbk to its

maximum value max(tr, tw) + tbus − 1 (a request was issued to bk the previous cycle), and

set kbank,r + kbank,w = M − 1, kbus,r = kbus,w = 0 (requests to bank bk generate larger delay,

and there can only be one oldest request for each of the M − 1 other requestors), yielding:

∆i(read) = M ·
(
max(tr, tw) + 2 · tbus − 1

)
. (3.7)

Repeating the analysis for a write request yields the same bound. Hence, in our exam-

ple, all request types have the same static WCL bound; and since we treat all requestors
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equally, the bound does not depend on the requestor either. However, more complex ar-

bitration schemes could differentiate between request types [121, 44] or requestors [46, 40]

based on criticalities. The obtained bound is predictable, in the sense that it is linear in the

number of requestors; each requestor contributes a latency term max(tr, tw) + tbus, which

represents the worst-case intra-bank time, plus a blocking term tbus − 1, which represents

the price for allowing inter-bank parallelism.

3.3.4 Step D: WCLator Design

Consider again the oldest request ri,j of Pi targeting bank bk at time t. To estimate its

finish time tfi,j, we enumerate a set of cases based on which request(s) (at most one read

and one write) could be serviced by a legal command issued at time t. For each case, we

compute a bound to the remaining latency of ri,j, so that we can obtain tfi,j by summing

the remaining latency with t.

• (1) If ri,j is serviced, then its remaining latency is 1 cycle.

• (2) Otherwise, the remaining latency is computed by using Equations 3.1-3.6 but

with a modified value of some parameters, as detailed in the sub-cases below, to

account for the command sent at t; this is possible because by definition the COTS

computes tfi,j assuming that the RTA is selected from t+ 1 onward.

• (2.1) If a request to bk is serviced, set cbk = tr + tbus or c
b
k = tbus + tw, depending on

the type of request; and subtract one from kbank,r or kbank,w if it is the oldest request

of a requestor in hpi.

• (2.2) If a request to another bank is serviced, set either cr = tbus or cw = tbus,

depending on the type of request; and subtract one from kbus,r or kbus,w if it is the

oldest request of a requestor in hpi.

• (2.3) If neither sub-case (2.1) or (2.2) apply, then a NOP is issued. In this case,

no change is needed if the value of cinit,r in Equation 3.1, or the value of cinit,rw in

Equation 3.2, is greater than zero; otherwise, add one to the latency computed by

the equation to account for the cycle wasted by issuing the NOP .

At run-time and for each requestor Pi, the COTS then uses the set of legal commands

L(S,R) to determine which cases can apply; and takes tfi,j as the maximum over all such
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cases. Here, sub-case (2.1) can be excluded if cbk > 0, or there is no request targeting bk
apart from ri,j in the request buffer; combining such information with the state of the RR

queue in the RTA allows the COTS to also determine whether kbank,r or kbank,w should be

decreased or not (note that if possible, the latter case must be considered since it leads

to higher latency). Similar considerations hold for sub-case (2.2). The presented design

is well-suited for hardware implementation, because each case for every requestor can be

computed in parallel 2, and the resulting tfi,j compared against di,j to determine if the

HPA can be selected. Hence, the complexity of the implementation depends on the latency

equations. As shown by Equations 3.1-3.2, we argue that most analysis for predictable

arbiters [119, 40, 62, 121, 44] yield equations that involve adding terms, where each term

depends on an analysis parameter. This can be computed efficiently in hardware by using

one look-up table for each term, and then cascading the results through a sequence of

adders.

Note that it is not important who the requestor is if a request is not the oldest of a

higher priority one, since in that case Pi will keep its position in the RR queue. Also note

that subcases 2.2 can be excluded if cbj > 0, or there is no other request to bank j apart

from r in the request buffer; while subcases 2.3 and 2.4 can be excluded if cr > 0, cw > 0, or

there is no read/write request apart from r in the request buffer (similarly, we can decide

whether to subtract or not from the k values based on which requests are in the global

request buffer).

3.4 Evaluation

We use MacSim [60], an x86 multi-processor architectural simulator, to model the re-

questors in our evaluation. We incorporate eight 8-wide superscalars (i.e. it can process

multiple instructions per cycle) cores clocked at 1GHz and implement the case study in

the open-source MCsim memory controller simulator [73]3. All cores share a bus connected

to the multi-banked memory, as explained in the case-study throughout the chapter. We

employ two types of synthetic benchmarks: latency-sensitive and bandwidth-oriented from

IsolBench [110]. We run the non memory-intensive benchmark on the foreground core and

memory-intensive benchmarks on the background cores. Memory requests are interleaved

among all banks at the granularity of a cache line (64 bytes).

2To reduce area, an optimized implementation can merge cases that have similar bounds and remove

those with provably smaller latency.
3We introduce MCsim thoroughly in Chapter 5
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Figure 3.5: Request latency of HPA, RTA, and Duetto.

Figure 3.5 delineates the processing latency of each request under HPA, RTA and Duetto

when all requestors contend for access to N = 8 banks with a bus time tbus = 10 cycles

and processing time tr = tw = 30. For visualization reasons, the figure only incorporates

requests with latency longer than 150 cycles. The red line represents the static WCL bound.

For HPA, we observe large latency spikes throughout the execution (the maximum observed

latency is 1094 cycles), which shows 179% increase compared to the static bound. This is

because HPA prioritizes requests that target a ready bank, which can starve (theoretically)

or delay for a long time (practically) requests targeting busy banks. On the other hand,

RTA guarantees the latency bound for all requests as expected. However, none of the

requests come close to the static WCL bound (392 cycles): this is because the static

analysis must assume that all requestors access the same bank at the same time, which is

unlikely in practice.

Finally, for Duetto we used the minimum possible relative deadline Di

(
T (ri,j)

)
=

∆i

(
T (ri,j)

)
for each requestor. The deadline value for each requestor is configurable and

can be determined based on the requirements and characteristics of the application/re-

questor. Duetto stretches the latency of requests towards the relative deadline (red line),

allowing it to keep selecting the HPA as long as possible. which is due to the fact that

the COTS estimates the latencies at run-time, and has thus more information on the re-

questors and banks (e.g., RR priorities). This allows Duetto to keep selecting the HPA as

long as no request risks violating its deadline, thus significantly improving average per-
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Figure 3.6: IPC evaluation of two different configurations under Duetto.

formance compared to RTA as we show next. Notice that Figure 3.5 does not reflect all

requests as they only represent oldest requests with latencies greater than 150 cycles. The

average request latency among all requests in HPA is lower than Duetto and consequently

both HPA and Duetto are lower than RTA.

We use the aggregate IPC of the workload over 8 cores as a measure of performance.

Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the IPC of RTA, HPA and Duetto normalized by the IPC

of RTA, when setting either tr = tw = 0 or tr = tw = 30. Notice that, tr = tw = 0

implies the requestors only compete to access the read/write buses, i.e. there is no bank

parallelism. For Duetto we first set all deadlines to the minimum possible value, and

then progressively increase them up to 3 × ∆i (200% increase). From the figures, the

performance of Duetto is already close to HPA with the strictest latency requirements,

and relaxing such requirements further increases its performance until it matches the HPA.

Furthermore, bank parallelism improves the relative performance of Duetto, as it increases

the difference between the static WCL bound and the dynamic bound. We have also

experimented by changing the number of banks and the way that requests are interleaved,

but we omit such results as they show little variations in terms of the relative performance

between HPA, RTA, and Duetto.
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3.5 Summary

We introduced the Duetto reference model, a novel paradigm for shared hardware resource

management in real-time embedded systems. By pairing a high-performance COTS arbiter

with a predictable real-time arbiter and dynamically switching between the two at run-time,

Duetto is able to overcome the traditional trade-off between average-case performance and

predictability. Notice that, in this chapter we decided to consider all the requestors with

same priority to give them same latency bounds. Without this consideration, and similar

to other proposals in the literature [40, 24], we could make some requestors strictly lower

priority and this would result in better static bound for the higher priority requestors. We

next demonstrate Duetto on a broad spectrum of resources, including bus/LLC and DRAM

in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

DUEPCO: Applying Duetto to Cache

Coherency with Added Parallelism

In this chapter, we propose a solution aiming at providing predictable, coherent shared

cache hierarchy solution, yet with a negligible performance degradation compared to COTS

solutions. This goal is achieved by adopting a high-performance-driven architecture includ-

ing a split-transaction bus and proposing to bankize the shared caches to resemble a system

with multiple shared resources. In addition, all accesses are arbitrated through a global

ordering mechanism. Our proposed arbiter operates alongside conventional coherence pro-

tocols without requiring any protocol modifications. Furthermore, this chapter applies

Duetto reference model on the hardware cache coherency.

Originally designed with performance as the main goal, COTS cache coherent inter-

connects deploy several re-orderings and optimizations that hinder their predictability. It

has been shown that even deploying a simple COTS coherence protocol such as the MSI

protocol on top of a TDM-based interconnect revokes the system predictability [39, 55]. To

address this problem, most existing solutions aiming to provide predictable cache coher-

ence impose both coherence protocol as well as architectural modifications [39, 104, 57, 55]

or at the very least require specific hardware support [38]. These changes have led

in early works to a quadratic increase in the worst-case memory latency due to coher-

ence [39, 104, 57] (Problem 1 ). Moreover, mandating coherence protocol modifications

discourages a real adoption of these solutions from the industry since adoption and verifi-

cation of a new coherence protocol is known to be one of the most complex architectural

tasks [5, 103, 90] (Problem 2 ). PISCOT [49] addresses these problems by enabling the
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deployment of COTS coherence protocols on split-transaction interconnects. PISCOT also

reduces the quadratic worst-case coherence latency to be linear in the number of cores.

Nonetheless, PISCOT achieves this tight WCL by deploying two techniques that limit the

overall memory performance compared to COTS solutions. The first is a TDM-based re-

quest bus, which is needed to enforce predictability, and the second is limiting the number

of requests that each core can issue to the interconnect to one, which is needed to achieve

the aforementioned tight latency (Problem 3 ). Additionally, similar to all existing work,

PISCOT models the data bus and the LLC as a single shared resource, and hence, no par-

allelism is possible in accessing the LLC (Problem 4 ). In COTS platforms, since bank

processing times are much longer than the data transfer on the bus, LLC is usually a

bankized memory, where different banks can process requests in parallel to improve the

system’s performance [50]. Motivated by these limitations in the state-of-the-art works,

this chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We propose a novel real-time arbitration scheme for managing memory accesses in

the cache hierarchy. This arbiter models cache hierarchy as independent and parallel

resources: the request (control) bus, the response (data) bus, while each LLC’s bank

is a resource of its own. This is key to leverage parallelism among these components to

improve average performance, while tightening memory latency bounds (addressing

Problems 1 and 4 ). More details about this arbiter are in Section 4.2.

2. To further address the performance-predictability trade-off in modern embedded sys-

tems, we propose DUEPCO that applies the Duetto reference model on the hardware

cache coherency. This is achieved by integrating two arbiters: a High-performance

Arbiter (HPA) that offers the system a COTS-level performance most of the time,

while the proposed Real-time Arbiter (RTA) runs in parallel and is only utilized when

necessary to meet timing guarantees (addressing Problem 3 ). Section 4.4 discusses

the operation of DUEPCO.

3. We provide a timing analysis that ensures predictability by statically bounding the

worst-case latency suffered by any memory request. Unlike the solutions in [39, 55,

57, 104], and similar to [49, 38, 56], this bound is linear in the number of cores

(addressing Problem 1 ). Furthermore, DUEPCO is also able to track the dynamic

latency behavior of memory requests at run-time, which enables us to further the

decision of which arbiter to be used (real-time or high-performance) based on the

current status of the resources and the pending requests from different cores. This is

discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture model.

4. DUEPCO operates alongside conventional coherence protocols without requiring any

protocol modifications (addressing Problem 2 ).

5. Finally, we evaluate the proposed arbiter as well as DUEPCO against the state-of-

the-art predictable coherency solution as well as a baseline COTS solution. Our

evaluation shows that DUEPCO outperforms state-of-the-art predictable solution in

terms of overall throughput by up to 6.4× and shows negligible slowdown compared

to COTS solutions as low as 2% while providing comparable latency bounds to the

best predictable mechanism.

4.1 System Model

In this section, we first detail the hardware architecture considered in this chapter along

with the coherency assumptions. Then, we explain how requests generated by the cores

are processed by the proposed hardware architecture and how the latency for each request

is constructed.
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4.1.1 Architecture and Coherency

An overview of the proposed hardware architectural model is delineated in Figure 4.1.

We consider a multi-core system with M OoO requestors1 including processing cores,

P1, ..., Pi, ..., PM where each requestor has exclusive access to a private cache. We as-

sume that tasks running on the cores can share data among each other; hence, a coherency

protocol must be employed in the system to allow coherent actions among cores and LLC.

We assume data transfers amongst private caches could be either from the LLC banks or

via the Cache-to-Cache (C2C) transfers which exhibit improved average-case performance.

In this chapter, we adopt the MSI coherency protocol that includes three fundamental sta-

ble states as discussed in Chapter 2. Notice that, we do not modify the coherency protocol

by any means, which simplifies the verification efforts compared to the approaches that

alter protocols.

All cores have access to shared memory that we assume is an on-chip LLC. Instead

of a unified interconnect commonly deployed in real-time architectures, we consider a

split-transaction bus in which all communications between cores and LLC is done using

two separate buses: 1) request bus, which is responsible for broadcasting the coherency

messages; 2) response bus, which is dedicated interconnect to transfer the data responses

from/to cores. These two buses operate in parallel to improve the performance of the

system. The request bus and response bus take a certain amount of time to transfer

message packet and data response, which we represent with tREQ and tRESP , respectively.

In order to maximize the parallelism in the system, we propose to bankize the LLC in

which multiple requests could be processed simultaneously. Therefore, we assume that

the LLC consists of N independent banks, b1, ..., bi, ..., bN where each bank consumes a

certain amount of time tBANK to process writing data to (or retrieving data from) the

cache data array inside each bank. In addition, LLC banks could be shared among all

cores [42] or partially shared similar to [68]. In our model, we assume all banks are shared

among cores. Similar to related work [39, 57], in this work, we only focus on L1-LLC traffic

and do not model the extra delay in main memory due to LLC misses. The DRAM access

latency can be computed using other approaches such as [115, 42, 44, 32] and such latency

could be added to the WCL bounds derived in Section 4.3.

We assume that each cache entity (private and LLC) has its own set of interconnect

buffers: TxMsg, RxMsg, TxResp, and RxResp to register the incoming/outgoing mes-

sages and data responses. RxMsg contains the incoming message packets from the request

1We use cores and requestors interchangeably throughout the chapter.
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bus. We assume that every message will be decoded immediately in the private cache and

each LLC bank even if the bank is busy writing/retrieving data from its data array. TxMsg
contains the outgoing message packets from any core/bank that must snoop on the request

bus. For instance, a core asking to modify a cache line and is not in possession of it must

inform other cores by coherency message (GetM) and push it in its own TxMsg buffer to

be propagated on the request bus. This allows other cores/LLC to be aware of this action.

RxResp contains the data responses coming from the response bus. RxResp at each core

includes data response that the bank provides or data response due to a C2C transfer.

RxResp at LLC bank include the data response supplied by the cores in case of write-

back. Notice that unlike RxResp buffers of each core, the data responses placed in LLC

RxResp must be processed in the bank which takes tBANK to process. Finally, TxResp
includes the responses that need to be transferred on the response bus. The request bus,

response bus, and LLC banks act as independent shared resources which conduct their

own independent arbitration policies. In detail, the request bus arbiter is responsible to

arbitrate the messages residing in TxMsg and the data responses inside TxResp buffers are

arbitrated through the response bus arbiter. Similarly, each arbiter at LLC bank arbitrates

the message/responses in RxMsg and RxResp buffers.

4.1.2 Request Processing and Order of Arbitration

From the perspective of the coherency architecture, a requestor issues requests to the

system based on the following activities in L1 cache: 1) load miss requests; 2) store miss

requests, including stores to a cache line in S state and load miss requests; 3) replacement

requests due to a write-back to shared memory or caused by an eviction. As mentioned

earlier in this section, the proposed architecture applies the arbitration schemes at all

different resources including request bus, response bus, and each bank in LLC. Requests

can experience different sequences of services on the arbitration resources. In detail, we

consider three different types − of requests, depending on the sequence of arbitration: 1)

REQ:RESP:BANK meaning that it first needs to broadcast on the request bus, then the

data response will be propagated on the response bus and finally, the data response should

be processed at LLC bank; 2) REQ:BANK:RESP representing a category of requests in

which they need to first broadcast on the request bus, then the shared bank must process

and fetch the data response and finally this data response must be propagated over response

bus; 3) REQ:RESP: the last category is related to the systems enabled with C2C transfers.

In such a scenario, after broadcasting the message on the request bus, the response will be
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(a) P1 executes load to A owned by P0

(b) P1 executes store/load to A owned by LLC bank.

(c) P1 replace A to LLC bank.

(d) P1 executes store to A owned

by P0.

Figure 4.2: The sequence of arbitration based on the request type.
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supplied by the owner core on the response bus.

Figure 4.2 depicts all possible cases in which a request from cores can be processed

based on its type and coherency status. Notice that, these cases are simplified and the

details were omitted for readability purposes. Figure 4.2a represents a scenario where core

P1 aims to load cache line A; therefore, it first needs to broadcast its action by sending the

required coherency message on the request bus. Since the owner of A is P0 and the cache

line A is in M coherency state; hence, according to MSI coherency protocol, P0 must send

A to both core P1 and the LLC bank by pushing the response data into RxResp buffer of

P1 and the bank. Then, P1 receives its data response; however, the data still needs to be

processed inside the bank which will be done after tBANK . Note that all of these actions

are eligible to execute after their corresponding arbitration issue them the grant to access

the resource. Hence, the sequence of arbitration for this request follows REQ:RESP:BANK.

In Figure 4.2b a load/store request from P1 targets cache line A which is owned by the

shared bank. Therefore, the bank is responsible to process the request, and then it can

be returned to the core through the response bus. Hence, the sequence of arbitration for

this request follows REQ:BANK:RESP. For the replacement request shown in Figure 4.2c,

after broadcasting the message, the core needs to transfer the data to the LLC bank by

pushing to the RxResp buffer of bank. Hence, the sequence of arbitration for this request

follows REQ:RESP:BANK. Finally, Figure 4.2d shows a scenario where P1 tries to store to

cache line A while the line is owned by P0. According to the MSI coherency protocol,

the LLC bank is not required to acknowledge this action; therefore, sending the response

from P0 to P1 suffices the store request and the sequence of arbitration for this request

follows REQ:RESP.

As mentioned before, resources are independent and each resource needs to be ar-

bitrated. However, to maintain the correctness of execution, the order of servicing the

requests to the same cache line must respect the order in which the requests are issued on

the request bus. We say that a request depends on the previous request to the same cache

line issued on the request bus. Such dependencies can form chains of multiple requests.

Due to dependencies, some requests might not move to the next resource even though their

process is finished at the current resource. Specifically, we say that a request is ready on a

resource if it can be considered for arbitration at that resource. If there is no dependency,

a request becomes ready immediately when it finishes processing at its previous resource.

On the other hand, if there exists a dependency, a request becomes ready at a resource

when the previous request which caused the dependency finishes on that resource. Fig-

ure 4.3 shows an example where two requests follow the different sequences of resource
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Figure 4.3: The lower priority request from P1 depends on the higher priority request of

P0 to the same cache line A.

arbitrations such that request of P0 follows the case elaborated in Figure 4.2d and request

from P1 follows the scenario shown in Figure 4.2a. Since both requests are to the same

cache line A, request of P1 depends on the request of P0 and must only service after P0

finishes at its response bus to maintain the consistency. Therefore, P1 is not ready at

response resource until P0 finishes the response of its request.

4.1.3 Latency Model

Now, we are able to precisely define the request latency from the core perspective. As in

Chapter 3, we index the requests of each core Pi as ri,1, ..., ri,j, .... Each request has a type

T according to its sequence. Since OoO cores might have multiple pending requests and

the LLC contains many independent banks, they can serve multiple requests simultane-

ously. Since we are focusing on the interaction between L1 and LLC cache, we assume that

the arrival time of a request is after the request has been processed by L1 cache. Therefore,

the arrival time tai,j of a request ri,j corresponds to the time when it is queued in the TxMsg

buffer. For our cache system, the finish time tfi,j of ri,j is the clock cycle after which the

last action in its sequence is completed. This includes writing to the shared bank if the

type of sequence is REQ:RESP:BANK or receiving the response from the response bus if

the type of sequence is REQ:BANK:RESP and REQ:RESP.

The same definition of outstanding and oldest request as in Chapter 3 apply. We also

add the definition of pending for a request in this chapter to mean it is outstanding and

already issued on the request bus.
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4.1.4 Task Analysis

In Section 4.3, we will derive a bound on the processing latency for each of the three

types of request defined in Section 4.1.2. The total access latency for a task can then be

determined by summing the product of the number of requests of each type issued by the

task by the WCL for that type [45].

We assume that a portion of accesses by the task targets data shared with other cores,

while some accesses are to non-shared data. For each case, we need to retrieve the number

of load miss requests, store miss requests, and the number of replacements from the task.

For non-shared data, approaches based on either profiling or static analysis can be used to

extract the number of requests. For shared data, to the best of our knowledge, no general

method exists to determine which cache lines exist in the cache of the other cores at any

point in time. A safe assumption can be adopted where every load request on shared

data is considered a load miss, and every store request on shared data is considered a

store miss [49]. However, if better assumptions can be made based on code analysis, our

framework can take advantage of them by deriving different latency bounds for each type

of request.

Note that based on Figure 4.2, for shared data, load misses can be from the type

REQ:RESP:BANK or REQ:BANK:RESP shown in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b and store misses

can be either REQ:BANK:RESP or REQ:RESP. For non-shared data, load and store misses

can be only from the type of REQ:BANK:RESP. The replacements could only follow

REQ:RESP:BANK as shown in Figure 4.2c. If we cannot determine the specific type of a

request based on task analysis, we simply consider the largest latency among the types to

which the request might belong.

4.2 Proposed Arbiter

This section describes the behavioral details of the proposed arbiter. The proposed ar-

biter considers the realistic hardware architecture introduced in Section 4.1 and maintains

predictability by design while maximizing average-case performance. Based on the hard-

ware architecture, there exist three distinct types of resources in the system. Formally, we

capture the behavior of the proposed arbiter by a set of rules.
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4.2.1 Rule 1: Global Round-Robin Ordering

In order to predictably manage interference among different cores, the arbiter maintains a

unified Global Round-Robin (GRR) order of requestors across all resources. A requestor is

removed from the GRR queue after the oldest request of that requestor completes at last

resource, and it is inserted at the back of the queue either immediately when it has any

other request or when its next request arrives. At any point in time, the Global Request

Queue shown in Figure 4.1 contains all outstanding requests in the system as well as their

state in terms of their next resource that they need to get processed on. In addition, a

work-conserving approach is used at each resource to increase overall system performance.

Rule 1. The arbiter maintains a Global Round-Robin order of requestors across all

resources.

Note that based on Rule 1, we can conceptually assign a relative GRR priority to

each oldest request. Such priority is assigned when the request becomes oldest and never

changes.

4.2.2 Rule 2: Bus Arbitration

We next explain the arbitration policy at each resource. Request bus arbiter arbitrates

among the messages existing in the TxMsg of each core. The proposed arbiter deploys

a two-level arbitration mechanism: 1) oldest message over non-oldest per core; 2) GRR

order among the oldest messages. Obviously, if no oldest message exists, GRR over non-

oldest messages will be applied. The same arbitration approach is true for the response bus

and each LLC bank, but the arbitration will be applied to their corresponding interface

buffers. Note that the arbitration at each LLC bank is completely independent of other

banks in LLC.

Rule 2. The arbiter manages all the three resources, including request bus, response

bus, and LLC banks, according to a two-level arbitration scheme: first, oldest request over

non-oldest request, and second, following GRR from Rule 1.

4.2.3 Rule 3: Priority Inheritance

Rules 1 and 2 are sufficient in the absence of dependencies between requests. However, to

correctly arbitrate in the presence of dependant requests, we further introduce a priority
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inheritance mechanism, whether a lower-priority request inherits the highest priority among

following requests in the dependency chain; we call this the dynamic priority of the request.

Rule 2 is then applied based on dynamic priorities.

Rule 3. A set of pending requests to the same cache line must be serviced in the same

order in which they are issued on the request bus. For this reason, if there are multiple

outstanding requests to the same cache line, a pending request is assigned a dynamic

priority equal to the highest among its own priority and the priorities of all following

requests to the same cache line. Ties in dynamic priorities are then broken based on

dependency order (i.e., an earlier request in the dependency chain is considered higher

priority than a following request).

4.2.4 Rule 4: Request Blocking

The proposed arbiter supports OoO execution, allowing processing cores to issue multiple

pending requests. Based on Rule 3, it is clear that if the arbiter allows many non-oldest

requests to the same cache line to be sent, then an oldest request could arrive and suffer

priority inversion on all those non-oldest requests. Therefore, to limit the amount of

priority inversion in the system, we set a parameter kceil ≥ 0, that controls the possibility

of sending non-oldest requests ahead of a possible oldest request to the same cache line.

Rule 4. The request bus arbiter blocks any non-oldest request ri,j once there are

already other kceil pending non-oldest requests to the same cache line.

4.3 Latency Analysis

In this section, we detail the latency analysis for the proposed arbiter. Specifically, we

first show how to compute an upper bound to the remaining latency (time to finish) for

an oldest request under analysis rua at time t, based on the current state of the resource -

following Chapter 3, we call this the dynamic bound. Then, we obtain the static worst-case

bound, i.e. an upper bound to the processing latency of any request, by maximizing the

dynamic bound over all possible states of the system.
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4.3.1 Dynamic Latency Analysis

We will detail the analysis for a request under analysis targeting a generic bank bk. Consider

first a rua that does not depend on any other request. Depending on its type and its current

state at time t, the rua will need to be serviced on one or more resources; for affinity with

processor scheduling, we say that the rua must execute on those resources. Its remaining

latency at time t can then be obtained as the sum of the latencies for each resource that

rua executes upon; the latency for the first such resource is the interval between the current

time t and when rua finishes executing on the resource; while the latency for each successive

resource is the interval between rua becoming ready on that resource (which is the time

when rua finishes executing on the previous resource, given that there is no dependency)

and when rua finishes executing on that resource.

For a generic resource res with res ∈ {REQ,BANK,RESP}, where BANK denotes bank

bk, let Rres to denote the set of requests that have not yet started executing on res

and either have higher dynamic priority than rua or are rua itself. Recall by arbitration

Rule 2 that each resource arbiter follows a prioritized scheme; since a request cannot be

stopped once it starts executing, request scheduling is non-preemptive. Hence, when the

rua becomes ready on a resource res at some time t′ > t, the currently executing request

on that resource (if any) will first have to complete; in the worst case, such request is

lower-priority and takes tres − 1 clock cycles to complete, since it must have started before

t′. Then, all requests in Rres must be processed, yielding a latency of tres− 1+ |Rres| · tres.
For the resource where rua needs to execute at time t, which we denote as res, a tighter

bound can be obtained. Specifically, we use cres < tres to denote the timer for res, that

is, the number of clock cycles required to complete the currently executing request; if no

request is in progress on res at time t, we have cres = 0. Then, if the currently executing

request is rua, its latency is by definition cres; otherwise, its latency is cres + |Rres| · tres.
To obtain an expression for the overall remaining latency, let us use Sua to denote the set

of resources where rua has not yet started executing. Then by summing the latencies for

the first resource and subsequent resources we obtain:

cres +
∑

res∈Sua\res

(tres−1) +
∑

res∈Sua

|Rres| · tres (4.1)

We next discuss the case where rua depends on one or more previous requests to the

same cache line; note that all such requests must also target bank bk. As discussed
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in Section 4.1, such chain of dependent requests creates precedence constraints: specif-

ically, a request in the chain cannot become ready on a resource before the previous

request in the chain (if any) has completed execution on that same resource. There-

fore, to bound the remaining latency for the rua, we now need to sum the latencies

over all resources accessed over the chain of precedence constraints. As an example,

assume that the rua is of type REQ:BANK:RESP, that it depends on a request r′ of

type REQ:RESP:BANK, and that both requests have not completed execution on REQ
yet. If the rua finishes execution on REQ before r′ finishes on BANK, then the chain of

precedence constraints is REQ(r′):RESP(r′):BANK(r′):BANK(rua):RESP(rua). Oth-

erwise, it is REQ(r′):REQ(rua):BANK(rua):RESP(rua). Since in general we do not know

which chain leads to the largest latency, we will overapproximate the chain of precedence

constraints as REQ(r′):REQ(rua):RESP(r′):BANK(r′):BANK(rua):RESP(rua). Sim-

ilarly, if r′ was of type REQ:BANK:RESP instead, the overapproximated chain would be

REQ(r′):REQ(rua):BANK(r′):BANK(rua):RESP(r′):RESP(rua).

Next, consider how to compute the latency for each resource in the chain of precedence

constraints. First, consider the case where a resource res is accessed sequentially by two

or more requests (e.g., BANK(r′):BANK(rua) in the first example where r′ and rua have

different types). Note that for a request to be delayed by a previous request in the sequence

on res, the request must become ready on res when the previous one finishes. Hence, no

lower-priority request can be executed on res in-between the execution of requests in the

sequence. Therefore, the latency bound is still equal to tres−1+|Rres|·tres. Second, consider
the case where a resource res is not accessed sequentially (e.g., RESP(r′) later followed by

RESP(rua)). Here, every high-priority request inRres still only executes once on res, hence

it can only delay one of the requests in the chain. However, every time one of the requests

in the chain becomes ready on res, it can suffer blocking by one lower-priority request.

Hence, for this example, the latency bound on RESP is 2 · (tRESP − 1) + |RRESP | · tRESP .

To generalize the latency expression over a chain of precedence constraints, let us

redefine Sua as the set of resources where at least one request in the chain has not yet started

executing; and let res be the first resource in the chain at time t (such that a request still

needs to finish execution on that resource). Furthermore, let us define KBANK (KRESP )

to be the number of times that the BANK (respectively, RESP) resource is encountered in

the chain of precedence constraints while being preceded by another resource. Then, the

remaining latency for rua at time t can be upper bounded as:
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cres +
∑

res∈Sua

|Rres| · tres +KBANK · (tBANK − 1) +KRESP · (tRESP − 1). (4.2)

Note that in Equation 4.2, we do not need to consider a term KREQ because all requests

must first execute on REQ; hence, there can only be a single sequence of REQ accesses at

the beginning of the chain (unless all requests have already finished executing on REQ,
in which case we do not need to consider REQ latency). Furthermore, if rua has not yet

started executing on REQ, then the chain of dependencies must be created including all

oldest requests to the same cache line with priority greater than rua, even if those requests

have not been executed on REQ and are thus not pending yet; this is because following

the GRR order, such requests will execute on REQ before rua and thus rua will become

dependent on them.

Example: consider a chain of dependency with requests r′, r′′ and rua. r′ and r′′ are

of type REQ:RESP:BANK, while rua is of type REQ:BANK:RESP. Assume that at time t,

all three requests have finished executing on REQ, and that r′ is executing on RESP. Then,
the chain is RESP(r′):RESP(r′′):BANK(r′):BANK(r′′):BANK(rua)
:RESP(rua); we have Sua = {RESP,BANK}, res = RESP, KBANK = KRESP = 1 (specifi-

cally, for KBANK and KRESP we need to count BANK(r′) and RESP(rua) as they are the

only resources preceded by a different resource). Note that RBANK includes r′, r′′ and rua,

but RRESP only includes r′′ and rua. The latency bound is:

cRESP + |RRESP | · tRESP + |RBANK | · tBANK + tBANK − 1 + tRESP − 1, (4.3)

where cRESP is the remaining execution time for r′ on RESP.

The final note is related to the sets RREQ,RBANK ,RRESP . For the latency bound to

be applicable, the membership of these sets should be evaluated at time t. Hence, for the

bound to hold, we need to prove that the cardinality of each set cannot increase after t.

Lemma 6. Assume that rua is oldest at time t and consider any other request ri,j. If ri,j
has lower dynamic priority than rua at t, or has not arrived in the system yet, then its

dynamic priority cannot be higher than rua at any point after t.

Proof. We prove the lemma in two parts. First, we show that (1) the dynamic priority

of rua cannot decrease over time; this implies that a request ri,j with dynamic priority in
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between the GRR and dynamic priority of rua at t cannot become higher priority than rua
simply because the dynamic priority of rua drops. Therefore, ri,j would have to acquire

a new dynamic priority higher than the one of rua at t; but we next show that this is

impossible. Note that because of the GRR ordering, a request rp,q that becomes oldest

after rua will have a lower GRR priority than rua. This also means that ri,j cannot acquire a

dynamic priority higher than rua by inheriting the priority of such rp,q. Finally, to conclude

the lemma we show that (2) no request ri,j can inherit after t the priority of a request rp,q,

where rp,q is either rua or a request with GRR priority higher than rua.

Part (1): since the GRR priority never changes, the dynamic priority could only de-

crease if rua is inheriting the priority of a following, higher priority request rp,q in the

dependency chain at t, and then such request finishes before rua. However, this is impos-

sible because dependencies force requests to finish according to the dependency order.

Part (2): since rp,q is either rua or has higher GRR priority, it follows that rp,q must

already be oldest at t. If rp,q has already started executing on REQ, then it cannot become

dependent on any new request after t. If rp,q has not started executing on REQ, then the

REQ arbiter will favor executing requests in priority order, hence no non-oldest request or

oldest request with GRR priority lower than rp,q can start executing on REQ before rp,q.

In both cases, it follows that if rp,q is not dependent on ri,j at t, then it cannot become

dependent on ri,j after t and thus ri,j cannot inherit the priority of rp,q.

4.3.2 Static Analysis

The static worst-case latency ∆ is the maximum remaining latency of any request at the

time t when it becomes oldest. We compute it by maximizing Equation 4.2 over all possible

values of the parameters. Note that the equation is maximized when the rua has not yet

started executing on REQ. Hence, we have res = REQ and in the worst-case cREQ =

tREQ− 1; if kceil = 0, then Sua = {REQ,RESP} for a request of type REQ:RESP and Sua =

{REQ,BANK,RESP} otherwise; while if kceil > 0, in the worst-case a previous request in the

dependency chain can use all three resources, hence we have Sua = {REQ,BANK,RESP}:

Sua(T , kceil) =

{
{REQ,RESP} if kceil = 0 ∧ T = REQ:RESP

{REQ,BANK,RESP} otherwise
(4.4)
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We next consider KBANK and KRESP . The worst-case scenario is to alternate the type

of requests in the dependency chain between REQ:BANK:RESP and REQ:BANK:RESP.
Based on the type T of the request under analysis, this yields:

KRESP (REQ:BANK:RESP) = 1 + ⌈kceil/2⌉, (4.5)

KBANK(REQ:BANK:RESP) = 1 + ⌊kceil/2⌋, (4.6)

KRESP (REQ:RESP:BANK) = 1 + ⌊kceil/2⌋, (4.7)

KBANK(REQ:RESP:BANK) = 1 + ⌈kceil/2⌉, (4.8)

KRESP (REQ:RESP) = 1 + ⌊kceil/2⌋, (4.9)

KBANK(REQ:RESP) = ⌈kceil/2⌉. (4.10)

Finally, we consider the sets RREQ,RBANK ,RRESP . Since there are M requestors in

the system, the number of requests with GRR priority higher than or equal to the request

under analysis is at most M . Furthermore, because arbitration Rule 4 limits the number

of non-oldest requests to the same cache line to kceil, it follows that at most kceil non-oldest

requests can inherit the priority of each of the M oldest requests. Therefore, counting the

request under analysis itself, in the worst-case we have |RBANK | = |RRESP | = (kceil+1)·M .

The latency on REQ can be more accurately bounded. Based on Rule 3, only requests that

are pending, i.e. have already finished executing on the REQ bus, can inherit the priority

of another request. Hence, in the worst-case we have |RREQ| = M .

Substituting the computed parameters into Equation 4.2 yields:

∆(T , kceil) = tREQ − 1 +M · tREQ + (kceil + 1) ·M · tRESP

+ KBANK(T ) · (tBANK − 1) +KRESP (T ) · (tRESP − 1)

+

{
0 if kceil = 0 ∧ T = REQ:RESP

(kceil + 1) ·M · tBANK otherwise
(4.11)

4.4 DUEPCO: Duetto Application for Coherency

In this section, we discuss how the Duetto reference model is applied to our discussed

cache system to form the DUEPCO architecture. As in Chapter 3, the system designer
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associates a relative deadline Di(T ) to each requestor and type of request; as long as

Di(T ) ≤ ∆(T , kceil), Duetto then guarantees that all request deadlines will be met.

Note that the simple resource considered in Chapter 3 only requires a single command

to satisfy/finish a request; in contrast, in our cache design, a request must be serviced on

either two or three resources depending on its type. Hence, a request requires multiple

commands to complete, and a more complex state machine is required to track the state of

each cache line through the coherency protocol. In addition, we extend the reference model

in two ways to introduce DUEPCO. First of all, it is important to notice that for the Duetto

deadline guarantee to hold, the static worst-case latency must be computed assuming any

valid state of the resource at the time t when the request under analysis becomes oldest; this

is because the HPA might be selected at any time before t. However, when we computed

the static latency in Section 4.3.2, we bounded the cardinality of sets RBANK and RRESP

assuming that arbitration Rule 4 always applies, as this ensures that no more than kceil
non-oldest requests can inherit the priority of an oldest request. Unfortunately, the HPA

does not need to satisfy such rule, and can instead execute any number of requests to the

same cache line on the REQ bus before an oldest request to that line arrives and its latency

is considered by the WCLator; at which point it is too late to switch to the RTA.

To address this issue, we make a conceptual change to the model of the resource.

Specifically, we declare that all states where there are more than kceil pending non-oldest

requests to the same cache line are invalid to avoid too many priority inversions. This

ensures that the derived static bound is correct, but does not solve the underline problem

as now the HPA might be issuing invalid commands; therefore, a logic must be incorporated

to block invalid commands to issue. Chapter 3 suggests that when the HPA cannot be

guaranteed to work correctly, a checker module can be added to check the validity of the

commands issued by the HPA. Therefore, DUEPCO adds an additional checker component

that works as follows: every clock cycle, the checker receives from the RTA information on

the number of pending requests per cache line, which the RTA maintains to enforce Rule 4.

If cREQ = 0 and the global request queue contains at least one non-oldest request that must

execute on the REQ bus and targets a cache line for which there are kceil pending non-oldest

requests, the HPA might issue such request on REQ and reach an invalid resource state.

Hence, in this case the checker overrides the WCLator to forcibly select the RTA. While

this approach solves the unbounded priority inversion problem, it has a downside: for low

values of kceil and/or heavy data sharing among requestors, the checker might be forced

to continuously select the RTA, resulting in performance loss. We explore this behavior in

more details in the evaluation Section 4.5.
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The reference model in Chapter 3 assumes that the type of a request is known when the

request becomes oldest. However, in our system, the sequence of resources accessed by a

request, and thus its type, is only known after the request is executed on the REQ bus and

the owner of the corresponding cache line is determined. For this reason, before an oldest

request finishes executing on REQ, the WCLator must use the smallest among all deadlines

for the possible types for the request. Once the request type is known, the WCLator

switches to using the deadline for that type.

4.4.1 WCLator Design

We designed the WCLator following the methodology outlined in Chapter 3. For each old-

est request and given the state of the resource and global request queue, we first enumerate

all commands that the HPA could issue in this clock cycle. For each command, we then

use the dynamic analysis (possibly with modified value of the parameters) in Section 4.3 to

compute the remaining latency for the request. Since the WCLator is a hardware compo-

nent, all such cases can be estimated in parallel. The WCLator then compares the largest

computed latency against the deadline for the request to determine whether the HPA can

be selected.

Consider an oldest request rua at time t. To illustrate the behavior of the WCLator, we

enumerate the cases assuming that res = REQ (the cases for res = BANK and res = RESP
are similar but easier, since the dependency chain for rua cannot be affected):

1. If cREQ > 0, then no command can be issued on REQ in this clock cycle, and no

estimation is required. Note that if cBANK = 0 or cRESP = 0, the HPA could

start executing a request on BANK or RESP in this clock cycle; however, because

Equation 4.2 always assumes the worst case where the maximum blocking time is

suffered on successive resources, it follows that the bound is still safe no matter the

command issued by HPA on BANK and/or RESP. Therefore, for the remaining cases,

we assume cREQ = 0 and consider the command issued on REQ.

2. No command: the HPA might be non-work conserving and decide to issue no com-

mand in the current cycle. In this case, the bound is equal to Equation 4.2 plus one,

to account for the wasted clock cycle.

3. rua: since rua will start executing, we would need to apply Equation 4.2 after removing

it from RREQ, but setting cREQ = tREQ to account for the rua execution. In addition,
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if there are higher-priority requests to the same cache line as rua which have not yet

executed on REQ, we would need to remove such requests from RBANK ,RRESP and

adjust KBANK , KRESP , since rua now executes before them. Note that the obtained

bound will always be lower than case 2); therefore, in practice the WCLator does not

need to consider this case.

4. A lower-priority request ri,j, which does not inherit a higher priority than rua after

becoming pending: we use Equation 4.2 with cREQ = tREQ.

5. A lower-priority request ri,j that inherits a higher priority than rua: in addition to

the previous case, we need to include the request in RBANK ,RRESP . Furthermore,

if ri,j targets the same cache line as rua, KBANK , KRESP must be adjusted.

6. A higher-priority request rp,q to a different cache line than rua: we use Equation 4.2

with no change to parameters. Since this bound is always lower than 2), again we

do not need to consider it.

7. A higher-priority request rp,q to the same cache line of rua: before applying Equa-

tion 4.2, parameters KBANK , KRESP need to be adjusted if rp,q is executed before

another higher-priority request to the same cache line.

4.5 Evaluation Results

We employed an open-source simulation framework provided by [49] to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed mechanisms and compare them with other solutions. We emulate a

system with quad- and octa-core system clocked at 2.5GHz with out-of-order pipelines, 8

KB direct-mapped L1 per-core private cache, and a 4 MB 8-ways set-associative L2 shared

cache consisting of multiple separated banks. The cores are OoO and can issue up to 10

memory requests in parallel. Both L1 and LLC have a cache line size of 64 bytes. Each

core/LLC bank is equipped with a dedicated cache controller that implements the MSI

coherence state machine. Since we are considering multi-core systems with strict timing

guarantees, we name the proposed arbiter in Section 4.2, RTA and compared it against

state-of-the-art approaches including PMSI [39], PMSI* [56] and PISCOT [49] which also

provide analytical WCL bounds and present the best average-case performance. PMSI

employs unified bus architecture and provides relative high-performance gains compared

to other approaches such as shared data-aware scheduling and private cache bypassing
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PISCOT-C2C 216 432 540 648 756 864
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Figure 4.4: Per-request worst-case latency.

through deploying cache coherence modifications and accessing the shared data. However,

its WCL is quadratic in the number of cores in the system. PMSI* follows a systematic

approach that achieves the same static WCL as bypassing the shared cache and provides a

tighter WCL bound compared to PMSI. However, both of these techniques rely on many

coherency modifications and expose performance loss compared to other approaches. On

the other hand, PISCOT decouples the request and response bus and leverages the split-

transaction interconnect to achieve a tighter WCL compared to PMSI and considerable

performance gains.

Request bus latency is configured to 4 cycles (tREQ = 4). The response bus latency in

PISCOT is comparable to the TDM slot size in PMSI as well as PMSI* and we set them to

50 cycles in our evaluation similar to [49]. However, for RTA, the latency of all resources is

configurable. Throughout this section, unless otherwise specified, we configure RTA with

tRESP = 10, 8 banks that consume tBANK = 40 to process requests and parameter kceil = 1.
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Similar to existing works [57, 39, 49], we assume that accesses that hit in the L1 cache

take a single clock cycle and LLC is a perfect cache to avoid extra delay from accessing

the off-chip memory subsystem.

We craft three sets of synthetic benchmarks (Synth 1, Synth 2, Synth 3) with

different characteristics. All contain mixed read and write requests to the LLC and we

engineered the requests’ addresses such that all requests miss in the L1 cache; hence, stress

on the bus and the shared cache banks will be maximized. There is no data-sharing among

the cores in Synth 1 while Synth 2 and Synth 3 exhibit 10% and 20% data-sharing

respectively. In all benchmarks, the foreground core represents a high load core that

bursts requests to bus/LLC, and the background cores are accessing the shared bus/LLC

less frequently. Interleaving across the banks is handled using address bits themselves such

that a core could access all banks as much as possible. In detail, we use bit 6th (bits zero

to 5th are for the cache line offset) towards the MSB in the address bits of the request to

determine which LLC bank it needs to be processed in.

4.5.1 Per-Request Worst-Case Latency

Figure 4.4 shows the static WCL bounds for requests generated by the cores and misses

in L1 caches (see Section 4.3) from REQ:RESP:BANK type which represents the largest

static WCL among three types. We compare PMSI, PMSI*, PISCOT and PISCOT-C2C

(with core to core transfers), and the proposed RTA mechanism with different values of

parameter kceil. From this experiment, we can make the following observations: 1) PMSI

shows a significantly higher latency bound compared to the other approaches, and the

latency bound increases quadratically with scaling the number of cores. The significant

added latency is due to the coherence interference on the shared data. PMSI* on the other

hand presents tight static WCL bound but at the cost of performance degradation [49, 56];

2) PISCOT shows looser bound compared to both PISCOT-C2C but similar to RTA since

core to core transfers enable the arbiters to bypass the LLC when an owner core must

respond to other cores; 3) RTA with kceil = 1 shows up to 1.18× looser bound compared to

PISCOT-C2C but significantly tighter bound compared to PMSI. Notice that this extra

amount in latency bound is due to the scheduling decisions that are made in RTA which

allow one non-oldest request to process in LLC banks. This gives the system a significant

advantage in terms of average performance as we will show in the next sections. It is

worthwhile to stress the existing trade-off between RTA with different values of kceil and

PISCOT-C2C. RTA with kceil = 0 represents a configuration in which no non-oldest request
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity test for RTA against PISCOT-C2C.

is allowed to process in the shared banks. This improves the WCL bound such that it

becomes tighter and very similar to PISCOT-C2C. However, DUEPCO does not work with

this configuration of RTA (kceil = 0) since the checker module is forced to select the RTA

if there is any non-oldest request needing to be serviced on the request bus.

4.5.2 Sensitivity Test

The underlying architecture proposed in Section 4.1 is fully configurable to resemble the

conventional high-performance bus/LLC designs. In this section, we conduct a sensitivity

test on the RTA to justify the most efficient (and the worst) design that is aligned with

commercial architectures and compare it against PISCOT-C2C. We configured a quad-core

system with tREQ = 4 and then gradually varied tBANK and tRESP latencies. In order to

run a fair comparison, the parameters are determined such that tRESP + tBANK = 50, the

response bus latency for PISCOT-C2C. Assuming τ = tRESP : tBANK represents a con-

figuration of RTA in which the latency of shared banks in LLC is tBANK and the latency

of response bus equals tRESP , Figure 4.5 shows the execution time of the foreground core

running each of the three synthetic benchmarks. As discussed, RTA increases the paral-

lelism through bankized LLC. Therefore, as we increase tBANK in LLC and coincidentally

decrease tRESP , we observe that the system performance improves by finishing the task

under analysis faster. In other words, by reducing the response bus latency, a significant

amount of arbitration stress will be transferred to the banks rather than the response

bus; hence, the system’s overall performance increases by allowing more transactions to be
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(a) Observed request latency

under RTA

(b) Observed request latency un-

der HPA.

(c) Observed request latency

under DUEPCO

Figure 4.6: Observed latencies under different arbitration schemes.

serviced simultaneously. In detail, the core under analysis in RTA, τ1 running Synth 1
outperforms PISCOT-C2C by 4.58× in terms of overall throughput of the system. Note

that in τ5 where there is no parallelism in RTA, we observe a negligible performance loss

compared to PISCOT-C2c (maximum 1% in overall throughput) since response bus arbiter

in PISCOT-C2C is FCFS while RTA employs a fair round-robin mechanism through GRR.

Notice that τ5 conceptually represents a configuration similar to PISCOT-C2C with only

one bank but allowing multiple requests of the same requestor. Therefore, as it is clear

from the figure, relaxing PISCOT-C2C to issue multiple outstanding requests with one

bank (similar to tau5) does not deliver any performance gain.

Going forward, we chose τ1 as it resembles the configuration with a higher level of

parallelism resembling a more realistic architecture.

4.5.3 Observed Request Latency

Figures 4.6a, 4.6b, and 4.6c delineate the observed latency suffered by oldest miss re-

quests from REQ:BANK:RESP type generated by a quad-core system under RTA, HPA, and

DUEPCO. We show request latencies greater than 80 cycles for better visibility and run

the experiment with Synth 3 benchmark (other benchmarks/request types show similar

behavior). The RTA latency bound for this setup is 476 cycles based on the derived WCL

analysis in Section 4.3 which is shown as a red bar in the figures. In HPA, we observe large

latency spikes throughout the execution up to 3420 cycles since HPA favors requests from

the cores that generate the highest number of requests, are faster, and target the banks
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that are idle which can starve (theoretically) or delay for a long time (practically) requests

targeting busy banks. Figure 4.6a shows that RTA respects the latency bound for all re-

quests from every core and the latencies are always below the WCL bound. However, there

is a gap between the latencies and the static WCL bound since static analysis conducted

in Section 4.3 must assume that the oldest requests of all cores access the same bank at

the same time in addition to the non-oldest requests, which is unlikely in practice. Finally,

in DUEPCO, we used the static WCL bound as the deadline for each oldest request. Fig-

ure 4.6c shows that DUEPCO stretches the latency of requests towards the latency bound

and allows the system to continue selecting the HPA as long as possible.

4.5.4 Average Performance: Throughput

To measure the average performance of DUEPCO, we use the total throughput of the

system. As before, we associate the static WCL bound as the deadline to the oldest

requests in DUEPCO. Figure 4.7a shows the geometric mean of throughput across all cores

for RTA HPA and DUEPCO normalized to the overall throughput of PISCOT-C2C. The

figure represents the results for four different setups: 1) a quad-core system running Synth
1; 2) a quad-core system running Synth 3; 3) an octa-core system running Synth 1; 4)
an octa-core system running Synth 1. We make the following observations: 1) RTA, HPA,

and DUEPCO outperform the single-bank architecture approach deployed in PISCOT-C2C

significantly, by up to 6.4×; 2) DUEPCO shows very small slowdown compared to HPA in

synth 1 and synth 3 - 4 core (at most 2%); 3) in an octa-core system and synth
3 benchmark, we observe a slowdown of 11%. Following the discussion in Section 4.4, since

DUEPCO employs RTA with kceil = 1, it has to exclude the invalid states from the HPA

by switching to RTAṘecall that Synth 3 benchmark expose 20% data-sharing among the

cores, and this leads to the case that multiple cores compete to access the same cache

line in a particular bank. Therefore, DUEPCO selects the RTA regardless of the WCLator

estimation according to the checker logic. However, by increasing the number of allowed

requests to the same cache line (kceil), we expect that DUEPCO selects the HPA more

often. As shown in Figure 4.7b, DUEPCO that employs RTA with kceil = 3 exhibits only

1% slowdown compared to HPA. Notice that relaxing the parameter kceil forces us to use a

higher value for the static WCL bound for each oldest request as shown in Figure 4.4. It is

also worth noting that RTA with kceil = 0 is a similar case to PISCOT-C2C with multiple

bank support but with only one request per requestor. As it is clear from the figure, the

performance gain is still lower that the RTA with kceil = 1 and DUEPCO.
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4.6 Summary

Employing shared memory in multi-core platforms improves programmer productivity and

degrades the obstacle to using such platforms in real-time systems. Hardware cache coher-

ence can accommodate such shared memory and extend the advantages of on-chip caching

to all system memory. However, extending hardware cache coherence throughout tradi-

tional schemes such as coherency protocol modifications to provide predictability hurts the

performance of the system. In this work, we demonstrate that by employing the COTS

interconnect architecture along with proposing to bankize the on-chip cache, DUEPCO is

able to pair a clever global arbitration mechanism with Duetto to significantly improve the

performance of the system while providing predictability. Notice that while we propose

DUEPCO with simple buses, potentially the same arbitration scheme could be added to

other bus architectures such as AXI in ARM platforms. However, the fundamental con-

straint to consider is that the arbiter must have exclusive visibility into the queues of each

requestor.
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Chapter 5

DuoMC: Applying Duetto to DRAM

with Shared Banks

In this chapter and inspired by the Duetto reference model introduced in Chapter 3, we

propose DuoMC: a MC to manage accesses to DRAM in multi-core real-time systems.

DRAM main memory is one of the most complex shared resources in multi-core architec-

tures [26, 47, 117, 74] and it is one of the critical bottlenecks both from latency as well

as performance [67, 80, 36] perspectives. Unlike most existing real-time MCs, DuoMC en-

ables the utilization of both private and shared DRAM banks among cores to facilitate

communication among tasks. In summary, we make the following contributions in this

chapter.

1. DuoMC adopts the Duetto reference model, such that it can be modularly integrated

into existing COTS MCs with minimal hardware modifications in the HPA and with-

out requiring detailed information on the internal behavior of the already imple-

mented HPA in the COTS platform. Unlike the simplified abstract SRAM resource

in Chapter 3, DRAM is significantly more complex where a request requires multiple

commands to be serviced, the data transmission for one request can happen concur-

rently with commands of other requests, and there are several timing constraints that

must be tracked by the controller [106]. As a result, DuoMC extends and general-

izes the conceptual model introduced in Chapter 3 to be applicable to more realistic

shared resources existing in modern COTS SoCs. This generalization is discussed in

detail in Section 5.1. Specifically, we show how to distinguish between completion

(end of service) and finish (end of latency) time of a request (Section 5.1).
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2. We propose a novel real-time MC scheduler, RTA (Section 5.2) in which real-time

guarantees are achieved by monitoring the latencies incurred by DRAM requests in

the system and switching from a COTS HPA to RTA only in the rare cases when

these guarantees are at the risk of being violated.

3. Unlike most of the existing predictable MCs [22, 23, 33, 74, 84], DuoMC allows for

communication among running tasks by declaring certain banks as shared to all

requestors. Which banks are shared or private is configurable since it depends on

the running set of tasks (Section 5.4.2). This is one of the key contributions of this

chapter since most industrial embedded domains such as automotive and avionics [35]

require communication among different tasks/processing components through shared

data [17].

4. We conduct a detailed timing analysis of DuoMC, which provides guaranteed bounds

on the WCL suffered by any request to the DRAM (Section 5.4).

5. We provide a detailed evaluation of DuoMC by implementing it in MacSim [60], a

multi-core full-system, cycle-accurate simulator. Our results show that DuoMC suffers

only 8% performance degradation across EEMBC 1.1 auto benchmark suite [91]

and IsolBench [110] benchmarks compared to a high-performance memory controller

(Section 5.7) while providing comparable WCL to state-of-the-art predictable MCs.

5.1 DuoMC: The Proposed Solution

In this section, we discuss how to apply the Duetto reference model to the DRAM

resource to create DuoMC. Here we focus on adaptations and changes to the reference

model, while Section 5.5 discusses some of the lower-level details that are specific to the

implementation. As in Chapter 3, we consider a system with M requestors: P1, . . . , PM

and N DRAM banks b1, . . . , bN , while requests are ordered based on their arrival time:

ri,1, . . . , ri,j, . . ..

5.1.1 Task WCET Estimation

Since the task can have different request types to the resource (e.g., reads vs. writes and

misses vs. hits), a tighter bound on its cumulative DRAM access latency can be obtained by
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employing different latency bounds for each type of request [116, 44]. Note that because we

are interested in the worst-case latency for the task and miss requests have higher latency

than hit requests, we have to classify as a miss every request that cannot be proven to

access an open row. Specifically, we distinguish among four types of requests, where we

use T (ri,j) to denote the type of a request ri,j:

• RMP : Read miss requests to a private bank.

• RHP : Read hit requests to a private bank. Note that a private read request can be

guaranteed to be a hit when analyzing a task only if under all possible program paths

and initial hardware conditions, such a read will be issued after another read request

to the same bank and row, and there is no possibility of closing the row before the

request is serviced [12].

• WMP : Write requests to a private bank. Note that we are mainly interested in

analyzing cores where memory requests are generated by last-level cache misses.

Therefore, we consider the worst-case where writes are row misses: each write is

generated by a cache replacement and write-back, and determining the precise order

of replacements as to prove that the access is a hit is typically too difficult.

• MSq: Request to a shared bank, where q is the number of requestors that can

access the bank targeted by the request. Since we cannot make any assumption on

the interleaving of requests by different requestors, in general, we cannot guarantee

that such request is a hit; hence, we must consider it a miss.

5.1.2 DuoMC Model

Figure 5.1 shows the conceptual architecture of DuoMC. Compared to Duetto we re-

name the RTA and HPA as the Real-Time command Scheduler (RTSch) and the High-

Performance command Scheduler (HPSch), respectively, as they are used to schedule DRAM

commands (discussed in Chapter 2). Following the Duetto reference model, DuoMC requires

minimal modifications and knowledge about this HPSch. The latency guarantees provided

by DuoMC, as well as the analysis detailed in Section 5.4, are completely independent of the

internal behavior of the HPSch. In our implementation, the HPSch employs a FR-FCFS

policy, as discussed in Chapter 2. It is crucial to point out that having two command

schedulers does not pose additional challenges from an electrical/implementation point of
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual architecture of DuoMC including four main components.

view, since both schedulers share a single physical DRAM interface (PHY). COTS MCs

need to keep track of the DRAM state to satisfy the correct operation according to the

JEDEC standard. This includes the value of counters representing the remaining time

until each timing constraint elapses, the command that is issued, and the states of banks

(i.e., which row is open if any). This is maintained by the STracker in Figure 5.1.

To address added complexities in managing DRAM, DuoMC further modifies the Duetto

execution model. Specifically, in DRAM, the controller can issue a CAS command to a

bank before it finishes processing the previous request; something that was not possible in

the previous examples of Chapter 3 and 4. Because of this reason, we modify the execution

model such that the finish time and completion time are differentiated. Intuitively, the

completion time of a request marks the cycle at which the request has been fully processed

by the controller by issuing its relevant commands; while the finish time of the request, as

defined in Chapter 3, represents the time at which data is returned to the requestor (for a

read). Note that this is different compared to the simple resource discussed in Chapter 3

model, where completion and finish time coincide. Hence, every request ri,j completes at

the controller before it finishes at Pi; in details, following the timing constraints, we have

tfi,j = tci,j + tRL + tBUS − 1 for a read request, and tfi,j = tci,j + tWL + tBUS − 1 for a write.

Note that the order in which requests complete is the same as the order in which requests

finish. The queueing and processing latency of a request are still defined based on arrival

and finish times as in Chapter 3, because the stall time for a core depends on when the

data is returned. However, the definition of outstanding request, oldest request, and the

way the static WCL bound is computed must be updated to be based on the completion,
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Figure 5.2: Processing latency shown in blue. Red bar represents the request being oldest.

Assume that all previous requests ri,k with k < j finish before tai,j.

rather than finish time, because the controller has no control over the timing of the request

once it completes. For the same reason, we assume that a request is put into the request

queue once it arrives (tai,j) and removed from the queue once it completes (tci,j).

Definition 7 (Completion Time). The completion time tci,j of ri,j is the clock cycle after

the CAS for ri,j is issued.

Definition 8 (Outstanding and Oldest Request). We say that a request ri,j is outstanding

in the interval [tai,j, t
c
i,j) between its arrival and completion time. ri,j is oldest at time t if

it is outstanding, and there is no other outstanding request ri,k of Pi with k < j (i.e., with

earlier arrival time).

Definition 9 (Static WCL Bound [75]). For every requestor Pi and request type, we use

∆i(T (ri,j)) to denote an upper bound to the processing latency of ri,j, assuming any pos-

sible state of the RTSch, request queues and DRAM timing constraint counters at time

max(tci,precj , t
a
i,j), and that the RTSch is always selected from that cycle onward.

A clarifying example, similar to the one in Figure 3.3, is provided in Figure 5.2, where

precj+1 = j and precj+2 = precj+3 = j + 1. Note that since ri,j+2 finishes before ri,j+1,

its processing latency is zero. Given that ri,precj is the request that finishes/completes

last among those that arrive earlier than ri,j, it follows that if ri,j finishes/completes after

ri,precj , then it must become oldest at time max(tci,precj , t
a
i,j), and remain oldest until it

completes at tci,j; otherwise, ri,j never becomes oldest and has zero processing latency.

Note that in the example in Figure 3.3, request ri,j+2 with zero processing latency is never

oldest. Also note that since there is no outstanding request of Pi in [tci,j, t
a
i,j+1), no request

of Pi is oldest in that interval. Finally, the same Duetto guarantee on request deadlines as
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in Theorem 4 applies; specifically, the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4 holds,

except that we consider interval [max(tci,precj , t
a
i,j), t

f
i,j) when the request is oldest rather

than [max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j), di,j).

A second change is relative to the behavior of the WCLator. In Chapter 3, we assumed

that the WCLator considers all legal commands that can be issued by the HPA in the

current cycle. In Figure 5.1, the WCLator receives as input every clock cycle a set of

possible commands V provided by the HPSch. The key idea is that if the WCLator can

access some information about the elected HPSch’s commands, then V can be constrained,

leading to better on-line estimation. Section 5.5 has an extended discussion about these

adaptations.

A final note is related to the refresh operations. As discussed in Chapter 2, refresh

delays are normally accounted for at the task level. Hence, our proposed design resets the

DTracker slack counter to the deadline once a refresh operation finishes. This guarantees

that the processing latency of any request unaffected by refresh (i.e., refresh has not hap-

pened in the lifespan of the request) is bounded by the per-request deadline Di(T (ri,j)) as

discussed above; while any request affected by a refresh (i.e., refresh has happened in the

lifespan of the request) suffers an additional latency equal to the refresh overhead plus the

deadline.

5.2 Real-time Scheduler (RTSch)

To support the described DuoMC framework, we present a novel RTSch design. Compared

to previous predictable MCs, we design the RTSch to provide tight bounds not only on

the static WCL, but also on the on-line estimation for accesses to private banks and also

shared banks. Specifically, we employ a dynamic command scheduler, where the three

types of commands required to satisfy requests: PRE, ACT , and CAS, are scheduled by

three distinct command arbiters. In order to improve the average-case performance, RTSch

employs an open-page policy for the command generation. Since our goal is to guarantee

the latency of oldest requests, each command arbiter favors commands of oldest requests

over non-oldest ones; however, to avoid limiting parallelism, the command arbiter can still

issue a command of a non-oldest request if there is no oldest request with an intra-ready

command of that type (commands that are not intra-ready cannot be issued and thus

are not considered by the corresponding arbiter). The priority among requestors follows

a predictable RR scheme in the MC, so that each oldest request of a requestor can be
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delayed by no more than one oldest request for each other requestor. To limit the delay

incurred when switching the data bus direction, we employ a bundling scheme similar to

the one first proposed in [22]; the CAS arbiter groups RD and WR commands, and issues

them in rounds of the corresponding direction: read or write round (both referred as CAS

round). Formally, the following rules capture the behavior of the RTSch in order to achieve

the aforementioned goals (compared to the HPSch where there is no such rules; hence, no

guarantees). Note that for simplicity, we present the rules and prove the latency bounds in

Section 5.4 for a non-pipelined version of the controller. As we will discuss in Section 5.5,

if the controller uses multiple pipeline stages, the computed latency must be amended to

include an additional pipeline latency term equal to the number of stages - 1.

5.2.1 Rule 1: Round Robin Arbitration

The RTSch maintains a RR order of requestors. A requestor is removed from the RR

queue after the oldest request of that requestor completes (i.e., after the CAS of its oldest

request is issued), and it is inserted at the back of the queue either immediately, if it has

at least one other outstanding request, or when its next request arrives. At any time t, we

use hpi to denote the set of requestors that have higher priority than Pi at t, that is, are

ahead of Pi in the RR queue. Notice that the RR order among requestors is maintained

entirely inside the MC.

5.2.2 Rule 2: Bus Conflict Handling

When multiple commands of different types can be issued at the same time by the command

arbiters, a bus conflict occurs among these commands and the priority is as follows: CAS >

ACT > PRE. We pick this priority order since it matches the delay caused by each type

of command (i.e., CAS commands cause the largest delay and are thus most critical).

5.2.3 Rule 3: Shared Bank Blocking

All commands of oldest request ri,j of Pi targeting a shared bank br are blocked and

cannot be issued if there exists a requestor Pq ∈ hpi whose oldest request targets br; the

same applies if ri,j is non-oldest, except that in this case Pq can be any requestor (including

Pi itself). This rule is required to ensure that the highest priority oldest request targeting
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br does not suffer intra-bank interference from other, lower priority requests targeting the

same bank. In essence, given that no parallelism is possible among requests targeting the

same bank, we force them to be serviced in strict RR order.

5.2.4 Rule 4: PRE and ACT Arbiters Operation

The PRE command arbiter arbitrates among non-blocked intra-ready PRE commands

based on a two-level scheme: at the first level, it favors PRE commands of oldest requests

over non-oldest requests. At second level, it employs the RR order of requestors. The ACT

command arbiter uses the same logic applied to ACT commands.

5.2.5 Rule 5: CAS Self-Blocking

To limit the length of each round, the CAS command arbiter keeps a service flag for each

requestor. The service flag is set if a CAS of the oldest request of that requestor is sent,

and reset when the round ends. If a service flag is set, CAS commands of requests of that

requestor are considered blocked for the round. This ensures that no more than one oldest

request per requestor can be issued in a round.

5.2.6 Rule 6: CAS Round Starting and Ending

A round ends tCCD clock cycles after issuing a CAS, if there is no oldest request of the

corresponding direction that is both intra-ready and unblocked. When a round ends, a new

round starts immediately if there is any oldest intra-ready request; if any such request has

the opposite direction of the old round, the new round has the opposite direction of the old

one (this ensures that if there are both read and write oldest requests, their CAS commands

are serviced in alternating rounds); otherwise, the new round has the same direction. If

instead there is no oldest intra-ready request, then the next round starts either when an

oldest request becomes intra-ready, or when the CAS of a non-oldest request is issued; the

round direction equals the direction of the request.
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5.2.7 Rule 7: CAS Arbiter Operation Inside a Round

Within a round, the CAS command arbiter arbitrates in RR order among non-blocked

intra-ready CAS of the corresponding direction belonging to oldest requests; unless there is

no intra-ready CAS at all (either of the same or opposite direction) among oldest requests,

in which case the arbiter selects in RR order among intra-ready CAS belonging to non-

oldest requests. Note that based on Rules 6 and 7, if a CAS of a non-oldest request is sent,

then the previous round must have ended so it must be the beginning of a new round.

5.2.8 Rule 8: Always Starting with a Read Round

Finally, note that if WCLator selects a command different than the one selected by the

RTSch, it indicates that the WCLator is choosing HPSch in this cycle. In this case, we reset

the state of the RTSch’s CAS command arbiter to a read round with service flags cleared

in order to favor open reads (for the possible switch to RTSch in the future): note that

typically, the number of read requests generated by a task is significantly higher than the

number of writes [37], and the write requests to DRAMs in modern architectures are due to

last-level cache evictions, and hence, they do not stall the pipeline [44, 121]. The PRE and

ACT arbiters are not affected since they do not have any state other than the RR order,

which is not modified until the CAS of an oldest request is issued (request completes).

5.3 Illustrative Example for RTSch Rules

To illustrate the behavior of the RTSch, we next present two examples: Figure 5.3 focuses

on the PRE and ACT arbiters according to Rules 1-4, while Figure 5.4 focuses on the CAS

arbiter according to Rules 1, 5-7. The example in Figure 5.3 depicts 4 read miss requests:

r1,1,r3,1,r3,2 target private banks, r2,2 targets shared bank bs; and 2 read hit requests: r2,1
and r4,1 both targeting bs. Requests targeting the shared banks bs are highlighted in pink.

We assume that there was no request before t0. At t0, r2,1 arrives from requestor P2. Hence,

P2 is pushed to the RR queue (Rule 1, requestor inserted). Since r2,1 is a read hit and

is intra-ready, its CAS is issued at t0 and since it is oldest, P2 is removed from the RR

queue (Rule 1, requestor removed). At t1, r2,2 arrives from the same requestor P2 and P2

is again pushed to the RR queue. However, it is not intra-ready yet due to the CAS to

PRE timing constraint; hence, bank bs is busy and r2,2 must wait until its PRE becomes
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Figure 5.3: Illustrative example describing Rules 1-4 for ACT/PRE arbitration. Curly

down arrows represent the time commands of a miss request become intra-ready.

intra-ready. Next, r3,1 arrives at t2, P3 is pushed to the back of the RR queue and will

remain there until its corresponding CAS is issued. The PRE of r3,1 is issued at t2. At t3
an oldest, intra-ready read hit request from P4 targeting bank bs arrives and P4 is pushed

to the back of the RR queue. However, it will not be issued since there exists an oldest

request that is not intra-ready (r2,2) of a higher-priority requestor targeting bs (Rule 3).

At t4 two requests arrive: r1,1 which is an oldest read miss from P1 (to its private bank)

and r3,2 which is a non-oldest read miss from P3 (also to its private bank). P3 already

exists in the RR queue, while P1 is pushed to the back of the queue at this point. At the

same time, PRE of r2,2 and ACT of r3,1 become intra-ready. Although both requests are

oldest and P2 has higher priority than P3, the ACT of r3,1 is issued (Rule 2) first, while

the PRE of r2,2 is issued at t5 since P2 has higher priority compared to P1 (Rule 4, second

level). PRE of r1,1 is issued at t6 and PRE of r3,2 is then issued at t7 since r1,1 is the

oldest request of P1 while r3,2 is a non-oldest request (Rule 4, first level). Notice that r4,1
will be serviced after higher priority r2,2 is finished. Also note that we do not show the

corresponding CAS commands of these requests, as we detail the CAS arbiter behavior

in the next example.

Figure 5.4 shows the example of 8 requests to private banks: r2,1 is a read miss, r1,1
and r3,1 are write hits, while the remaining requests are read hits. We assume that r2,1 has

already arrived, but its RD is not intra-ready yet. In the example, r1,1 arrives first; a write
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Figure 5.4: Illustrative example describing Rules 1, 5-7. Curly down arrows represent the

time commands of a miss request become intra-ready.

round then starts and its WR is issued. The round ends tCCD cycles after, since there

are no intra-ready write oldest requests (Rule 6, round ends). Note that a new round

does not start immediately, since there are no intra-ready oldest requests (note that r2,2
is intra-ready, but it is not oldest). Once the tWtoR data bus switching constraint elapses,

RD requests become inter-ready; at this point, no oldest request is intra-ready yet, so the

arbiter issues the RD of non-oldest request r2,2 (Rule 7, non-oldest request) and a read

round starts (Rule 6, round starts with non-oldest request). Note that because r2,2 is

non-oldest, the service flag for P2 is not set, nor is P2 removed from the RR queue (Rules

1 and 5). Afterwards, hit requests r3,1, r4,1, r5,1, r3,2 and r4,2 arrive in this order, followed

by the RD of r2,1 becoming intra-ready; since the RR order depends on when requests

become oldest, after r5,1 arrives the order is P2 > P3 > P4 > P5. tCCD cycles after issuing

the RD of r2,2, another RD can be issued; since r2,1 is not intra-ready yet, r4,1 is serviced

instead, then r2,1, and finally r5,1 (Rule 7, RR order). Note that r3,1 cannot be serviced

in the read round since it is a write request, and r3,2 cannot be serviced because it is

not-oldest and there are intra-ready oldest requests (Rule 7, arbitration is between oldest

requests of the corresponding direction). Once r4,1 completes, P4 is enqueued at the back

of the RR queue, and its service flag is set (Rule 5); hence, r4,2 is self-blocked and cannot

be serviced in the first read round either, even if it is the oldest request of P4 after r4,1
completes (Rule 7, arbitration is between non-blocked requests). Once the read round

ends, a write round starts since there is an intra-ready oldest write request r3,1 (Rule 6,

round starts with oldest request), which is then serviced. This causes P3 to be enqueued
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Table 5.1: Symbols used in latency analysis.

Symbols Description

Pi Core i

bk Bank k

hpi Set of higher priority requestors than Pi

S The set of requestors in hpi whose oldest request also targets br plus Pi

kPRE Number of PRE commands that can be issued ahead of ri,j
kACT number of ACT commands that can be issued ahead of ri,j
kCAS Number of interfering requests

LPRE Maximum latency of PRE from the time it becomes intra-ready until it is issued

LACT Maximum latency of ACT from the time it becomes intra-ready until it is issued

LRD Maximum latency of RD from the time it becomes intra-ready until it is issued

LRD
RD The latency bound of RD becomes intra-ready in read round

LRD
WR The latency bound of RD becomes intra-ready in write round

cinterRD The number of cycles until a RD can be issued

cintraRD The number of cycles until a RD becomes intra-ready

cintraWR The number of cycles until a WR becomes intra-ready

cintraPRE The number of cycles until a PRE becomes intra-ready

cintraACT The number of cycles until a ACT becomes intra-ready

∆i(RMP ) The static latency bounds for a read miss request targeting a private bank

∆i(RHP ) The static latency bounds for a read hit request targeting a private bank

∆i(MSq) The static latency bound for a miss request targeting a shared bank

tPrivate
Residual The worst-case latency from processing latency to PRE becoming intra-ready

at the back of the RR queue; hence, in the final read round, r4,2 is serviced before r3,2.

5.4 Latency Analysis

In this section, we detail the latency analysis. We first derive the static WCL bounds

for read requests to private banks in Section 5.4.1, and to shared banks in Section 5.4.2;

we focus on discussing key novel results. Then, we show how the static analysis can be

modified to obtain the on-line WCLator estimation for the remaining processing latency

in Section 5.4.3. Table 5.1 summarizes the symbols used in the latency analysis.
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Figure 5.5: Request latency decomposition for read requests.

5.4.1 Static WCL Analysis: Private Banks

We begin by computing the static latency bounds ∆i(RMP ) for a read miss request ri,j
of Pi targeting private bank br, which in the worst-case requires issuing a PRE, ACT

and CAS commands; the read hit case ∆i(RHP ), comprising a CAS command only, is

presented at the end of this subsection. We assume that ri,j finishes/completes after ri,precj ,

otherwise its processing time would be zero; and based on Definition 9, we recall that the

static bound is computed assuming that the RTSch is always selected starting at the time

max(tci,precj , t
a
i,j) at which ri,j becomes oldest.

To derive ∆i(RMP ), we consider two cases, based on the status of the service flag for

Pi when the CAS command of ri,j becomes intra-ready: the self-blocking case, which we

denote with a SB subscript, corresponds to the service flag being set, while the non-self-

blocking case (NSB) corresponds to the service flag being reset. We thus obtain:

∆i(RMP ) = max(∆RMP
SB ,∆RMP

NSB ). (5.1)

Note that because of Rule 1, we can remove the requestor index i from ∆RMP
SB and

∆RMP
NSB since our RTSch design employs a fair RR arbitration and the latency bound is

the same for all requestors. Without Rule 1, every request would have different latency

bounds.

We first analyze the more complex non-self-blocking case. We decompose the latency

∆RMP
NSB into multiple terms, corresponding to its different commands and intra-bank con-

straints, as shown in Figure 5.5:

1. tPrivate
Residual is the worst-case latency from the start of the processing latency max(tfi,precj , t

a
i,j)

to PRE becoming intra-ready;
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2. LPRE is the maximum latency of PRE from the time it becomes intra-ready until it

is issued; (3) tRP is the PRE-to-ACT timing constraint;

3. LACT is the maximum latency of ACT from the time it becomes intra-ready until it

is issued;

4. tRCD is the ACT -to-CAS timing constraint;

5. LRD is the maximum latency of RD from the time it becomes intra-ready until it is

issued;

6. finally tRL + tBUS is the time required to complete sending the data. We next show

how to bound the residual latencies, LPRE, LACT and the CAS latency LRD.

Residual Computation. The residual is computed based on the worst-case intra-

bank constraints that can affect the PRE of ri,j. Note that by definition of ri,precj , once

it completes at tci,precj , either ri,j becomes oldest (if tai,j ≤ tci,precj) or there must be no

outstanding request of Pi. Since br is private, in the latter case, neither the RTSch nor the

HPSch (given that it always issues legal commands) can issue any command to br between

tci,precj and tai,j; and starting at max(tci,precj , t
a
i,j) and until ri,j completes, the RTSch only

issues commands of ri,j to br.

Therefore, it suffices to consider intra-bank timing constraints generated by the CAS

of ri,precj itself, plus constraints generated by commands issued before such CAS. The

detailed residual computation tPrivate
Residual is based on the three cases in Figure 5.6. In details,

the three cases are: (a) If ri,precj does not target br, then in the worst case the HPSch

could have issued an ACT command to br at time tci,precj − 2. This triggers a tRAS timing

constraint; under the (worst-case) condition that tai,j ≤ tfi,precj , this results in a residual of

tRAS −min(tRL, tWL) − tBUS − 1. (b) If ri,precj targets br and is a write, then we need to

consider the tWR timing constraint between the end of data for a write CAS and PRE

to same bank; again under the condition tai,j ≤ tfi,precj , this results in a residual of tWR.

(c) If ri,precj targets br and is a read, then we need to consider the tRTP timing constraint

between a read CAS and PRE to same bank; this results in a residual of tRTP −tRL−tBUS.

Taking the maximum of the three cases yields Equation 5.2.

tPrivate
Residual = max(tWR, tRTP − tRL − tBUS, tRAS −min(tRL, tWL)− tBUS − 1). (5.2)
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Figure 5.6: Case a, b, and c for the residual calculations for private bank access.

To facilitate the derivation of the on-line bounds in Section 5.4.3, we obtain LPRE and

LACT based on parameters kPRE, kACT representing the state of the arbitration. Specifi-

cally, kPRE is the number of requestors in hpi whose oldest request still requires issuing

a PRE, while kACT is the number of such requestors whose oldest request still requires

issuing an ACT . We make the following key observation:

Observation 10. While ri,j is oldest, the values of kPRE and kACT cannot increase as

long as the RTSch is selected.

Observation 10 holds because the RTSch always favors oldest requests. Hence, if the

oldest request of a requestor in hpi already issued a PRE (ACT ), it will not require another

PRE (respectively, ACT ) until it completes; at which point the requestor will be enqueued

at the back of the RR order and thus will have lower priority than Pi. Note that without

Rule 4, this assumption was not true. Based on Observation 10, once the PRE of ri,j
becomes intra-ready, the number of PRE commands that can be issued ahead of ri,j is

bounded by kPRE; the same holds for the number kACT of ACT commands that can be

issued ahead of the ACT of ri,j.

Computation of LPRE. The worst-case latency pattern for PRE is depicted in Fig-

ure 5.7. Terms
⌈
LPRE+1
tRRD

⌉
and

⌈
LPRE+1
tCCD

⌉
in Equation 5.3 represent the command bus con-

tention due to ACT and CAS commands, respectively, which are given higher priority

compared to PRE command by the RTSch according to Rule 2. To bound such contention,

we note that successive ACT commands are separated by at least tRRD clock cycles, and

successive CAS commands are separated by at least tCCD cycles; while LPRE+1 represents

the maximum interference window where PRE commands (including the one of ri,j) can be

delayed by ACT and CAS. Adding the three terms yields the bound in the Equation 5.3.

LPRE(kPRE) = kPRE +

⌈
LPRE(kPRE) + 1

tRRD

⌉
+

⌈
LPRE(kPRE) + 1

tCCD

⌉
. (5.3)
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Figure 5.7: LPRE example.

Computation of LACT . The computation of LACT is more complex than LPRE, since

there exists ACT -to-ACT timing constraints tRRD and tFAW . The worst-case interference

pattern is shown in Figure 5.8. Note that after the ACT of ri,j becomes intra-ready, only

ACT of oldest requests accounted for in kACT can be issued; however, before the ACT

becomes intra-ready, the RTSch could issue ACT of non-oldest requests. Specifically, in

the worst case shown in the figure, four ACT commands of non-oldest requests are issued

as late as possible before the ACT of ri,j becomes intra-ready, triggering an initial delay of

tFAW − 3 · tRRD − 1. Once the ACT of ri,j becomes intra-ready, no more than kACT other

ACT commands can be issued before it; such commands cause a delay of either tRRD each,

or tFAW every 4 commands. Finally, given that CAS commands are higher priority than

ACT , but they cannot be issued in consecutive cycles, we incorporate the command bus

contention by adding one unit of delay to each triggered timing constraint (including the

initial delay). This yields the bound in Equation 5.4.

LACT (kACT ) = tFAW − 3 · tRRD + kACT · (tRRD + 1) +⌊
kACT

4

⌋
· (tFAW + 1− 4 · tRRD − 4) (5.4)

Note that in the worst case, the values of kPRE and kACT are bounded by the total

number of other requestors M − 1; hence, when computing the static bound ∆RMP
NSB , we

must consider a latency LPRE(M − 1) and LACT (M − 1).
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Figure 5.8: LACT example considering tRRD and tFAW .

Computation of CAS Latency LRD. Let Round 1 to denote the round in which the

RD of ri,j becomes intra-ready. We need to consider two possibilities, corresponding to

Round 1 being a (1) read round, or a (2) write round; we use LRD
RD to denote the latency

bound in the first case, and LRD
WR for the second case.

Case (1): since in the non-blocking-case the service flag for Pi is not set, it follows that

the RD of ri,j must be issued in Round 1. As for the PRE and ACT computation, we

use kRD to denote the number of requestors in hpi whose oldest request requires issuing a

RD. We also use cinterRD to denote the inter-ready RD counter, that is, the number of cycles

until a RD can be issued. Since the inter-bank constraint between CAS commands of the

same direction is tCCD, this yields the bound:

LRD
RD(k

RD, cinterRD ) = cinterRD + kRD · tCCD. (5.5)

Once again, for the static WCL computation we need to consider the worst case scenario

and due to Rule 5, in each round maximum of M CAS commands can be issued (one from

each requestor); hence, kRD = M − 1 which is the number of constraints between M CAS

commands. There are two possible worst-case scenarios for cinterRD : (a) the RD command

of an non-oldest request is issued immediately before the RD of ri,j becomes intra-ready,

yielding cinterRD = tCCD − 1; (b) the RD of ri,j becomes intra-ready as soon as possible at

the beginning of the RD round, which is tCCD cycles after the last WR is issued in a

preceding write round; this yields cinterRD = tWtoR − tCCD. Hence, in the worst-case we have

cinterRD = max(tWtoR − tCCD, tCCD − 1).
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Figure 5.9: LRD
WR example for M = 4 requestors, where Pi = P1 and kCAS = 3; in this

example, two of the three interfering CAS commands are RD and one is WR.

Case (2): since Round 1 has write direction, the RD of ri,j will be issued in the

following Round 2. In this case, once it becomes intra-ready, the RD of ri,j can only suffer

interference from CAS commands of oldest requests: WR commands of oldest requests in

Round 1, belonging to both higher and lower priority requestors, as well as RD commands

of oldest requests in Round 2, belonging to requestors in hpi; however, each requestor

can only interfere once, since after sending the CAS of an oldest request, it is enqueued

at the back of the RR queue according to Rule 1 and Rule 5. Therefore, let kCAS to

denote the number of interfering requests, where kCAS = M − 1 in the worst case (again

according to Rule 5). We again need to consider two possible worst-case scenarios, depicted

in Figure 5.9: (a) the WR command of a non-oldest request is issued immediately before

the RD of ri,j becomes intra-ready, resulting in the following bound:

kCAS · tCCD + tWtoR − 1. (5.6)

(b) The RD of ri,j becomes intra-ready as soon as possible at the beginning of the

WR round, which is tCCD + 1 cycles after the last RD is issued in a preceding read round
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according to Rule 6 (note that if the RD became intra-ready one cycle before, the RD

would be issued in the preceding read round); this yields:

tRTW − tCCD + (kCAS − 1) · tCCD + tWtoR − 1 =

(kCAS − 2) · tCCD + tRTW + tWtoR − 1. (5.7)

Taking the maximum of the two sub-cases we obtain:

LRD
WR(k

CAS) = (kCAS − 2) · tCCD +max(tRTW , 2 · tCCD) + tWtoR − 1. (5.8)

Finally, we compare LRD
RD and LRD

WR. Note that by definition kRD ≤ kCAS, and fur-

thermore for all devices it holds tWtoR − 1 > max(tWtoR − tCCD, tCCD − 1). This yields

LRD
RD(k

RD, cinterRD ) < LRD
WR(k

CAS). Hence, unless we can guarantee that the RD of ri,j be-

comes intra-ready in a read round, we have to consider LRD
WR in the worst case.

Non-self-blocking Latency. Combining all obtained bounds based on the latency

decomposition in Figure 5.5 yields:

∆RMP
NSB = tPrivate

Residual + LPRE(M − 1) + tRP + LACT (M − 1) +

tRCD + LRD
WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS. (5.9)

Self-blocking Latency. Finally, we consider the self-blocking case. Again, let the

RD of ri,j become intra-ready in Round 1; since the service flag is reset whenever the

round is switched or reset, it follows that Round 1 must be a read round, and that the

RD of the previous request ri,precj must have been issued in the round. Then, ri,j waits

for the following write round (Round 2), and then its RD is issued in the next read round

(Round 3) according to Rule 7. The corresponding worst-case scenario is depicted in

Figure 5.10: the RD of ri,precj is issued at the beginning of Round 1; then M − 1 RD and

WR commands of the other requestors are issued in Round 1 and 2; and finally by RR

order, the RD of ri,j is issued first in Round 3 (notice that the PRE and ACT commands of

ri,j, which must be issued in Round 1, are not shown). Note that ri,precj finishes tRL+ tBUS

after the beginning of Round 1; this is also the earliest time that the processing time of

ri,j can start. Therefore, the latency of ri,j can be obtained by summing the length of the

three rounds and subtracting tRL + tBUS, yielding:
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∆RMP
SB = (M − 1) · tCCD + tRTW + (M − 2) · tCCD + tWtoR +

tRL + tBUS − (tRL + tBUS)

= (2M − 3) · tCCD + tRTW + tWtoR. (5.10)

Note that the self-blocking case does not include any delay of PRE or ACT , but the

number of CAS-to-CAS constraints tCCD scales with twice the number of requestors M

in the system. Since the ACT -to-ACT constraint tRRD is never smaller than tCCD, the

non-self-blocking case leads to higher latency for miss requests.

Read Hit Latency. We again need to consider both the self-blocking and non-self-

blocking case, yielding:

∆i(RHP ) = max(∆RHP
SB ,∆RHP

NSB ). (5.11)

Since the worst-case scenario for the self-blocking case in Figure 5.10 does not include

the time for PRE and ACT commands, it also applies to a hit request, meaning that

∆RHP
SB = ∆RMP

SB . For the non-self-blocking case, we again decompose ∆RHP
NSB into latency

terms, similarly to Equation 5.9. Since ri,j is a hit, its RD command cannot suffer from

intra-bank constraints, thus the residual is zero. This leaves the RD and data latencies

only:

∆RHP
NSB = LRD

WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS. (5.12)

Note that in this case, the self-blocking case has higher latency.

Write Latency. The derivation for the static latency bound ∆i(WMP ) of a write

miss to private bank is similar to the one for the latency ∆i(RMP ) of read miss, ex-

cept that read-related timing constraints are swapped for write-related timing constraints.

Considering both the self-blocking and non-self-blocking cases, we have:

∆i(WMP ) = max(∆WMP
SB ,∆WMP

NSB ). (5.13)

The latency decomposition for ∆WMP
NSB is equivalent to the one in Figure 5.5, except that we

consider a CAS latency term LWR instead of LRD, and a data sending time of tWL+ tBUS.
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Given that the worst-case CAS latency for WR can be found when the WR becomes

intra-ready in a read round (LWR
RD ), this yields:

∆WMP
NSB = tPrivate

Residual+LPRE(kPRE)+ tRP +LACT (M −1)+ tRCD+LWR
RD (M −1)+ tWL+ tBUS.

(5.14)

Since the case for LWR
RD is symmetric to LRD

WR, the same computation can be applied after

switching read for write timing constraints in Equation 5.8:

LWR
RD (kCAS) = (kCAS − 2) · tCCD +max(tWtoR, 2 · tCCD) + tRTW − 1. (5.15)

Similarly, computing the latency over Figure 5.10 after switching reads for writes and

vice-versa yields the following bound for the self-blocking case ∆WMP
SB :

∆WMP
SB = (M − 1) · tCCD + tWtoR + (M − 2) · tCCD + tRTW + tWL + tBUS − (tWL + tBUS)

= (2M − 3) · tCCD + tWtoR + tRTW , (5.16)

which is the same as the bound for ∆RMP
SB . As in the case of read requests, this means that

the non-self-blocking case has higher latency.

5.4.2 Static WCL Analysis: Shared Banks

We next compute the static WCL bound ∆i(MSq) for a miss request ri,j of Pi targeting a

bank br shared by q requestors. As in Section 5.4.1, we derive the bound based on a set of

analysis parameters that capture the number of requests/commands that can interfere with

ri,j. Specifically, we use S to denote the set of requestors in hpi whose oldest request also

targets br, plus Pi itself; by assumption, for the number of requestors in S we have: |S| ≤ q.

We also use kPRE
/∈S , kACT

/∈S , kRD
/∈S with the same meaning as kPRE, kACT , kRD, except that they

only consider requestors that are not in S. Note by definition we have: kPRE
/∈S ≤ M − |S|

(the same holds for kACT
/∈S , kRD

/∈S ).

We obtain ∆i(MSq) by decomposing it into two latency terms: (1) the latency of the

highest priority request in S, served first by the RTSch, which we denote as ∆MSq
First; (2) the

latency of the remaining |S|−1 requests (including ri,j itself), which we denote as ∆MSq
Others.

To derive the latency terms, we make two key observations. First, the total number of

PRE commands that can interfere with any of the requests in S is kPRE
/∈S ; the same holds

for ACT based on kACT
/∈S . This is because by Rule 3, each requestor in S is blocked until

every higher priority request in S completes; and once any requestor issues an interfering
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Figure 5.10: Worst-case scenario for a self-blocking read miss with M = 4.

PRE or ACT , it cannot issue another one until its oldest request completes, at which

point it ceases to be higher priority. Without Rule 3, the number of interfering requestors

cannot be bounded. It remains to determine which request in S suffers interference. To

this end, we use the following observation:

Observation 11. For any non-negative values of k1, k2, it holds:

LACT (k1) + LACT (k2) ≤ LACT (k1 + k2) + LACT (0) (5.17)

LPRE(k1) + LPRE(k2) ≤ LPRE(k1 + k2) + LPRE(0) + 2 (5.18)

Based on Observation 11, we can bound the PRE and ACT interference by simply

assuming that the kPRE
/∈S , kACT

/∈S commands all interfere on the highest priority requestor in

S; except that we have to add 2 extra cycles to the PRE latency of each successive request

in S.

The second key observation is related to the value of kCAS used in Equations 5.8. Once

again, requestors in S are blocked until higher priority requests in S complete. Hence,

when evaluating the CAS latency for the highest priority (first serviced) requestor in S,
we can use a value kCAS = M − |S|, rather than kCAS = M − 1. However, as requests in S
complete, the number of remaining requests targeting br decreases: for the second serviced

request we need to consider a value kCAS = M − |S| + 1, and so on until kCAS = M − 1

for ri,j.

Based on both observations, and since the non-self-blocking case has higher latency for

miss requests, we obtain:
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∆MSq
First = tFirst

Residual + LPRE(kPRE
/∈S ) + tRP + LACT (kACT

/∈S ) +

tRCD +max
(
LRD
WR(M − |S|) + tRL,

LWR
RD (M − |S|) + tWL

)
+ tBUS, (5.19)

∆MSq
Others =

|S|−1∑
l=1

(
tOthers
Residual + LPRE(0) + 2 + tRP + LACT (0) +

tRCD +max
(
LRD
WR(M − |S|+ l) + tRL,

LWR
RD (M − |S|+ l) + tWL

)
+ tBUS

)
. (5.20)

Note that LWR
RD represents the worst-case bound for the WR where the write becomes

intra-ready during a read round and can be computed similar to LRD
WR except that read-

related timing constraints are swapped for write-related timing constraints. Both equations

use the same latency decomposition as for a miss request to a private bank (Equations 5.9),

but we maximize over the read and write latencies for CAS and data since we do not know

the direction of individual requests. It remains to determine the residual terms tFirst
Residual

for the highest priority request, and tOthers
Residual for the remaining |S| − 1 ones. tFirst

Residual

is the worst-case latency from the start of processing latency max(tfi,precj , t
a
i,j) of ri,j to

the PRE of the highest priority requestor in S becoming intra-ready and tOthers
Residual is the

worst-case latency between the finish time of a request in S and the PRE of the next

request in S. The same three intra-bank timing constraints (tRAS, tWR, tRTP ) used in

the derivation of the private bank residual tPrivate
Residual must be considered. Given that br is

shared, we cannot make any assumption on the commands that are issued to br before ri,j
becomes oldest at max(tci,precj , t

a
i,j); while we know that only commands of requests in S

can be issued afterwards. Hence, for the case of tFirst
Residual, the worst-case scenario is that

tai,j ≥ tfi,precj > tci,precj and either a CAS or ACT command is issued at cycle tai,j−1, resulting

in Equation 5.21. On the other hand, in the case of tOthers
Residual, the timing constraint can only

be generated by a command of the previous request in S; hence, similarly to cases b and c

in Figure 5.6, for the WR and RTP constraints we need to consider the time tWL + tBUS

or tRL + tBUS required for the previous request to finish after issuing its CAS, resulting

in the same residual terms tWR and tRTP − tRL − tBUS. Figure 5.11 shows the worst-case
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Figure 5.11: tOthers
Residual: computation of residual term for tRAS constraint.

scenario for tRAS, resulting in a term tRAS − tRCD − min(tRL, tWL) − tBUS. Taking the

maximum of the three terms results in Equation 5.22.

tFirst
Residual = max(tWL + tBUS + tWR − 1, tRTP − 1, tRAS − 1); (5.21)

tOthers
Residual = max(tWR, tRTP − tRL − tBUS, tRAS − tRCD −min(tRL, tWL)− tBUS). (5.22)

Finally, we have to determine the value of |S| under which ∆i(MSq) = ∆MSq
First+∆MSq

others

is maximized. This is non-trivial, since increasing |S| adds more terms in Equation 5.20,

but it decreases the maximum value of kPRE
/∈S , kACT

/∈S and the CAS latency. Hence, we

simply numerically confirmed that for all devices, the bound is maximized by assuming

the maximum number of contending requestors |S| = q.

5.4.3 On-line WCLator Latency Estimation

We next discuss how the WCLator performs on-line estimation. Recall that the WCLator

must compute the remaining processing latency (remaining time until the request finishes)

for the oldest request ri,j of each requestor, assuming that the HPSch is selected at the

current clock cycle t, while the RTSch is always selected afterward. Since the round state,

and hence the service flags, is reset whenever the WCLator issues a command that does

not belong to the RTSch, on-line analysis only considers the non-self-blocking case.

We begin by considering a read miss request ri,j of Pi, targeting row rw in private

bank br. We consider three cases, depending on which command ri,j needs to send next:

PRE, ACT or RD. For each case, we use either cintraPRE, c
intra
ACT , or c

intra
RD to denote the time
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from t until the next command becomes intra-ready (or 0 if it is already intra-ready). We

also consider the value of the inter-bank counter cinterRD at time t, as well as the values of

kPRE, kACT and kRD at time t, as defined in Section 5.4.1. However, note that we do

not use on-line information to bound the value of kCAS (i.e., we consider the worst-case

kCAS = M − 1) because kCAS includes requestors with both higher and lower priority, and

we cannot predict when and which requests of another requestor might arrive in the future,

causing it to be added to the RR queue with the lowest priority. For each case, we list

all possible commands that the HPSch can issue based on the state of bank br; for each

command, we analyze the interference it causes on the next command of ri,j, and derive a

bound on the remaining latency of ri,j based on the latency components from Section 5.4.1.

On-line, the WCLator computes all such bounds in parallel; it then discards the ones that

do not apply based on the set V of possible commands of the HPSch; and finally takes

the maximum of all remaining bounds to determine whether ri,j is guaranteed to complete

by its deadline. Since the full command enumeration is rather pedantic and due to space

limitations, here we only detail Case (1) (PRE) as an example. The remaining cases can

be derived based on similar logic to the analysis for the other commands; we summarize

it after covering Case (1). Similarly, we summarize how to derive the cases for read hits,

write misses and shared bank requests after covering Case (1) for read misses.

Case (1): br is open on a row different than rw, then the RTSch needs to issue a PRE

for ri,j. The HPSch can issue either a PRE or a CAS for bank br (but not an ACT , since

br is already open), but the CAS cannot target row rw, and thus cannot service ri,j. It

can also issue a PRE, ACT or CAS to some other bank, or a NOP .

• (1.1) NOP : (1.1a) if cintraPRE > 0, then a NOP cannot cause interference on the PRE

of ri,j, nor it changes the state of any bank; hence, the PRE delay for ri,j is bounded

by LPRE(kPRE). Given that the PRE becomes intra-ready after cintraPRE cycles, and

following the latency decomposition for a non-self-blocking request in Figure 5.5, we

can then bound the remaining latency as:

LRD,1
online = cintraPRE + LPRE(kPRE) + tRP +

LACT (kACT ) + tRCD + LRD
WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS. (5.23)

Equation 5.23 represents the base latency computation for Case (1); all other sub-

cases use either the same or a modified computation of LRD,1
online. (1.1b) If cintraPRE = 0,

issuing a NOP can waste a clock cycle and increase the PRE delay by 1; hence the

latency is LRD,1
online + 1.
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• (1.2) PRE targeting bank bl ̸= br: the PRE-to-PRE interference is 1 cycle (com-

mand bus conflict only). Therefore, (1.2a) if cintraPRE = 0, we need to add 1 to Equa-

tion 5.23 to represent the extra cycle of delay. In addition, (1.2b) if at time t there

exists a requestor Pq ∈ hpi whose oldest request targets bl and requires a PRE, then

we decrease the value of kPRE by one, since the issued PRE satisfies such higher-

priority, oldest request. However, (1.2c) if such oldest request requires only a CAS,

then we need to increase the value of both kPRE and kACT by one as the RTSch will

need to now issue a PRE, ACT and CAS for such request.

• (1.3) ACT targeting bank bl ̸= br: since Equation 5.3 already accounts for com-

mand bus interference from ACT and CAS, the command cannot cause additional

command bus interference. We thus compute the remaining latency bound accord-

ing to Equation 5.23, except that we might need to change the value of either kPRE

or kACT , based on the following logic. (1.3a) If at time t there exists a requestor

Pq ∈ hpi whose oldest request targets bl, and the ACT issued by the HPSch opens a

row different than the one targeted by such request, then it follows that the RTSch

will need to again close bl with a PRE to service Pq. Hence, the value of k
PRE must

be increased by one. (1.3b) If instead the HPSch opens the row targeted by such

request, then kACT must be decreased by one.

• (1.4) CAS targeting bank bl ̸= br: again there is no extra command bus interference,

nor the bank state changes, so the latency is LRD,1
online.

• (1.5) PRE targeting bank br: this is the PRE command required by ri,j; then follow-

ing the latency decomposition for ri,j, the remaining latency is tRP + LACT (kACT ) +

tRCD + LRD
WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS.

• (1.6) CAS for bank br: if the CAS is a RD, then the latency is LRD,1
online as in

Case (1.4). However, if it is a WR, we need to account for the tWR intra-bank timing

constraint between the data of such WR and the PRE of read request ri,j. Hence,

in this case the value of the cintraPRE counter in Equation 5.23 must be substituted with

max(cintraPRE, tWL + tBUS + tWR).

Case (2): br.row = −1, then the RTSch needs to issue an ACT to row rw for ri,j.

The HPSch can only issue an ACT for bank br (to either row rw or another row), plus

commands for other banks and NOP .
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• (2.1) NOP : recall that in the worst case scenario used to compute LACT (kACT ), the

initial ACT is delayed by ACT commands sent before time t; hence, sending a NOP

at time t does not change the bound, nor it changes the state of any bank, and the

latency can be computed as:

LRD,2
online = cintraACT + LACT (kACT ) + tRCD + LRD

WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS. (5.24)

• (2.2) PRE targeting bank bl ̸= br: this case is the same as NOP , so we use Equa-

tion 5.24. In addition, (2.2a) just like Case (1.2c), if at time t there exists requestor

Pq ∈ hpi whose oldest request targets bl and requires a CAS, then we increase kACT

by one as the RTSch will need to now issue a PRE, ACT and CAS for that request.

• (2.3) ACT targeting bank bl ̸= br: (2.3a) if c
intra
ACT > 0, then issuing an ACT does not

change the worst-case initial pattern leading to a delay of tFAW − 3 · tRRD − 1; hence,

we compute the latency as LRD,2
online. (2.3b) If instead cintraACT = 0, we use LRD,2

online + 1 as

the last ACT starting the tFAW constraint is now issued in the current clock cycle,

rather the the clock cycle before as in Figure 5.8. (2.3c) In addition to the two

previous cases, if at time t there is a requestor Pq ∈ hpi whose oldest request targets

bl and the issued ACT opens the row targeted by such request, then we consider a

value of kACT decreased by one when evaluating Equation 5.24.

• (2.4) CAS targeting bank bl ̸= br: as in Case (1.4) there is no extra command bus

interference, nor the bank state changes, so the latency is LRD,2
online.

• (2.5) ACT targeting bank br and row rw: as in Case (1.5), this is the ACT command

required by ri,j; then following the latency decomposition for ri,j, the remaining

latency is tRCD + LRD
WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS.

• (2.6) ACT targeting bank br but a different row than rw: then the RTSch must first

close bank br with a PRE before issuing an ACT and RD. Following the latency

decomposition, and since the ACT -to-PRE intra-bank constraint is tRAS, we obtain

a latency of tRAS+LPRE(kPRE)+tRP+LACT (kACT )+tRCD+LRD
WR(M−1)+tRL+tBUS.

Case (3): br.row = rw, then the RTSch needs to issue a RD to row rw for ri,j. The

HPSch can select PRE and CAS for bank br, including the RD for ri,j, plus commands

for other banks and NOP .
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• (3.1) NOP : the NOP could waste a cycle and delay the issuing of a RD command

if cinterRD = 0. Hence, we can compute the latency bound as in the following equation,

except that if cinterRD = 0, we set cinterRD = 1 to represent the NOP delay:

LRD,3
online =

{
LRD
RD(k

RD, cinterRD ) if cintraRD ≤ 1

cintraRD + LRD
WR(M − 1) if cintraRD > 1

+ tRL + tBUS. (5.25)

Recall that the RTSch resets the round to read direction at time t + 1, and it is

always selected afterwards. Therefore, if cintraRD ≤ 1, then the RD of ri,j is intra-ready

at the beginning of the read round, and we can thus use the better RD latency

bound LRD
RD. Note we do not have to add cintraRD in this case even if cintraRD = 1 because

cinterRD is at least 1, meaning the RD of ri,j could not be sent in this cycle anyway. If

instead cintraRD > 1, then one or more WR commands could be issued before the RD

of ri,j becomes intra-ready. Therefore, we cannot exclude the case where it becomes

intra-ready during a write round, and we have to consider the worst-case RD latency

bound LRD
WR.

• (3.2) PRE targeting bank bl ̸= br: the same computation as for NOP applies.

• (3.3) ACT targeting bank bl ̸= br: again, the same computation as for NOP applies.

• (3.4) CAS targeting any bank, which does not serve ri,j: we again use Equation 5.25,

but in this case we need to set cinterRD = tCCD if a RD is issued, or cinterRD = tWtoR if a

WR is issued. In addition, (3.4a) if a RD is issued which satisfies the oldest request

of a requestor Pq ∈ hpi, we subtract one from kRD as that requestor will be removed

from the RR queue.

• (3.5) PRE targeting bank br: similar to Case (2.6), the RTSch must reopen br to

row rw with an ACT and then issue the CAS. Following the latency decomposition,

we obtain a latency of tRP + LACT (kACT ) + tRCD + LRD
WR(M − 1) + tRL + tBUS.

• (3.6) CAS targeting bank br and serving ri,j: this is the RD command required by

ri,j, hence the remaining latency is exactly tRL + tBUS.

Next, we cover Case (3) for a write request. The command cases are the same as for

the read case, but as discussed in Section 5.4.3, the base latency must be computed as:

LWR,3
online = max(cintraWR , tCCD) + LWR

RD (M − 1) + tWL + tBUS. (5.26)
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The max(cintraWR , tCCD) +LWR
RD (M − 1) term is required because in the worst static case, we

assume that the round switches from write to read the clock cycle before the write of ri,j
becomes intra-ready, meaning that the WR was issued tCCD + 1 clock cycles in the past;

however, in this case a WR could be issued the clock cycle before, triggering a tCCD timing

constraint.

Finally, we detail the case of a request to shared bank. As discussed in Section 5.4.3,

the WCLator applies Cases (1)-(2)-(3) to the highest priority request in S. A few modifi-

cations to the rules are required to account for the behavior of shared banks, as discussed

below.

• Instead of parameters kPRE, kACT and kRD, both the latency equations and the rules

that modify the value of such parameters before computing the equations use pa-

rameters kPRE
/∈S , kACT

/∈S and kRD
/∈S ; this is safe since lower priority requests in S cannot

interfere with the highest priority one.

• When considering Cases (2) and (3), if ri,j is not the highest priority request in S,
an additional latency term LPRE(kPRE

/∈S ) − LPRE(0) must be added; this is because

PRE commands counted in kPRE
/∈S can still interfere with other requests in S, even if

the highest priority one does not need to issue a PRE. For the same reason, when

considering Case (3), a term LACT (kPRE
o )− LACT (0) must be added.

• Following the CAS latency computation used in Equation 5.19, we consider worst-

case latencies of LRD
WR(M − |S|) and LWR

RD (M − |S|) instead of LRD
WR(M − 1) and

LWR
RD (M − 1).

• The rules that involve issuing a command to the shared bank br need careful consid-

eration, since the command could belong to either the highest priority requestor, or

another requestor in S, possibly ri,j; we list and analyze all of them below.

• (1.5): no change since a PRE command does not target any specific row in br.

• (1.6): the part of the rule involving cintraPRE remains; in addition, if the CAS belongs

to ri,j, the latency is simply tRL + tBUS; while if it belongs to another requestor in S
(which cannot be the highest priority for Case (1) to apply), we subtract one from

|S|.

• (2.5): no change since this is the ACT required by the highest priority requestor in S
(recall that we are estimating the remaining latency of the highest priority requestor,

hence row rw is the row targeted by such requestor and not ri,j).
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• (2.6): no change, since the RTSch will then give priority to the highest priority

requestor in S and be forced to reopen its row.

• (3.4): in addition to what is included in the rule, we have to cover the case in which

the CAS targets br. If the CAS belongs to ri,j, the latency is simply tRL + tBUS;

while if it belongs to another requestor in S (which cannot be the highest priority

one, otherwise Case (3.6) would apply here instead of (3.4)), we subtract one from

|S|.

• (3.5): no change, since again a PRE command is not row-specific.

• (3.6): no change since this is the CAS required by the highest priority requestor in

S.

For a hit request only Case (3) applies, and furthermore, it must hold cintraCAS = 0 since a

hit request does not suffer intra-bank constraints. Therefore, the on-line estimation for a

read hit can always use the better bound LRD
RD, rather than considering LRD

WR - this is indeed

the reason why the RTSch resets the round state to read when the HPSch is selected. The

on-line analysis for a write request to a private bank is similar; however, since the round is

reset to read, we must always consider the worst-case bound LWR
RD where the write becomes

intra-ready during a read round. Finally, we discuss how to estimate the remaining latency

of a request ri,j to a shared bank br. Following the discussion in Section 5.4.2, the on-line

bound is still computed by summing the latency for the highest priority request in S,
and the latency for the other |S| − 1 requests. For the latter, the WCLator uses the

static bound ∆MSq
Others; note that such bound depends only on the value of |S|. For the

former, instead of using ∆MSq
First, the WCLator applies a logic similar to Cases (1)-(2)-(3) to

the highest priority request in S to obtain a better on-line bound (with some parameter

changes, e.g., kPRE
/∈S , kACT

/∈S , kRD
/∈S must be considered instead of kPRE, kACT , kRD, as discussed

in Section 5.4.2).

Note that while the estimation includes several cases, in practice an efficient hardware

implementation of the WCLator can be extremely fast. Notably, the WCLator can compute

the bound for each case in parallel, compare each case against the slack counter for Pi,

and then and the results together to determine if the HPSch can be selected. Furthermore,

each case can be calculated quickly by pre-computing the various analysis terms and storing

them in a look-up table indexed based on the value of the various analysis parameters. We

provide a more detailed implementation discussion in Section 5.5.
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5.5 Implementation

To avoid slowing down the clock speed, it is imperative that DuoMC does not add significant

extra logic to the critical path of the HPSch. Therefore, the WCLator cannot use the output

of the last stage of the HPSch (the command that is arbitrated by HPSch); otherwise,

the WCLator logic would need to be placed in series after the HPSch. For this reason,

the set of commands V (shown in Figure 5.1 and used in Section 5.4) cannot be practically

restricted to the unique command issued by the HPSch. Fortunately, WCLator can still

operate in parallel with HPSch and still have some knowledge about V by leveraging the

fact that most COTS MCs are pipelined. Since there are at least two sets of buffers (request

buffers at an earlier stage and then command buffers), there are at least two pipeline stages

to enable the buffering of requests, generating specific commands, and then buffering them

into corresponding command buffers.

Typically, to optimize for performance, more stages are deployed. Early stages are used

to generate one command either for each requestor, or each bank of the resource that can

be operated in parallel; then, the last stage picks one of the generated commands. Hence,

the set V can be restricted without requiring any modification to the HPSch. However, in

this case, the analysis in Section 5.4 needs to add a fixed term to account for the extra

delay suffered in the pipeline. In particular, each request suffers an additional pipeline

latency equal to the number of stages - 1.

DuoMC supports different implementations based on the underlying COTS controller

details. We consider three possible alternatives, based on the command set V : (A) the

same conservative design as in Chapter 3, where WCLator makes the decision based on the

sets of commands that are legal in the current cycle without any further knowledge; (B)

an improved design where V comprises one command per requestor per bank; (C) an ideal

(but not practically implementable) design where V comprises a single command which is

the one that HPSch selects. Our on-line latency analysis in Section 5.4.3 holds in all three

cases, since it evaluates all commands in V . However, for simplicity the WCL analysis

assumes that a command of request ri,j can be issued immediately once the request arrives

in the request queue at tai,j.

Figure 5.12 shows results in terms of overall Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) for the three

alternative designs listed above. We use a similar setup as in the evaluation Section 5.7:

we consider M = 8 requestors contending for DDR3 1600K DRAM access; each requestor

is assigned a private bank, and the foreground core executes the latency benchmark. For

DuoMC, we first set all deadlines to the minimum possible value Di(T (ri,j)) = ∆i(T (ri,j))
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Figure 5.12: Overall IPC as a function of the relative deadline.

from the static analysis, and then progressively increase them up to 4×∆ (300% increase).

Note that here, design (B) behaves significantly better than (A). The reason is that looking

at selected commands can allow us to exclude most of the worst analysis cases outlined in

Section 5.4.3. On the other hand, (B) and (C) performs similarly, meaning that knowing

the last stage of HPSch does not significantly improve the IPC compared to (B). Therefore,

Section 5.7 follows (B).

We next discuss how the three modules added by DuoMC to an existing COTS ar-

chitecture (DTracker, RTSch and WCLator) can be implemented. The DTracker module

can be simply implemented by employing one counter per requestor, which counts down

from the relative deadline Di(T (ri,j)). For RTSch, in addition to utilizing the timing con-

straint counters, it needs to track the following information: 1) the RR order; 2) whether

a requestor is blocked during the current round. All of these are simple to implement

with a set of universal shift registers and flag registers [22]. For HPSch, note that once

the WCLator selects the command from RTSch, the state of the HPSch can become invalid

(for instance, if the RTSch closes a bank). Updating the internal state of the HPSch would

require internal knowledge of its operation and possibly complex re-engineering. To avoid

such complexity, we leverage the fact that a request remains in the request queue until it

completes. Accordingly, once the WCLator selects a command from RTSch, we flush the

command registers of the HPSch. In the next cycle, the HPSch will operate normally by
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Figure 5.13: Analytical worst-case latency of read request (private and shared banks) across

different speeds of DDR3 device.

reading requests from the request buffer and translate them into new commands taking

into account the updated DRAM state. Such flushing does not usually require any mod-

ifications to the HPSch since most COTS controllers provide special operation registers

(including flushing/reset capabilities) to recover from faults or unstable states [51, 92]. It

also does not affect correctness, since the latency estimation depends only on the RTSch

and the set of commands V that can be issued by the HPSch. If flushing the queues

of RTSch is needed, the outdated commands of RTSch must be regenerated. Note that

this operation is safe since as discussed earlier, we can take into account the time that

RTSch requires to regenerate the commands and send them by increasing the bound by

the number of stages - 1.

It remains to discuss the implementation of the WCLator. As shown in Section 5.4.3,

the remaining latency estimation for each requestor Pi depends on various cases. However,

the calculation in each of them comprises at most six terms: 1) the intra-ready counter

for the next command of the request under analysis, which is known from the timing

constraint counters; 2) LPRE which depends on either kPRE or kPRE
/∈S ; 3) LACT which

depends on either kACT or kACT
/∈S ; 4) the CAS latency, which depending on the case is

either constant or depends on kRD and cinterRD or |S|; 5) ∆MSq
Others, which depends on |S|; 6)

and a constant which can be computed off-line based on the value of timing constraints. To

avoid computing each term on-line based on the corresponding equation, we pre-calculate

it for every possible value of the parameters and store it in a look-up table. Note that the

hardware required to calculate the estimation is fast and simple and can be implemented

with a small area footprint as it just needs to add six terms together, each of which can

be stored in at most 11 bits. Instead of computing the maximum over all possible cases,
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the WCLator can then simply compare each case against the slack counter of Pi, which

requires a 13-bit comparator in our implementation, and then and the results together

to determine if the HPSch should be selected. The key advantage of this method is that

each case can be evaluated in parallel, making the WCLator extremely fast. Finally,

while the number of cases for each requestor Pi is significant, as noted in Section 5.4.3,

only a subset needs to be considered in each clock cycle. Furthermore, several cases have

the same or similar remaining latency, and their computation can thus be merged with

simple combinational logic. Therefore, we believe that an optimized implementation can

significantly reduce the number of latency terms that must be computed in hardware, albeit

at the possible trade-off of adding extra combinational logic to the critical path.

5.6 MCsim: An Extensible DRAM MC Simulator

In order to evaluate our proposed method DuoMC, we develop and release an open-source,

extensible, memory controller simulator called MCsim [73]. In this section, we provide a

detailed architectural overview of MCsim along with its configuration details.

5.6.1 Architectural Design

MCsim employs a modular, expansible, configurable, and integrable design; Figure 5.14

illustrates the major hardware blocks implemented in the framework. MCsim consists

of an address translator (address mapping), which maps requests to physical memory

cells, a command generator that converts requests into access commands, and request and

command schedulers that determine the order of request/command execution.

Modularity: each block is constructed independently, and the encapsulated data is

accessed through a simple interface. In this manner, changes to the behavior of a particular

block do not impact the other blocks in the system. The specific algorithms implemented

by these blocks must be customized based on the MC design. Expansibility: MCsim

exploits the benefits of inheritance and polymorphism by providing virtual function in-

terfaces, which minimize the amount of code required to extend the functionality of each

block. Configurability: an MC simulator must include queues to connect the hardware

blocks and temporarily store requests and commands. Rather than fixing the structure

of the queues as in most other MC simulators, MCsim provides an easy to configure and

modular queue structure. Since DRAM devices are organized in hierarchy levels (e.g.,
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Figure 5.14: Generalized MC architecture and major blocks.

channels, ranks, bank groups, banks), the configurable queue structure allows the designer

to construct them according to any DRAM level. Integrability: as shown in Figure 5.14,

MCsim employs a generalized interface that can be accessed by any external system sim-

ulator to send memory requests and employs an abstract DRAM interface for the DRAM

device model, so that the framework is not tied to any specific memory device type. For

the device interface, we currently connect MCsim to Ramulator as the preferred device

simulator since it supports a wide variety of DRAM standards. Note that a researcher can

even implement his own device model and interface it directly to MCsim as far as it adheres

to the MCsim interface. For the CPU system interface, MCsim can run as a trace-based

simulator. It also provides an interface to connect two of the commonly used simulators,

namely gem5 [11] and MacSim [61].

5.6.2 Configuration and Simulation Engine

A specific MC is built by a configuration file (.ini) to define the structure of the queues

as well as the operation of each hardware block. As an example in Pseudo Code 5.1,

we show the configuration for the ORP controller [32], which requires per-requestor

buffers and applies DIRECT request arbitration, OPEN command generation, and a specific

ORP command scheduling policy.
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MCsim also enables to configure the address mapping based on all possible different

permutations of the DRAM device hierarchy, which allows the user to assign the mapping

schemes flexibly. Each digit represents the corresponding hierarchy level, and the permu-

tation determines the order of decoding. The permutation of the address bits can change

the performance of a task based on how the data is allocated.

The request and command queues are constructed based on the selected DRAM hier-

archy level. The bits value for each DRAM level is shown in lines 12 and 13 of Pseudo

Code 5.1. These schemes are used to build the configured number of queues and also pro-

vide a flexible hardware structure to support most predictable DRAM scheduling policies.

1 // Rank [ 0 ] , BankGroup [ 1 ] , Bank [ 2 ] , SubArray [ 3 ] ,Row [ 4 ] , Col [ 5 ]
2 AddressMapping=012345 // order o f address t r a n s l a t i o n
3 RequestBuf fer=0000 // reque s t queue per l e v e l
4 ReqPerREQ=1 // reque s t queue per r eque s to r
5 WriteBuf fer=0 // ded icated queue f o r wr i t e r eque s t s
6 CommandBuffer=0000 // command queue per l e v e l
7 CmdPerREQ=1 // command queue per r eque s to r
8 // schedu l e r Based on Keys
9 RequestScheduler=’DIRECT ’ // employ ”DIRECT” reque s t s chedu l e r

10 CommandGenerator=’OPEN’ // employ ”OPEN” command genera to r
11 CommandScheduler=’ORP’ // employ ”ORP” command schedu l e r
12 // queue s t r u c tu r e scheme : 0000 −−> Channel , 1000 −−> Rank
13 // 0100 −−> BankGroup , 0010 −−> Bank , 0001 −−> SubArray

Pseudo Code 5.1: Configuration parameters for ORP

The structure of request and command queues is depicted in Figure 5.15. There are

three separate buffers for request queues: first, a general buffer is used to store any incoming

request; second, a set of buffers can be configured using the ReqPerREQ parameter to

separate requests by individual requestors; and last, a write buffer can be enabled via the

WriteBuffer parameter to separate write requests of any requestor from read requests.

By providing these configurations, MCsim can support request schedulers that arbitrate

among DRAM hierarchies, requestor IDs, type of requests, or all of the above. For example,

some MCs schedulers arbitrate among requestors (cores) regardless of the DRAM location

of a request [32]. Therefore, an individual buffer is created for each requestor. Other MCs

arbitrate among DRAM banks rather than requestors and require a per-bank queue [52, 32].

The request arbitration can also be performed on two levels. For instance, DCmc requires

a request queue per bank and performs RR among requestors in each bank. Typical high-

performance arbiters employ First-Ready First-Come-First-Serve (FR-FCFS) arbitration

in addition to a separate arbitration between read and write requests. The command queue

shown in Figure 5.15 is similar to the request queue and can be configured based on two
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parameters.

CmdPerREQ is used to separate commands for different requestors. Rather than hav-

ing separate buffers for read and write requests, the command queue has separate com-

mand buffers for commands with different criticalities. Criticality reflects the priority

of requests. Assigning different priorities for requests is a common theme both in pre-

dictable systems as well as COTS platforms. In a case of an MC with two priorities

(for instance critical vs. non-critical requests), General Buffer is only employed for

high requestors, while the Low-Priority Buffer stores lower-priority commands. The

sub-classes of RequestScheduler, CommandGenerator, and CommandScheduler
are selected based on their names. The string name of a subclass must be defined in

schedulerRegister.h to notify which subclass will be used according to the names.

5.6.3 Detailed System Design

Throughout this section, we explain the detailed functionality and implementation of hard-

ware blocks as well as their interactions according to the MCsim class diagram in Fig-

ure 5.16.

Top-Level Memory Controller: The top-level MemoryController is responsible

for controlling the interaction between each internal hardware block and managing the

requests and data flow between external memory requests and memory devices. In order

to differentiate the requirements of each requestor in a system, we consider a requestor to
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Figure 5.16: MCsim class diagram representing the main functional blocks in the simulator.

be either a critical (high priority) or non-critical (low priority).

Thus, a requestorCriticalTable can be configured by the user to indicate the criticality

of each requestor. Then, the table can be used by any hardware block to make scheduling

decisions among requests or commands based on the criticality of the requestors.

MemoryController receives new memory requests from requestors through addRequest(ID,
Address, Type, Size, Data) and sends complete requests back to the requestors

through callback(Request) provided by the simulation engine. MemoryController is

also responsible for inserting requests and commands into their corresponding queues.

Once there are available data that can be transmitted through the data bus, Memo-

ryController communicates with the DRAM device through receiveData(Data) and

sendData(Data) functions.

The step() function triggers the proceeding of each of the internal hardware blocks.

According to Figure 5.16, the requestSchedule() function of RequestScheduler is

first called to select requests that can be converted into commands. All commands gener-

ated by the CommandGenerator are en-queued into back-end command queues. Finally,

the commandSchedule() function of CommandScheduler is called to issue an available

command to the DRAM device. Since the data bus and the command bus are separated,

available data can be sent or received in parallel with the command.

AddressMapping : The interface addressMapping(request) takes an incoming

request and assigns a physical memory location to the request. The location of a request

is determined by shifting the memory level bits in the order of the mapping scheme used
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in the configuration file.

RequestScheduler : The request scheduler is connected with both request and com-

mand queues because the arbitration may not only depend on the available requests in a

request queue, but also on the status of corresponding command queues. For example,

RTMem only allows a new request to be scheduled if there is no activate command in any

of the command queues.

A bankTable is used to track the currently active row in the row buffer of each bank. It

determines if a selected request is targeting an open or close row. The bankTable is accessed

by isRowHit(Request) before a request is sent to command generator and updated by

updateRowTable(Rank,Bank,Row) once the request is converted into commands.

CommandGenerator : The abstract class CommandGenerator has a virtual interface

commandGenerate(Request, isOpen) which is called by requestScheduler to decode

a request into a set of DRAM commands. This procedure is done based on the status of the

row and generation pattern, including open, close, or hybrid page policies. All generated

commands in one cycle are temporally stored in a command buffer, which is later accessed

by the top-level memory controller. We separate requestScheduler and commandGenerator

to allow development of each of those components separately.

CommandScheduler : The command scheduler is connected to the command queues

and the DRAM device interface. It contains a requestorCriticalTable for each

command queue to record the criticality of each requestor. cmdQueueTimer tracks the

minimum number of clock cycles that any commands must wait before being issued. The

table is updated once a command is issued to DRAM devices, and the counter for each

command decremented every clock cycle. As an example, we show ORP scheduling mecha-

nism in Pseudo Code 5.2. Ready commands from each requestor command buffer are first

pushed to a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffer according to their criticality. When there

is a CAS command in the critical FIFO that cannot be issued to the device, the CAS

command will block all the other CAS commands (by CASBlock) in the FIFO, but not the

commands of other types. If there is no command issuable from the high-priority FIFO,

the scheduler tries to schedule a command from the low-priority FIFO.

MemorySystem : To support a broad range of DRAM standards, MCsim has a general

interface to access DRAM information provided by the user through three virtual func-

tions: 1) GET CONSTRAINT(name): the MC retrieves the timing constraint values for a

selected DRAM device from the device simulator. 2) CHECK COMMAND(Cmd): once a com-

mand is selected from the command scheduler, this function is used to determine whether
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the command can be issued in the current clock; 3) RECEIVE COMMAND(Cmd): behaves as
an interface to the command bus; it is called by sendCommand(Cmd) in commandSched-

uler to issue a command through the command bus. Notice that, if the implementation of

a certain MC design requires changes in the device itself, some modifications also need to

be done in MCsim which would be straightforward due to the modularity of the simulator.

1 Function scheduleCommand ORP ( )
2 f o r ( ’ each r eque s t o rBu f f e r in a channel commandQueue ’ )
3 i f ( ’ r e que s t o rBu f f e r i s not empty ’ )
4 get f r on t Cmd from the r eque s t o rBu f f e r ;
5 i f ( ’ isReady (Cmd) ’ )
6 i f ( ’HRT reque s to r ’ )
7 push Cmd in to FIFO ;
8 e l s e
9 push Cmd in to SRT−FIFO ;

10 CASblock = f a l s e ;
11 f o r ( ’ every Cmd in FIFO from the f r on t o f the queue ’ )
12 i f ( ’ CASblock i s t rue and Cmd i s CAS ’ )
13 cont inue ;
14 i f ( ’ i s s I s s u e a b l e (Cmd) ’ )
15 sendCommand (Cmd) ;
16 r e turn Cmd;
17 e l s e i f ( ’Cmd i s CAS ’ )
18 CASblock = true ;
19 f o r ( ’ every Cmd in the SRT−FIFO from f r on t o f the queue ’ )
20 i f ( ’ i s I s s u e a b l e (Cmd) ’ )
21 sendCommand(Cmd) ;
22 r e turn Cmd;
23 r e turn NULL;

Pseudo Code 5.2: ORP command scheduler

5.6.4 MCsim Evaluation and Validation

1) Lines-of-Code (LOC): To show the effectiveness of MCsim we implement 10 differ-

ent MC scheduling techniques at the request-level and 11 ones at the command-level as

Figure 5.16 illustrates. We observe that the maximum amount of controller-specific code

in MCsim is less than 11%, and the largest amount of code required to implement any

controller is 432. In Table 5.2, we report the LOC required to implement each MC. In

addition, we also implemented a device-based refresh mechanism (per-bank refresh [16])

that only adds 65 LOC to MCsim.

2) Simulation Time (RunTime): We compare MCsim with existing DRAM and MC

simulators, which are open-sourced and can run as a standalone package with inputs trace,
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Table 5.2: Simulation time (sec) of MCs for different simulators. ✓represents the ability

to distinguish among different requestors in each MC.

Controller REQ Simulator LOC RunTimeseq RunTimerand

FR-FCFS

✗ MCsim 32 3.91 8.7

✗ Ramulator# 309 18.97 31.01

✗ Ramulator 243 6.04 9.12

✗ DRAMsim2 356 3.28 8.28

BLISS
✓ MCsim 78 32.01 75.71

✓ Ramulator# 335 293.32 422.52

PARBS
✓ MCsim 138 46.95 115.66

✓ Ramulator# 424 172.62 372.21

ORP
✓ MCsim 93 44.80 74.83

✓ Standalone 542 103.76 726.31

RTMem
✓ MCsim 96 86.69 98.16

✓ Standalone 1910 50.12 51.24

MEDUSA ✓ MCsim 123 33.78 98.30

CMDBundle ✓ MCsim 169 37.95 73.27

REQBundle ✓ MCsim 432 52.27 57.49

MAG ✓ MCsim 94 40.31 71.16

MCMC ✓ MCsim 182 63.61 66.95

DCmc ✓ MCsim 85 42.81 71.35

AMC ✓ MCsim 98 81.90 92.38

PMC ✓ MCsim 65 93.97 105.52

ROC ✓ MCsim 175 40.38 72.54

making it viable to provide a fair and reproducible comparison. We employ two synthetic

memory traces containing one million requests each, including 90% read and 10% write

requests since reads are more critical in general. The seq trace is constructed such that it

accesses rows consecutively, which tends to access open rows in the device. The rand trace

is created with completely randomized address locations in order to stress the controllers

with close requests. Since DDR3 device is supported in all the simulators, we run each

simulator on our host (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz, 16GB RAM, and

the Linux kernel is 4.15) with DDR3 1600H device with the same DRAM structures and

timing constraints and make sure each simulator has the same system parameters. We
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configured all device simulators to employ FR-FCFS scheduling. The simulation time

are shown in Table 5.2. Regarding FR-FCFS, the run time is presented, such that each

simulator finishes all the requests in the trace. For the rest of the controllers that are

concerned about fairness, we duplicate the trace into eight such that each requestor accesses

its own trace, which consists of 1 million requests as used previously. We conclude that

MCsim provides comparable simulation time to the device simulators, as well as the greatest

extensibility that enables us to develop new controllers. Notice that the extra lines of code

for implementing a new controller is small; however, on the downside, the generalization

feature of MCsim might slow down the simulation speed (specifically, this is the case for

RTMem).

3) Behavioral Validation: We validate MCsim using the regression test suite provided by

the DRAM subsystem validation tool, MCXplore [41]. This regression suite covers a wide

range of controller parameters such as hit ratio, read/write ratio, and interleaving. We

validate the correctness of MCsim by comparing the issuing times of commands with the

JEDEC standard’s dictated constraints. We also compare each policy with its counterpart

in a publicly available simulator as Table 5.2 shows. Results confirm that MCsim con-

forms to the standard and the behavior of each policy matches that of the corresponding

simulator.

5.7 Evaluation

Experimental Setup. We use MacSim [60], a multi-processor architectural simulator to

model the requestors in our experiments. We incorporate superscalar x86 cores clocked

at 1GHz. We run the experiments with multiple cache configurations; however, similar

to [74], we show the results with bypassed caches in order to maximize the stress on the

MC and DRAM device. For the memory subsystem, MacSim is integrated with the MCsim

memory controller simulator, employing a single-channel single-rank DRAM device. We

use the virtual-to-physical address mapping capability in MacSim’s front-end to implement

bank partitioning/sharing among cores which can be achieved without running a complete

OS manipulation. Since DuoMC is capable of handling shared banks, we also conduct ex-

periments on DDR4-2400U to incorporate more banks in the experiments (DDR4 supports

up to 16 banks compared to 8 banks in DDR3). The baseline HPSch deploys the FR-FCFS

policy [97, 81], where requests to open rows are prioritized over requests targeting close

rows in the same bank. This arbiter favors applications that can issue multiple concurrent
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memory requests. We assume that the HPSch provides to the WCLator a set V comprising

one command per requestor per bank.

Considered MCs. We implement the proposed DuoMC inside MCsim. Since we are

considering systems with strict guarantees, we compare against the following state-of-the-

art real-time MCs, which also provide analytical WCL bounds and are implemented in

MCsim: 1) Analyzable Memory Controller (AMC) [84], 2) CMDBundle [22], 3) DRAM-

bulism [74], 4) REQBundle [33], and 5) Zheng [117]. For ease of comparison, we do not

model refresh operations.

Workloads. We use EEMBC 1.1 auto benchmark suite [91] and also use two synthetic

benchmarks: latency and bandwidth from IsolBench [110]. In all experiments, on the

foreground core, we run one of the EEMBC or latency benchmarks and execute a bandwidth

benchmark on the background cores to heavily stress the DRAM.

5.7.1 Analytical Worst-Case Memory Access Latency

Figure 5.13 represents the WCL bound on the read request latency of multiple state-of-

the-art predictable MCs when there exist M = 7 requestors in the system and DDR3

devices with different speed bins are used (we employ DDR3 as some of the controllers we

compare against cannot support DDR4). We use 7 requestors since DDR3 has 8 banks; in

this way, we can use the extra bank as shared for MCs supporting shared banks, including

Zheng [117] and RTSch. The remaining MCs only use 7 banks with one private bank per

requestor. Note that we only show the latency bounds for read requests since they are

larger compared to write requests. Based on the figure, we make three observations: (1)

Zheng and AMC [84] perform worse than all other controllers; both are ones of the early

designs which do not include recent optimizations to tighten the latency bound, such as

bundling the commands/requests. (2) DuoMC and CMDBundle [22] have similar perfor-

mance since both schedule individual commands and bundle CAS commands in specific

rounds. The read hit bound for DuoMC is lower (15% for read hit and 7% for read miss

in average) as it uses a more efficient round switching mechanism. (3) DRAMbulism [74]

and REQBundle [33] also have similar performance since both controllers are optimized

to execute requests in a pipeline, such that each miss request can only suffer interference

on either PRE, ACT or CAS command, rather than all three of them. Consequently,

both controllers perform better than DuoMC for miss requests, but worse on hit requests.

Furthermore, note that the gap for miss requests tends to close for faster devices. Since

DuoMC and Zheng support shared DRAM banks, we consider the eighth bank as shared
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among all the 7 requestors. As shown in the small figure, DuoMC performs better than

Zheng because the latter considers each requestor with a request to the shared bank to be a

virtual requestor such that a RR must be conducted among them in addition to the private

banks’RR. This worsens the bound on the shared request by 141% for DDR3 1600K.

5.7.2 Measured Request Latency

Figure 5.17 delineates the latency suffered by read miss requests (in log10 scale) un-

der FR-FCFS, RTSch and DuoMC. We consider M = 8 requestors contending for DDR3

1600K DRAM access; each requestor is assigned a private bank, and the foreground core

executes the latency benchmark. For readability, Figure 5.17 only incorporates requests

with latency longer than 80 cycles. The black dashed line represents the static WCL

bound for DuoMC. For the FR-FCFS controller, we observe noticeable latency spikes all

around the execution with a maximum latency of 2104 cycles. This is because FR-FCFS

prioritizes requests that target an open row in DRAM, which can starve (theoretically)

or delay for a significant amount of time (practically) requests that target close rows. On

the flip side, RTSch guarantees the latency bound for all requests as expected. However,

none of the requests come close to the static WCL bound since the analysis must make

pessimistic assumptions on the state of the resource and RR order. Finally, we configure

DuoMC with the minimum possible deadline Di(T (ri,j)) = ∆i(T (ri,j)) for each requestor.

DuoMC stretches the latency of requests towards the relative deadline (dashed black line),

because the WCLator estimates the latencies at run-time, and has more information on the

system state. This allows DuoMC to select FR-FCFS as long as no request risks violating

its deadline, thus significantly improving average performance compared to RTSch as we

show next.

5.7.3 Average-Case Performance

Figure 5.18a shows the overall IPC of the system for each controller when the foreground

core is running one of the EEMBC benchmarks, and a DDR3 1600K device is used. For

DuoMC, we first set all deadlines to the minimum possible value Di(T (ri,j)) = ∆i(T (ri,j)),

and then gradually increase them up to 2× of the minimum deadline (100% increase). No-

tice that, the deadline setting for each requestor is fully configurable and can be determined

based on the requirements/characteristics of the application/requestor (i.e. existing slacks,
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Figure 5.17: Request latency comparison amongst DuoMC, FR-FCFS, and RTSch. Only

latencies greater than 80 cycles are shown. Note that Y-axis represents the latency in log10
scale.

criticality of the requestor, or criticality of different partitions of the task). By increas-

ing the relative deadline in DuoMC, the framework will have more opportunity to select

the HPSch. Under DuoMC with a minimum relative deadline (DuoMC-0), even though no

request violates its deadline, the overall IPC of the system is very close to the FR-FCFS

controller. In particular, DuoMC-0 exhibits only 8% loss of performance over FR-FCFS on

average while DuoMC-100 shows only 1% performance degradation. If Di is large enough,

the framework will almost always select the HPSch; hence, the performance of the sys-

tem will be equivalent to the FR-FCFS controller. To compare, RTSch, which shows the

best IPC over all other real-time MCs, causes 44% slowdown across the benchmarks com-

pared to FR-FCFS. In order to allow the cores to communicate with each other, we use a

DDR4-2400U device as it provides more banks compared to its DDR3 predecessors; specifi-

cally, it consists of 4 bank groups, each containing four banks resulting in 16 banks in total.

We configure a system with M = 7 cores, each of them has exclusive access to 2 separate

private banks, and two remaining banks are shared among all requestors. Since access time

to the same bank group in DDR4 is longer than access to a different one, we assign the

private banks for each requestor to reside in different bank groups to reduce access time. In

Figure 5.19, DuoMC shows an even better relative performance with DuoMC-0 compared

to the Figure 5.18, resulting in only 7% slowdown compared to HPSch. For comparison,
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Figure 5.19: IPC for EEMBC benchmarks using DDR4-2400U.

the figure also shows performance for the other controllers supporting DDR4.

We make the following observations: 1) the overall IPC of the system reduces compared

to DDR3 and 8 requestors even though the number of banks is increased. This shows that

DDR4 device does not perform better for the real world benchmarks since the additional

bandwidth of DDR4 are not utilized as also discussed in [26]; 2) DDR4 devices are not

suitable for memory sensitive applications as the access time is increased (11% increase in

row hit and 14% increase in row miss compared to DDR3 devices) due to the bank groups

in DDR4; 3) introducing shared banks reduces the parallelism in the DRAM device when

requestors generate request to the shared banks (serviced sequentially). Therefore, the

average performance of the system is degraded for both RTSch as well as HPSch; however,

DuoMC-0 only shows 7% slowdown compared to HPSch.
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5.8 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced DuoMC, a novel MC to manage DRAM memories in high-

performance real-time embedded systems. DuoMC embodies two main contributions: 1) It

applies Duetto reference model to COTS DRAM controllers as one of the most complex

shared resources. As a result, DuoMC achieves worst-case latency bounds that are compa-

rable or better to that of existing real-time controllers at a very close performance to that

of the COTS controllers; 2) It provides a mechanism to support both private and shared

bank(s) combinations to enable shared-data communication among real-time tasks in the

system.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

Real-time embedded systems are experiencing a transformation towards incrementally more

integrated architectures. Multi-core platforms, heterogeneous co-processors, DMA engines,

multi-level caches, and superscalar execution are employed to appease accrescent perfor-

mance demands through increasing the complexity of the system. These complexities

expose a significant amount of challenges in terms of interference amongst requestors that

compete to access shared resources. This challenge creates a fundamental trade-off between

average-case performance and predictability of the system.

Based on the observation that the system is not overloaded most of the time, this

thesis presents Duetto reference model that successfully addresses the trade-off mentioned

above. This can be achieved by introducing a dual-mode arbitration scheme and run-time

monitoring the request latencies such that predictability is achieved by design while the

impact on the system performance is negligible.

This dissertation’s research contributions elucidate generalized steps for the real-time

system designers to address the performance-predictability trade-off for the shared re-

sources in multi-core platforms. The key contributions of this thesis include:

1. A generalized reference model for hardware resource management is introduced that

tackles the predictability-performance trade-off by pairing a real-time arbiter with

a high-performance arbiter. Duetto tends to execute the high-performance arbiter

most of the time but is able to switch to the real-time arbiter only in the rare cases

when timing guarantees risk being violated.
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2. A high-performance yet predictable hardware cache coherency arbiter is introduced

that beats the state-of-the-art predictable coherency work in terms of average per-

formance.

3. The proposed cache coherency arbitration mechanism is further improved by integra-

tion with Duetto reference model. It is shown that by leveraging Duetto and using

run-time information of the system, it is possible to achieve a performance similar

to COTS-based mechanisms.

4. A highly optimized DRAM memory controller design is proposed that provides tight

latency bounds. Moreover, a near-COTS performance is achieved by employing

Duetto. The proposed scheme supports shared banks which was not possible in

previous works or was doable with significantly pessimistic bounds.

5. An open-source, extensible, memory controller simulator called MCsimis developed

and released to simulate DRAM memory controller. MCsim is able to evaluate the

performance of the memory controllers. Moreover, MCsim can run in both standalone

mode as well as full system simulation mode through integration with MACsim [61].

6. This thesis clarifies that different resources bring different complexities. In the case

of DRAM, the complexity is sending commands before the previous request is fin-

ished. In addition, the resource states are not kept in the resource itself and there

needs to be some sort of estimator. In the case of cache, there are more cases in terms

of the sequence of operation each request could follow in the system which depends

on the state of a cache line and the coherency state machine.

The techniques proposed in this thesis enable multiple future extensions based on the

existing limitations. This includes:

1. In reality, the resources described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 interact with each

other. There exists a real-time arbiter for each of them but the latency analysis is

performed separately. Since in practice there is a pipeline of requests over these two

resources, doing a combined latency analysis that considers the interaction between

the resources might lead to a tighter bound rather than summing the latency of

each of these two resources. In detail, Chapter 4 assumed that the LLC is a perfect

cache such that the delay imposed by accessing the off-chip memory is not modeled.

However, in a more realistic model, a particular request could miss in the last on-chip

memory hierarchy. This miss request then will be directed to the memory controller.
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2. Incorporate Duetto in all memory hierarchy levels including memory controller and LLC

together and considering their interaction. This requires a more complex/detailed

latency analysis as well as synchronization. In detail, specific challenge is how to

properly design Duetto to interact across multiple resources. For example, we expect

that there might be trade-off in whether a unique arbiter is running over two resources

which might lead to better bound but more complex implementation or whether dif-

ferent Duetto(s) should be implemented but keeping track of the deadlines and RR

order might lead to a more pessimistic bound.

3. One of the complexities of Duetto is deriving the on-line WCL analysis. While in

this thesis, we do so manually, we believe that a significant portion of the process

could be (partially) automated through either model-checking or computer-assisted

proofs; note that the set of analysis cases can be trivially enumerated by a tool based

on the resource state machine.

4. The mechanisms introduced in this thesis assumed all cores in the system are homo-

geneous meaning that their requirements are similar. However, in a real world SoC,

some IPs have different requirements (e.g. display engine which needs to meet the

bandwidth to fill the display frame buffer and has latency requirements to not miss

pixels in a frame). Or in a more specific way, GPUs consume a significant amount of

data while processing cores might not act similarly. Duetto is configurable such that

different requestors in the system could have different latency bounds (deadlines).

It would be interesting to conduct further simulation using integrated heterogeneous

simulators and investigate the impact of varying deadlines on the performance of

processing components.

5. The evaluation in this thesis is performed through architectural simulators. While

we tried our best to engineer the design such that it runs fast enough (specifi-

cally WCLator design), there still needs to be a concrete implementation to prove the

design satisfies the performance requirements. I envision that the reference model

proposed in this thesis works better as an “add-on” to an already existing hardware

component compared to re-designing a new architecture.

6. As discussed in Chapter 5, most of these designs are pipelined but the architectural

simulators do not support pipeline behavior. Hence, it would be interesting to explore

what would happen by fully pipelining the design and implementing it on the actual

RTL for example starting a proof of concept on FPGA.
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7. In Duetto reference model, we incorporate a request-driven approach meaning that

we compute the interference on the shared resource by considering the worst-case

scenario that could happen to each and every request. However, incorporating more

knowledge about the other requestors in the system could result in a better bound (i.e.

a job-driven approach). For example, the system could track the latencies based on

multiple requests through set of counters that count the number of interfering requests

of other cores. However, this would add extra complexity and require additional

information on the operation of the other requestors in the system.
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